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Abstract
Adam Byrne, Cortical oscillatory changes associated with cognitive effort,
value of effort, and incentive.
Cognitive effort is conceptualised as being deployed relative to the SV of its
associated outcomes. The SV of incentives should therefore directly modulate effortful
performance, as well as cortical processes associated with effortful engagement. However,
the relationship between incentive value and modality, and effortful engagement remains
unclear. The current thesis aimed to elaborate on the deployment of cognitive effort in
response to incentives of differing magnitude and valence using preparatory ERD/ERS
measures in tandem with discounting procedures.
ERD/ERS in the alpha and beta bands was used to untangle cortical activation
from inhibition during effortful engagement, as well as separating anticipatory attention
from approach/avoidance motor responses under rewards of differing magnitudes and
valence. Further, a COGED discounting task was used to estimate effort discounting rates,
and to compare the SV of gains and losses.
The results presented in the three experimental chapters showed that rewards lead
to different modulations in pre-movement ERD/ERS depending on the task-structure used.
Losses were more motivating than gains, but were associated with slower RTs, as well as
deteriorations in alpha-band ERD. Further, individual SVs of effort were not significantly
associated with changes in RT or ERD under differing incentives.
The current thesis showed that cognitive effort is deployed through patterns of
strategic cortical activation and inhibition, rather than a sustained increase in cortical
activation. Further, the divergent effect of losses and gains was revealed to likely be due
to attentional effects not the previously hypothesised approach/avoidance associations.
Finally, the SV of effort does not appear to directly inform effortful engagement.
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Chapter 1 – General Introduction
1.1 Cognitive Effort
1.1.1 The concept of effort
The concept of effort is an intuitive one, considered to be the amount of work,
either physical or cognitive, an individual must expend to reach a desired goal. It has
been known since the early-twentieth century that prolonged effort causes fatigue and
deteriorations in performance (Arai, 1912). An aversion to effort was then found across
several species, leading Hull (1943) to propose the ‘law of less work’, stating that
organisms will always choose the option which requires the least effort to achieve,
given that the subjective value of offered outcomes is equal.
The tendency to avoid effort is a general principal in human behaviour. For
example, individuals will usually choose to reach in directions which involve moving
the least mass (Wang & Johnson, 2012), will walk along paths which require making
the fewest number of steps (Bitgood & Dukes, 2006), and will move an object over
the shortest possible distance (Rosenbaum & Gaydos, 2008). Similarly, when offered
tasks which require cognitive effort, individuals will show a preference for the option
which requires the least effort (Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009; Chong et al., 2017;
Dixon & Christoff, 2012; Kaufman, 1999; Kool & Botvinick, 2014; Lane, 1992;
Loewenstein, Rick, & Cohen, 2008; Massar, Libedinsky, Weiyan, Huettel, & Chee,
2015), even to the point of expending physical effort to reduce subsequent cognitive
effort (Botvinick, 2007; Risko, Medimorec, Chisholm, & Kingstone, 2014).
However, it has been argued that effort is a rather abstract idea, which has been
used to describe multiple distinct concepts that cannot necessarily be reconciled
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998; Baumeister, Muraven, & Tice,
2000; Preston, Wegner, Morsella, Bargh, & Gollwitzer, 2009). First, there are stark
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differences between cognitive and physical effort, such as the metabolic costs
associated with physical effort that are not found during sustained cognitive effort
(Boska, 1994; Jeneson, Westerhoff, Brown, Van Echteld, & Berger, 1995; Potma,
Stienen, Barends, & Elzinga, 1994; Russ, Elliott, Vandenborne, Walter, & BinderMacleod, 2002; Szentesi, Zaremba, van Mechelen, & Stienen, 2001). Second, while
cognitive effort is usually considered to be the subjective feeling of effort associated
with the engagement of cognitive resources, it has also been associated with the
amount of cognitive resources dedicated to a task (Arai, 1912; Blain, Hollard, &
Pessiglione, 2016; Hagger, Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2010; Scerbo, 2001),
measures of effortful performance (e.g., RTs, items remembered from a list,
mathematical speed ect.) (Bandura, 1977; Bijleveld, Custers, & Aarts, 2010;
Eisenberger, 1992; Kukla, 1972; Locke & Latham, 1990), and the discounting effect
of effort requirements associated with a reward (Prévost, Pessiglione, Météreau, CléryMelin, & Dreher, 2010; Walton, Kennerley, Bannerman, Phillips, & Rushworth,
2006).
It should also be noted that there are situations where effort expenditure may
increase the value of an associated reward (Arkes et al., 1994; Kameda, Takezawa,
Tindale, & Smith, 2002; Mochon, Norton, & Ariely, 2012; Muehlbacher & Kirchler,
2009; Norton, Mochon, & Ariely, 2012). Further, in contrast to physical effort, the
exact cost of cognitive effort remains unclear, although multiple theories have been
proposed to explain its aversive nature (Christie & Schrater, 2015; Gailliot &
Baumeister, 2007; Kurzban, 2016).
In the present thesis effort is considered to be the amount of physical or
cognitive resources dedicated to a task in the pursuit of a specific outcome, and the
subjective feeling of effort (phenomenological effort) associated with it. Effort was
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not directly investigated during the research discussed, which focused on effortdiscounting rates, effortful performance, and ERD measures associated with
incentives. While providing useful insight into the phenomena, these measures cannot
be used to make categorical claims about the amount of effort dedicated to a task. The
research discussed in the present thesis instead aimed to elaborate on the cortical
effects underpinning effortful performance under incentives of differing magnitudes
and valences, and how this is associated with individual effort discounting rates.

1.1.2 Cognitive effort
Cognitive effort is familiar to most people, experienced when performing a
series of calculations, reading a difficult book, or writing an essay. The prolonged
implementation of cognitive effort usually leads to significant fatigue and aversion to
further effortful engagement (Arai, 1912; Blain, Hollard, & Pessiglione, 2016; Hagger,
Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2010; Scerbo, 2001). The fatigue associated with
effortful engagement is usually described as a subjective feeling, with associated
wincreased aversion to cognitive effort (Smit, Eling, & Coenen, 2004). Cognitive
fatigue is related to both the workload and duration of an effortful task (Earle, 2004),
as well as the amount of control individuals have over the task (Karasek, 1979;
Theorell & Karasek, 1996). However, despite the phenomenological fatigue associated
with cognitive effort, the brain can perform numerous complex calculations
simultaneously without an experience of phenomenological effort. For example, the
visual system performs a multitude of complex calculations with no experienced
effort, whilst scanning a visual field often results in extreme feelings of effort and
fatigue (Ackerman, 2011).
Cognitive fatigue is often viewed as the depletion of a resource or energy store
associated with cognitive effort (e.g., glucose-depletion, or amyloid-beta protein build-
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up) (Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007) but is also highly modulated by motivational and
task-perception factors. For example, when cognitive activities are self-initiated,
consistent with internal goals or regarded as ‘play’ they often do not lead to significant
levels of reported fatigue (Frankenhauser, 1986). Cognitive fatigue may therefore not
be directly related to the depletion of a specific limited resource, or certain
motivational and task-perception factors may counteract the phenomenological fatigue
associated with cognitive effort even though the resource associated with it remains
partially depleted. The exact nature of cognitive fatigue is not well understood, and the
concept lacks a strong operational definition beyond a subjective experience and its
related aversion (Hockey, 2011).
Theories of cognitive effort also disagree on the relation between cognitive
fatigue and physiological processes. Resource-limited models posit that cognitive
fatigue is a fundamental result of the depletion of a limited resource, be it the loss of
cortical glucose stores or the build-up of amyloid beta proteins reducing the brain’s
ability to engage in effortful tasks (Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). However,
opportunity cost models of cognitive effort view cognitive fatigue as being a purely
motivational process, or as an experience produced by the brain to discourage the
future deployment of cognitive effort.
For this reason, it has been argued that the key component behind whether a
task is perceived as effortful is whether it requirges the implementation of cognitive
control (Hasher, 1979; Kaplan & Berman, 2010; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). This
appears to be the primary mediator in participants’ decisions to engage or disengage
in effortful tasks (Dixon & Christoff, 2012; Inzlicht, Schmeichel, & Macrae, 2014;
Kool, McGuire, Rosen, & Botvinick, 2010; Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013b;
Westbrook et al., 2013).
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Cognitive control can be conceptualised as the degree of top-down control over
neural or cognitive resources (Bogacz, Brown, Moehlis, Holmes, & Cohen, 2006;
O'Reilly & Frank, 2006), and is commonly viewed as being a conscious rather than an
automatic process (Botvinick & Cohen, 2014; Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990;
Norman & Shallice, 1986; Posner, Snyder, & Solso, 2004). Cognitive control is a
distinct concept from cognitive effort, although it is commonly conceived as the
underlying cognitive resource associated with cognitive effort. Cognitive control and
effort are fundamentally linked and increased cognitive control may result in
associated feelings of phenomenological effort and fatigue. However, other factors
may also be associated with the amount of phenomenological effort an individual
experiences during a task, such as mood or framing effects (Akerlof & Yellen, 1990;
Blau, 1993; Byrne, Stoner, Thompson, & Hochwarter, 2005; Hannan et al., 2005;
Lindquist, 2010). Cognitive control should therefore not be considered as directly
related to phenomenological effort, but rather as the underlying cognitive resource
mediated by subjective experiences of effort and fatigue.
Previous research has established a link between cognitive control and effort
by demonstrating an increase in pupil dilation (Brown et al., 1999; Laeng, Ørbo,
Holmlund, & Miozzo, 2011; Rondeel, van Steenbergen, Holland, & van Knippenberg,
2015; Siegle, Ichikawa, & Steinhauer, 2008; Siegle, Steinhauer, & Thase, 2004; van
Bochove, Van der Haegen, Notebaert, & Verguts, 2013; van Steenbergen & Band,
2013; van Steenbergen, Band, & Hommel, 2015; Wendt, Kiesel, Geringswald,
Purmann, & Fischer, 2014) and changes in CV activity reflecting depressions in
sympathetic activity (Kuipers et al., 2017) in response to conflicting trials in cognitive
control paradigms.
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The PFC is important in the implementation of cognitive control (Miller &
Cohen, 2001), leading some to argue that cognitive control is the cardinal function of
this region (Cohen & Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Grafman, 1994; Miller, 1999;
Passingham, 1993; Wise, Murray, & Gerfen, 1996). Similarly, the ACC has been
described as being largely responsible for conscious behaviour (Botvinick & Braver,
2015; Dehaene et al., 2003; Frith, 2002; Holroyd & Braver, 2016; Holroyd & Yeung,
2012; Shenhav, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2013a; Shenhav et al., 2017; Vassena, Holroyd,
& Alexander, 2017; Verguts, Vassena, & Silvetti, 2015), as well as the optimisation
of cognitive effort (Botvinick, Braver, Barch, Carter, & Cohen, 2001; Gehring &
Willoughby, 2002; Holroyd & Coles, 2002; Mega & Cummings, 1997). The ACC is
therefore proposed to implement the monitoring component of cognitive control
(Botvinick, 2007; Botvinick et al., 2001; Botvinick, Cohen, & Carter, 2004). A key
step of cognitive control arises from the communication between the dorsolateral ACC
and the lateral PFC, where the dorsolateral ACC is described as monitoring the need
for control, while the lateral PFC implements it (Botvinick et al., 2001; Kerns et al.,
2004).
Research suggests that performing tasks in a context with incentives present
leads to enhancements in specific cognitive processes such as active maintenance in
working memory, preparatory attention, episodic encoding, and decision-making
(Locke & Braver, 2010; Maddox, Baldwin, & Markman, 2006; Pessoa, 2009; Pessoa
& Engelmann, 2010; Shohamy & Adcock, 2010). For example, the effects of monetary
incentives on listening effort has been tested, showing that high monetary incentives
can be used to boost task performance, as well as CV responses associated with
effortful engagement (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016; Richter, 2016). The effect of
incentives on cognitive effort appears to occur via modulations of specific neural
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circuits involving the PFC, midbrain dopamine system, and related subcortical
structures such as the basal ganglia and hippocampus, causing an interaction between
cognitive control and reward (Berridge, 2007; Boehler, Schevernels, Hopf, Stoppel, &
Krebs, 2014; Daw, O'Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006; Dreisbach & Fischer,
2012; Engelmann et al., 2009; Guitart-Masip, Chowdhury, et al., 2012; Krawczyk,
Gazzaley, & D'Esposito, 2007; dpher et al., 2003; Niv, Daw, Joel, & Dayan, 2007;
Padmala & Pessoa, 2010).
However, while the neural underpinnings and costly nature of cognitive effort
and control are clear (Dixon & Christoff, 2012; Inzlicht et al., 2014; Kaplan & Berman,
2010; Kool et al., 2010; Shenhav et al., 2013b), it is unclear why cognitive control
itself is effortful or aversive. Several theories have been proposed to explain the
aversive and fatiguing nature of cognitive effort (Christie & Schrater, 2015; Gailliot
& Baumeister, 2007; Kurzban, 2016), however each has its own limitations and no
single theory comprehensively explains the aversive nature of cognitive effort.
While cognitive effort is usually seen as a resource that is deployed in response
to associated incentives, leading to improvements in effortful performance, the cortical
underpinnings behind the effect of incentives on effortful performance is not wellunderstood. The research discussed in the present thesis investigated this relationship
using ERD measures of cortical activation/inhibition during periods of sustained
engagement with an effortful task under differing levels of reward.

1.1.3 Physical effort
There are many situations where one must exert effort, be it cognitive or
physical, to receive a desirable outcome. For example, an athlete may train harder to
win a marathon if they are incentivised with a monetary prize, or a student may revise
harder for an exam when an important incentive is offered (Berridge, 2004; Schmidt,
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Lebreton, Cléry-Melin, Daunizeau, & Pessiglione, 2012; Tran, Hagen, Hollenstein, &
Bowie, 2020; Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009; Lewis, 1964; Jansma, Ramsey, de Zwart,
van Gelderen, & Duyn, 2007). However, it is currently unclear whether these two
kinds of effort are driven by common or distinct neural regions.
Physical effort is often considered to be similar to cognitive effort because it is
similarly aversive and discounting of associated rewards (Hartmann, Hager, Tobler, &
Kaiser, 2013; Morel, Ulbrich, & Gail, 2017) and because participants who show a
stronger aversion to cognitive effort also show a stronger aversion to physical effort
(Nishiyama, 2016). While there is neural overlap between the two kinds of effort, this
overlap also occurs with other forms of discounting (e.g., delay, probability) (Miller,
Thome, & Cowen, 2013), and the neural circuitry underlying cognitive and physical
effort appears distinct (Hosking, Cocker, & Winstanley, 2014; Schmidt, Lebreton,
Clery-Melin, Daunizeau, & Pessiglione, 2012). The distinct neural patterns involved
in cognitive and physical effort mean that these areas may simply be responsible for
the encoding and valuation of rewards, or in weighing immediate against long-term
outcomes.
Although there is an association between cognitive and physical effort, there
are fundamental differences between the two which cannot necessarily be reconciled.
For example, the costs of physical effort are much clearer than those associated with
cognitive control. The energy that enables bodily functions and activities during
physical effort stems from carbohydrates, fats & proteins, transferred via adenosine
triphosphate and consumed proportional to force magnitude (Boska, 1994; Jeneson,
Westerhoff, Brown, Van Echteld, & Berger, 1995; Potma, Stienen, Barends, &
Elzinga, 1994; Russ, Elliott, Vandenborne, Walter, & Binder-Macleod, 2002;
Szentesi, Zaremba, van Mechelen, & Stienen, 2001). The costly nature of cognitive
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effort is much less clear, with some researchers arguing that its costs emerge from the
depletion of limited cortical resource and others arguing that cognitive effort is only
perceived as aversive due to the opportunity costs associated with it.
However, similar to the limitations associated with self-report measures of
cognitive effort, the direct costs of physical effort may be ambiguous or difficult to
examine in certain situations. For example, people tend to judge hills to be steeper
when they are wearing a heavy backpack (Bhalla & Proffitt, 1999; Witt, 2017), and
higher physical effort may affect judgements of cognitive effort, where holding a
heavy object leads to a higher degree of cognitive elaboration (Jostmann, Lakens, &
Schubert, 2009). Further, meta-analytic reviews on the role of physical workload in
the perception of time support the view that physical effort has similar effects on taskperception as cognitive effort, as both demand attention and therefore constrain
cognitive processing (Block, Hancock, & Zakay, 2016; Skulmowski & Rey, 2017),
meaning the differential effects of cognitive and physical effort cannot easily be
untangled.
Alongside the depletion of ATP stores, the self-perception of cardiovascular
and respiratory activity seems to play an important role in the sensation of physical
effort (Kollenbaum, Dahme, & Kirchner, 1996; Kollenbaum, Dahme, Kirchner,
Katenkamp, & Wagner, 1994; Pennebaker, 1981). For example, Pennebaker and
Lightner (1980) demonstrated that, when jogging to a constant pace on a treadmill,
individuals reported increased feelings of fatigue when listening to their own breath
compared to other sounds. The results reported by Pennebaker and Lightner (1980)
suggests that the self-perceptions of respiratory processes may confound the subjective
experience of physical effort, similar to the effect of motivational factors on cognitive
effort (Brooks, Stremitzer, & Tontrup, 2017; Church, Libby, & Zhang, 2008; Gose &
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Sadrieh, 2012; Hannan, Hoffman, & Moser, 2005; Van de Weghe & Bruggeman,
2006).
The present thesis primarily examined cognitive rather than physical effort.
However, tasks requiring speeded responses may also require some degree of physical
effort, necessary to organise a fast motor response, in addition to the cognitive effort
required to maintain attention and detect the target stimulus as quickly as possible. The
relation between physical and cognitive effort should therefore be understood when
using RT tasks to investigate effortful behaviour.

1.1.4 Theories of cognitive effort
There are two main schools of thought to explain why people generally find
cognitive effort aversive (Westbrook & Braver, 2015). The first states that cognitive
effort is aversive due to the depletion of a specific resource in the brain, for example
blood-glucose supplies (resource-limited models). The second states that cognitive
effort is perceived as aversive due to the opportunities lost from engaging limited
cognitive resources (opportunity cost models).

1.1.4.1 Resource-limited models.
Resource-limited models posit that effortful tasks are perceived as aversive due
to the depletion of a specific metabolic resource. In resource-limited accounts,
cognitive effort becomes increasingly aversive as time goes on due to the depletion of
limited metabolic resources, causing experiences of increased fatigue and aversion.
Effortful outcomes are posited to be seen as aversive in choice tasks as they would
lead to the necessary depletion of a metabolic resource, stores of which must then be
replenished at a cost. Further, engaging in effortful tasks will lead to a reduced ability
to deploy effortful resources in the future due to cognitive fatigue, meaning resource-
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limited models also posit an opportunity cost of effort, leading to increased aversion
over time.
Support for resource limited models comes from the finding that cognitive
fatigue occurs following an effortful task, and remains even when participants are
required to engage in a second, different effortful task (Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007).
This suggests that the fatigue caused by sustained cognitive effort is not task-specific,
and may instead be related to an underlying resource that is depleted over time.
A popular early account of effort was the idea of ‘ego-depletion’, or that the
strength of self-control is depleted over time, leading to a reduced ability to engage in
controlling behaviour, although the exact resource being depleted was never specified
(Hagger et al., 2010).
The blood-glucose model was proposed to explain the resource being depleted
when participants exert self-control (Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). This posits that
engaging in cognitive effort results in increased neural activation, leading to the
depletion of blood-glucose. In support of this model, previous research has found a
relationship between the implementation of cognitive effort and blood-glucose levels
(Fairclough & Houston, 2004; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). Further, moderate
hypoglycaemia, a fall in blood sugar levels below normal, is associated with reduced
preferences for engaging in effortful tasks (Brain, 1999).
However, contrary to the hypotheses of the blood-glucose model of cognitive
effort, only slight changes to global metabolic demands of the brain have been found
during cognitively demanding tasks (Gibson, 2007; Kurzban, 2010; Rachlin, 2006). In
contrast, several other biological and physiological markers, such as CV activity, have
been shown to be modulated by cognitively demanding tasks (Capa, Audiffren, &
Ragot, 2008; Critchley et al., 2003; Fairclough & Roberts, 2011; Gendolla, Wright, &
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Richter, 2012; Iani, Gopher, & Lavie, 2004; Wright, 1996), meaning that changes in
blood glucose associated with effort may be due to arousal or stress (Gibson, 2007).
To overcome these problems, it has been argued that engaging in cognitive
effort may result in the depletion of local glycogen stores, rather than the brain’s global
glucose intake (Christie & Schrater, 2015; Gibson, 2007; Raichle & Mintun, 2006).
However, while there is some evidence to support the idea that cognitive effort results
in the depletion of glycogen stores (Roach, 2002), these only account for 1-6% of
energy usage in the brain. Local changes in cerebral metabolism due to cognitive
control are also small (Raichle & Mintun, 2006), meaning glycogen stores are usually
capable of dealing with the depletion caused by prolonged cognitive effort (Benington
& Heller, 1995). There is, therefore, little reason to think that the depletion of these
stores would lead to significant aversion or fatigue.
An alternative resource-limited model of cognitive effort posits that cognitive
effort is aversive as it causes a build-up of amyloid-beta proteins in the brain (Holroyd
& Umemoto, 2016). A long-term build-up of amyloid-beta proteins has been
associated with neuronal damage and cognitive decline (Bu et al., 2015; Cheignon et
al., 2018; Shoji et al., 1992; Spires-Jones & Hyman, 2014), as well as the development
of Alzheimer’s disease (Cheignon et al., 2018; Mori, Takio, Ogawara, & Selkoe, 1992;
Spires-Jones & Hyman, 2014). Amyloid-beta plaques usually build up during the day
and are cleared during sleep (Cedernaes et al., 2017; Xie et al., 2013), and sleepdeprivation has been associated with increased phenomenological effort and aversion
to effortful tasks (Libedinsky et al., 2013; Massar, Lim, & Huettel, 2019; Massar, Lim,
Sasmita, & Chee, 2019). However, sleep deprivation is also associated with other
symptoms such as stress and fatigue which may explain an increased aversion to effort
(Franzen et al., 2011; McEwen & Karatsoreos, 2015; Samkoff & Jacques, 1991).
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1.1.4.2 Opportunity cost models.
Opportunity cost models of cognitive effort are based on the idea that a task
becomes perceived as effortful when the opportunity costs of engaging cognitive
resources outweighs their potential benefits (Lazarus, 1993; Tooby & Cosmides,
2008). Opportunity cost models posit that the subjective experience of effort and
fatigue are produced by the brain as a ‘stop-function’ to motivate the organism to avoid
the cognitively demanding task (Inzlicht et al., 2014; Lazarus, 1993; Tooby &
Cosmides, 2008), similar to the proposed functional role of boredom (Elpidorou,
2018).
The cost of effort proposed in these models is the loss of the opportunity to
forage for new information or engage in another, more rewarding, task (Kurzban,
2016). This is because cognitive effort is generally associated with conscious
processes which cannot be run in parallel, and, therefore, require prioritization (Evans,
2008; Miller, 1956; Miller & Cohen, 2001). Engaging conscious cognitive resources
would logically require the sacrifice of other processes, leading to an opportunity cost
of cognitive control (Kurzban, Duckworth, Kable, & Myers, 2013). A further
opportunity cost that may be associated with cognitive effort include patterns of
reciprocal inhibition associated with attentional engagement given in a specific
domain (e.g., during visual attention tasks an individual must inhibit auditory
processing) (REF).
Empirically, cumulative time-on-task has been shown to be the best predictor
of phenomenological effort and fatigue, even when engaging effortful resources on
differing subsequent tasks (Benoit et al., 2019 ; Boksem & Tops, 2008). The feeling
of fatigue over subsequent tasks is explained by positing a link between the two tasks
due to their monotonous or artificial nature, or due to them being part of the same
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social engagement (Kurzban et al., 2013). Opportunity cost models are further
supported over resource-limited models by the effect of motivation on effortful
engagement. It has been shown that fatigue on a second task is reduced when it is
viewed as sufficiently important (Muraven & Baumeister, 2000). Further, beliefs and
perceptions can change how individuals engage in effortful tasks (O'Connell et al.,
2007), as can how the task or reward is framed (Chow, Kohlmeyer, & Wu, 2007; Drake
& Kohlmeyer, 2010; Hartman & Slapničar, 2015; Ruchala, 1999; Sprinkle,
Williamson, & Upton, 2008).
However, while opportunity cost models may account for the motivational
aspects of cognitive effort in choice tasks better than resource-limited models, they do
not provide a comprehensive account of effortful behaviour. First, opportunity costs
may not be applicable to physical effort, which has direct resource-limited effects due
to the depletion of ATP in the muscles being used (Boska, 1994; Jeneson, Westerhoff,
Brown, Van Echteld, & Berger, 1995; Potma, Stienen, Barends, & Elzinga, 1994;
Russ, Elliott, Vandenborne, Walter, & Binder-Macleod, 2002; Szentesi, Zaremba, van
Mechelen, & Stienen, 2001). In a similar vein, opportunity cost models primarily focus
on explaining task choice (Kurzban, 2016), while resource-limited models focus on
explaining resource allocation or disengagement during periods of sustained effortful
engagement (Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). The outcomes and behaviours relating to
each model of cognitive effort are therefore fundamentally distinct, meaning the
models may not be directly comparable. This distinction also relates to the stages
posited by the Rubicon model of action (see section 1.2.1), as opportunity costs
disappear during implementation stages of decision making, so opportunity-cost
models cannot account for effortful behaviour occurring in these stages. Further,
cognitive fatigue seems to be an unavoidable consequence of sustained effortful
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engagement, which suggests some sort of depletable resource is associated with this
action, as fatigue carries on across different effortful tasks.
Overall, there is insufficient evidence to conclusively account for the costly
and fatiguing nature of cognitive effort. While resource-limited models appear
intuitive, they cannot account for the motivational aspects of cognitive effort and have
failed to identify a satisfactory resource which is depleted during effortful engagement.
In contrast, opportunity cost models are better at explaining the motivational aspects
of cognitive effort. However, opportunity cost models focus specifically on choice
behaviour and may lack generalisability to sustained effortful engagement.
Researchers investigating cognitive effort should be aware of resource-limited and
opportunity cost models of cognitive effort when considering the theoretical
implications of their experimental results.

1.1.5 Real-world implications of cognitive effort
The decision to expend effort can impact numerous diverse outcomes, such as
economic decision-making, the symptoms of various clinical disorders, and becoming
costlier with age.
Effort-based decision-making has also been implicated in changes in consumer
behaviour (Baumeister, 2002; Clarke & Belk, 1979). A person’s willingness to exert
effort is closely related to how likely they are to buy different products (Steenkamp &
Baumgartner, 1992), and the amount of effort consumers are willing to expend can be
modulated by changing their attitude, time availability, and product knowledge (Beatty
& Smith, 1987; Steenkamp & Baumgartner, 1992).
Cognitive effort seems to be a central dimension of mental illness and other
clinical disorders. A lack of cognitive effort has been implicated in the symptomology
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of clinical conditions including depression (Cohen, Lohr, Paul, & Boland, 2001;
Hammar & Ardal, 2009; Hartlage, Alloy, Vázquez, & Dykman, 1993; Treadway,
Bossaller, Shelton, & Zald, 2012; Zakzanis, Leach, & Kaplan, 1998), ADHD (Volkow
et al., 2011), Parkinson’s disease (Manohar et al., 2015; Sinha, Manohar, & Husain,
2013), and schizophrenia (Culbreth, Westbrook, & Barch, 2016; Fervaha, Foussias,
Agid, & Remington, 2013; Gold et al., 2013; Gold, Waltz, & Frank, 2015). It is thus
critical to identify the mechanisms of cognitive effort valuation as a first step toward
targeted clinical interventions that address impaired cognitive motivation.
Similarly, older adults find cognitive effort to be more costly and, unlike delay
discounting, this has not been found to be due to differences in income (Hess & Ennis,
2012; Westbrook et al., 2013). Differences in effortful aversion with age could be
explained by dopaminergic function during reward anticipation (Mohr, Biele, &
Heekeren, 2010), which is diminished in older adults and related to the invigoration of
motor behaviour (Salamone, Correa, Farrar, & Mingote, 2007; Walton et al., 2006).
Alternately, increased phenomenological effort in older adults may be the result of
diminished executive function (Braver, 2008; Park, 2009), meaning that older adults
may compensate by recruiting a greater fraction of their cognitive control resources
(Park & Reuter-Lorenz, 2009).
It is often tempting for researchers investigating cognitive effort to consider it
in theoretical terms alone. The broader implications of research investigating effortbased decision-making should also be assessed to understand the real-world
implications of research investigating cognitive effort.
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1.2 Activation and Inhibition Models of Emotion and Motivation
1.2.1 Emotion and motivation
Since cognitive effort entails an inherent conflict between an anticipated gain
resulting from the completion of an effortful task, and the effort-costs of the task
(Westbrook & Braver, 2015), this section will analyse the effects of losses and rewards
on motivated behaviour.
Organisms are generally considered to be biologically programmed to
maximise reward and minimize punishment (Guitart-Masip, et al., 2012), with the
desire to avoid negative outcomes usually surpassing the desire to pursue positive ones
(Tversky & Kahneman, 1991). To pursue this goal, organisms may use either hardwired emotional responses to stimuli, such as a startle response to unexpected stimuli,
or flexible top-down controlled responses based on predicting the contingent
consequences of behaviour (Dickinson & Balleine, 2000; Rodríguez-Gómez, Pozo,
Hinojosa, & Moreno, 2019). Emotional and top-down mechanisms usually behave in
compatible ways but can come into conflict in certain situations, such as when an
individual is pursuing a larger, delayed reward over a more immediate, but smaller one
(Boureau & Dayan, 2011).
The emotional response to a stimulus can motivate actions ranging from basic
reflexes (Lang, 1995) to complex decision-making (March, 1978). Emotional
responses are posited to be unconditioned, as supported by the observation that newborns evidence defensive (e.g., oral rejection) and appetitive (e.g., sucking) reflexes
(Campos, Bertenthal, & Kermoian, 1992). Several theorists have further advocated
that evolutionarily adaptive behaviour occurs along a two-phase process stemming
from centrally organised appetitive and defensive motivational systems (Davidson,
Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Dickinson & Dearing, 1979; Konorski, 1967;
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Lang, 1995), mediated through specific, largely subcortical, neural circuits (Davis,
1989; Fanselow, 1994; LeDoux, 1997).
Since the nineteenth century, there has been a general consensus that the basic
organisational dimensions of an organism are pleasure and arousal. At the time,
approach responses were associated with pleasant stimuli and avoidance responses
with unpleasant stimuli, and the intensity of the stimulus was associated with the
arousal it causes (Dickinson & Dearing, 1979; Konorski, 1967; Schneirla, 1959).
Arousal, defined as the state of being alert or active and its associated psychological
processes (Russell, 2003), is required to react appropriately to both highly appetitive
and aversive stimuli. States of both extreme inhibition and activation require high
arousal, as both require high states of alertness to produce appropriate behaviour.
Arousal can therefore be seen as being distinct from, but fundamentally linked to,
cortical or motor activation and inhibition. This forms a ‘U-shaped’ relationship
between the pleasantness of the stimulus and the arousal or motivation associated with
it, where highly pleasant or unpleasant stimuli cause high levels of arousal or
motivation, but a stimulus which is neither pleasant nor unpleasant causes little arousal
or motivation. This curve is also skewed towards unpleasant stimuli, which tend to be
more salient and motivating than equivalent pleasant stimuli (Taylor, 1991; Tversky
& Kahneman, 1991).
Supporting biphasic conceptualisations of behaviour, multivariate studies have
shown that the principal variance in emotional meaning is accounted for by pleasure
and arousal (Mehrabian & Russell, 1974; Osgood, 1952), and judgements of valence
and arousal covary systemically with the biological resources associated with the
activation of appetitive and defensive motivational systems (Bradley & Lang, 2000;
Greenwald, Cook, & Lang, 1989; Lang, Greenwald, Bradley, & Hamm, 1993).
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Additionally, factor analyses consistently find that hedonic value and intensity account
for most of the variability in emotional judgements (Mehrabian, 1970; Osgood, 1952;
Osgood, Suci, & Tannenbaum, 1957).
More recently, the view of emotion has been described in terms of inhibition
and activation rather than arousal, as an individual may be aroused while either
inhibiting or activating a response (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1997; Lang &
Cuthbert, 1990). A relationship between separate appetitive and aversive stimuli is
described, with responses being reciprocally inhibited, meaning that activity in one
system increases as the other is inhibited (Krank, 1985). Cacioppo and Berntson (1994)
advocated for a more flexible model of biphasic activation, where the reciprocity of
inhibition can vary along a spectrum ranging from fully reciprocally inhibitive to fully
reciprocally activating, as the co-activation of approach and avoidance tendencies may
occur in response to multiple independent stimuli.
However, responses to stimuli may be more complex than described in models
positing a single response to appetitive or aversive stimuli. In animal studies, reflex
responses withdrawing from aversive stimuli have been shown to be ordered
sequentially based on their immediacy and proximity, beginning with a freezing or
fleeing response, then to information gathering, and finally to increased alertness based
on the intensity of the stimulus shown (Bradley, Codispoti, Cuthbert, & Lang, 2001).
The order of defensive responses also shows similarities in humans (Lang et al., 1997),
with aversive stimuli causing a series of autonomic responses similar to the response
of prey animals viewing a predator from afar (Bradley et al., 2001).
The defence cascade model (Bradley et al., 2001; Lang et al., 1997) states that
defence responses cascade through several layers of perceptual processing, from preencounter to post-encounter, and finally to overt action. The pre-encounter stage is
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characterised by the facilitation of perceptual processing, with classical physiological
indices of orienting being found, including cardiac deceleration (Graham, 1979),
moderate electrodermal increases (Vasey & Thayer, 1987), and relative inhibition of
the probe startle reflex (Bradley et al., 2001). With more pronounced activation, the
defensive response moves to the post-encounter stage, where oriented attention starts
to give way to the metabolic mobilization needed for active defence and sympathetic
reflex innervation (Bradley et al., 2001), as signalled by greater electrodermal
activation and the startle response becoming potentiated (Bradley & Lang, 1999;
Vrana, Spence, & Lang, 1988). The pre- and post-encounter stages are considered as
motivational priming for overt action in response to the aversive stimuli (Lang et al.,
1997), which can be summarised as selecting either a fight or flight response (Bradley
et al., 2001).
Many investigators have discussed the interactions between appetitive and
aversive neural systems during decision-making (Amemori & Graybiel, 2012; Koob
& Le Moal, 2008; Park, Kahnt, Rieskamp, & Heekeren, 2011; Talmi, Dayan, Kiebel,
Frith, & Dolan, 2009). Midbrain dopaminergic systems and their projection sites in the
striatum have been specifically implicated in appetitive processing (Delgado, 2007;
Haber & Knutson, 2010; O'Doherty, 2004; Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2000),
although these regions also participate in aversive processing (Bromberg-Martin,
Matsumoto, & Hikosaka, 2010; Salamone, 1994). In contrast, processing in the
amygdala and anterior insula has frequently been linked with aversive events and
stimuli (Adolphs, Tranel, Damasio, & Damasio, 1994; Craig, 2002, 2009; Davis,
Walker, Miles, & Grillon, 2010; LeDoux, 2000), but are also somewhat engaged in
during appetitive processing (Everitt, Cardinal, Parkinson, & Robbins, 2003; Liu,
Hairston, Schrier, & Fan, 2011; Mizuhiki, Richmond, & Shidara, 2012; Salzman,
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Paton, Belova, & Morrison, 2007). The interaction between neural areas associated
with appetitive and aversive stimuli (Choi, Padmala, Spechler, & Pessoa, 2014)
suggests that these areas may instead be involved in processing motivational salience
or comparing a given stimulus to an internal reference point, rather than appetite or
aversion specifically (Carter, Macinnes, Huettel, & Adcock, 2009; Jensen et al., 2003;
Jensen et al., 2007; Metereau & Dreher, 2013).
Historically, motivation was considered to have two separate levels; will and
volition. Will was considered to encompass a person’s desires and beliefs relating to a
goal, representing how much they want the outcome they are working towards, and
their beliefs regarding whether it is possible to achieve the goal (Pintrich, 2002). In
contrast, volition was described as the actions taken to pursue a goal, including the
vigour and sustainment of effortful behaviours (Kuhl, 1985). While volition and will
were considered to work in concert, with volition occurring according to the strength
of will, there may be situations where they may become disconnected. For example,
Wolters (1998) commented on how students can express sincere desires to accomplish
a goal but may have a very difficult time managing the competing goals and
distractions that interfere with their academic work.
Early motivational phenomena were viewed through an action perspective,
describing how the expectancy of a gain/loss leads to changes in actions pursuing a
goal (Atkinson, 1957; Festinger, 1942; Lewin, Dembo, Festinger, & Sears, 1944). It
was not until the emergence of the psychology of goals that the process and potential
strategies received attention (Klinger, 1977; Kuhl, 1985; Wicklund & Gollwitzer,
2013), in concert with the actions taken to pursue the goal.
The motivation psychology of action focuses on questions of action control, as
a strong motivation to achieve a certain outcome is not always sufficient for that
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behaviour to be implemented and the goal realised (Gollwitzer & Bargh, 1996;
Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987; Kuhl, 1985). This conception postulates that
behaviour potential is a function of perceived goal importance (value) combined with
the expectancy of the probability of achieving the goal (expectancy) (Kuhl, 1985).
However, while this is an important conception of motivated action, it mostly explains
how people choose to pursue a specific goal (Kuhl, 1985), rather than the effort
employed to pursue, in which implementation intentions (Gollwitzer, 1999) and selfregulation (Zimmerman, 2013) are also relevant.
The Rubicon model of action (Gollwitzer & Bargh, 1996) was formulated to
explore the transition from goals to action by describing motivated actions as occurring
across four distinct phases, existing along a temporal path, starting with a person’s
desires and ending with the evaluation of the action outcomes achieved (Gollwitzer,
1990; Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987).
In the first phase of this model (the pre-decisional phase) the individual must
identify and compare potential outcomes, but still remain uncommitted to pursuing
any single goal. When the individual commits to pursuing a single goal, they enter the
committed stage, where they anticipate and plan future actions to pursue their selected
goals. It is during the committed stage that individuals are described as ‘crossing the
Rubicon’ as they become committed to pursuing a single goal and therefore inhibit
other potential outcomes as distractions. Once they are fully committed, the individual
enters the volitional stage, which covers any self-regulatory activities engaged to
initiate and sustain goal-seeking behaviours. Finally, once the individual has achieved
their goal, they enter the post-actional stage, where they reflect on their actions during
the previous stages and conduct a self-evaluation of the outcomes reached.
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The major innovation of the Rubicon model of actions was to define clear
boundaries between motivational and volitional action phases, with three clear
boundaries existing at the transition between the phases described in the model. The
Rubicon model of action is therefore able to distinguish between the selection of goals,
the pursual of goals, and the evaluation of goals once they have been achieved. This is
important when considering effortful behaviour, as decisions regarding the
deployment and sustaining of effortful resources may be different depending on the
stage of actions they exist within. For example, choice tasks are often used to infer
individual effort-discounting rates, which exist in the pre-decisional phase; while
measures of effortful performance measure engagement, existing in the volitional
phase of the Rubicon model of action; and self-report measures of effort exist in the
post-actional stage. It is therefore important for researchers to be aware of the stages
that their measures of effort exist upon when interpreting their results.
The Rubicon model has been updated when considering the mindsets
associated with each stage posited in the theory, forming the mindset theory of action
(Gollwitzer, 1990), where each phase is proposed to be associated with a distinct
mindset (Gollwitzer, Heckhausen, & Steller, 1990; Gollwitzer & Keller, 2016;
Heckhausen, 1987). A deliberate mindset is associated with the pre-decisional phase
and involves being open to multiple options and flexible to changing your mind when
presented with new information. In the pre-actional phase, an individual is likely to
enter an implemental mindset, where they become receptive to information that
facilitates the initiation of goal-oriented behaviour, while inhibiting any information
that may interfere with the initiation of goal-oriented behaviour. For this reason,
individuals in this mindset are more closed-minded to new information when
compared with the deliberative mindset. The mindset associated with the volitional
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phase is the actional mindset, where individuals are highly focused on executing the
behaviours required to achieve their goal, possibly even reaching a state of ‘flow’
(Wicklund & Gollwitzer, 2013). Finally, during the post-actional phase, a person may
enter an evaluative mindset, as they are required to be primarily concerned with the
quality of the outcome achieved, improving behaviour when selecting and choosing
future outcomes.
Research on the mindset theory of action has predominantly targeted the predecisional and pre-actional phases, therefore analysing the features of the deliberative
and implemental mindsets respectively (Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987; McCrea &
Vann, 2018). Further, because of their trans-situational stability, indexing action-phase
related mindsets can be used to instigate behavioural change (Gollwitzer, 2012;
Gollwitzer & Keller, 2016), such as showing more open mindedness in the predecisional phase (Fujita, Gollwitzer, & Oettingen, 2007), and more closed-mindedness
during later phases (Bayer & Gollwitzer, 2005). It has also been showed that
individuals with an implementational mindset often show higher persistence in the face
of difficulties when compared to a deliberative mindset (Brandstätter, Giesinger, Job,
& Frank, 2015) but exhibit poorer information processing and visual attention (Büttner
et al., 2014). Participants in an implementational mindset are also more confident in
their self-report of performance in a general knowledge test (Hügelschäfer &
Achtziger, 2014) and are better shielded from the detrimental effect of the stereotype
threat (Dennehy, Ben-Zeev, & Tanigawa, 2014).
The differences in mindsets associated with each stage of the Rubicon model
of action further highlight the importance in considering the stage at which effortful
behaviour occurs. The behaviour made and individual differences between effortbased decision-making may be significantly different depending on the stage it occurs
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due to the biases and behaviour associated with each mindset. For example, if
participants are informed of a monetary loss associated with an outcome during the
pre-decisional phase, they are likely to be more open to this information, whereas if
they are presented with this information during a volitional phase, they may be more
likely to ignore or disregard it.
Most theories of motivation assume that goal characteristics or individuals’
need states are crucial in resource deployment (McClelland, Atkinson, Clark, &
Lowell, 1953; Wigfield & Eccles, 2000). However, motivational intensity theory
(Richter, 2015; Brehm, & Self, 1989; Gendolla, Wright, & Richter, 2012; Michael
Richter, 2013; Wright, 2008; Wright & Pantaleo, 2013; Richter, Gendolla, & Wright,
2016) postulates that resource mobilization follows a “difficulty law of motivation”
(Hillgruber, 1912), meaning that effort is mobilized proportional to the difficulty of
the task, rather than the SV of associated incentives. Motivational intensity theory is
grounded in energy conservation, which predicts that individuals mobilize effortful
resources only to the degree needed to attain the goal, and only when the benefits
associated with the action outweigh its potential costs. Expected benefit should only
modulate the deployment of effortful resources indirectly, by setting an upper limit to
the potential amount of resources deployed to seek a goal (Kruglanski, Chernikova,
Rosenzweig, & Kopetz, 2014). However, in situations where the difficulty of the task
is unclear, motivational intensity theory posits that effortful resources are deployed
proportional to potential motivation, so the resources deployed do not outweigh the
potential benefit (Brehm & Self, 1989; Gendolla, Brinkmann, & Silvestrini, 2012;
Richter, 2013, 2015; Richter, Friedrich, & Gendolla, 2008; Wright & Kirby, 2001;
Wright, 1996; Wright, 2008).
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Most research on effort mobilization conducted in the context of motivational
intensity theory has measured effortful deployment using CV indicators or through the
measurement of grip force. The sympathetic nervous system, reflected in CV
indicators (e.g., systolic blood pressure, cardiac pre-ejection period), responds when
individuals are actively engaged in the mobilization of effortful resources, and is
generally considered to reflect effortful engagement (Newlin & Levenson, 1979;
Obrist, 2012; Segers, Steendijk, Stergiopulos, & Westerhof, 2001; Wright, 1996). A
large number of CV studies have been conducted testing the basic predictions of
motivational intensity theory, showing task difficulty primarily effects sympathetic
responses rather than success importance (Brinkmann & Gendolla, 2008; Freydefont,
Gendolla, & Silvestrini, 2012; Gendolla, 2012; Gendolla & Krüsken, 2002; Gendolla
& Richter, 2006; Richter, Baeriswyl, & Roets, 2012; Wright, Murray, Storey, &
Williams, 1997; Wright, Shaw, & Jones, 1990; Wright, Williams, & Dill, 1992), and
that the sympathetic nervous response increases with difficulty, but not when the task
becomes impossible (Richter 2008; Wright 1990).
In contrast, research using force grip measurements has found mixed results
regarding the predictions of the motivational intensity theory. The muscle force
exerted in isometric tasks acts proportional to the amount of ATP that is used for
muscle contraction (Boska, 1994; Jeneson, Westerhoff, Brown, Van Echteld, &
Berger, 1995; Potma, Stienen, Barends, & Elzinga, 1994; Russ, Elliott, Vandenborne,
Walter, & Binder-Macleod, 2002; Szentesi, Zaremba, van Mechelen, & Stienen,
2001). Given that ATP is the primary fuel of muscle contraction, assessing the force
exerted in such tasks provides information about the amount of resources invested,
allowing for the testing of the resource conservation principal posited by motivational
intensity theory (Richter et al., 2016). However, studies conducted using force grip
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paradigms have countered the resource conservation principal, showing that
participants generally commit more resources than are necessary (Richter, 2015;
Stanek & Richter, 2021). Further, force grip studies on the joint impact of task
difficulty and success importance did not show the predicted disengagement when
success importance was low, suggesting an additive effect of reward value and task
difficulty rather than the predicted difficulty main-effect (Stanek & Richter, 2021).
In conclusion, organisms are biologically programmed to seek reward and
avoid punishment, with positive and negative stimuli affecting arousal and motivation
symmetrically, forming a ‘U-shaped’ curve. Cognitive effort is often conceptualised
as being deployed proportional to the SV of associated incentives. However, much of
this behaviour is determined by immediate appetitive and aversive responses to
stimuli, with highly arousing pleasant and unpleasant stimuli inducing a cascading
defensive response, potentially causing a reduction in effortful performance. The
confounding factors stemming from emotion and motivation systems should be
considered when investigating cognitive effort using performance-based measures.

1.2.2 Inhibition and activation models
Engaging in tasks requiring sustained cognitive effort often require balancing
the processes of cortical activation and inhibition (Westbrook & Braver, 2015).
Models of competing activation and inhibition should be considered when
investigating the cortical basis of effortful behaviour and decisions.
The ability to inhibit a prepared movement is an important function which
requires a high degree of executive action and functional integration across multiple
brain regions (Nigg, 2000). The inhibition of a planned or automated action requires
deliberate control of a primary motor response in compliance with updated situational
cues (Nigg, 2000), as well as active control of associated neural areas (Aron et al.,
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2007; Harnishfeger, 1995; MacLeod, Dodd, Sheard, Wilson, & Bibi, 2003). Cognitive
control is often associated with a top-down control system, which governs the
activation of task-relevant and the inhibition of task-irrelevant neural areas and
cognitive schema (Norman & Shallice, 1986; Shallice, 1994). Inhibition is, therefore,
closely related to cognitive effort and control, and the opportunity cost of effort may
relate to the activation of task-relevant areas requiring the inhibition of irrelevant areas
(Yi & Friedman, 2011).
Further, behaving in a goal-directed manner often requires the suppression of
inappropriate movement tendencies (Bestmann & Duque, 2016; Luna, Marek, Larsen,
Tervo-Clemmens, & Chahal, 2015), and, without the efficient operation of inhibition,
control behaviour becomes maladaptive (e.g., in people diagnosed with ADHD or
Tourette’s syndrome, or in older individuals) (Aron & Poldrack, 2005; Bartholdy,
Dalton, O'Daly, Campbell, & Schmidt, 2016; Fujiyama, Hinder, Schmidt, Garry, &
Summers, 2012; Milad & Rauch, 2012; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008). For this reason,
motor systems must select and execute correct responses (Logan & Cowan, 1984)
while simultaneously inhibiting incorrect or inappropriate responses (Duque,
Greenhouse, Labruna, & Ivry, 2017). The strategic selection of motor responses
requires a rapid top-down control mechanism which interacts with slower bottom-up
processes to monitor ongoing performance (Verbruggen & Logan, 2008).
However, motor actions and inhibition are better described as a mix of
automatic and controlled responses (Andres, Guerrini, Phillips, & Perfect, 2008;
Collette, Schmidt, Scherrer, Adam, & Salmon, 2009; Friedman & Miyake, 2004;
Ludowig et al., 2010; Piai, Roelofs, & van der Meij, 2012). Automatic behaviours are
rapid, smooth, effortless and require no conscious monitoring, whereas conscious
processes are flexible, but effortful and require conscious monitoring (Evans, 2008;
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Kahneman, 2011; Sloman, 1996). Automatic behaviours are useful for controlling
simple, universal actions or inhibitions, whereas conscious behaviours are useful for
controlling actions in complex tasks, or tasks with unexpected events.
Similar to the distinctions between conscious and automatic inhibition, many
other distinctions between different forms of inhibition have been made, including
motor inhibition (Robinson, Krimsky, & Grillon, 2013), lateral inhibition (Bridgeman,
2006), pre-pulse inhibition (Dawson, Oray, Lu, & Schell, 2004), the inhibition of
return (Possin, Filoteo, Song, & Salmon, 2009), knowledge or semantic inhibition
(Debruille, 1998), and proactive interference (Yi & Friedman, 2011).
Distinctions have also been made between active and passive avoidance
(Affandi, Pike, & Robinson, 2021; Riley & Foss, 1991). Passive avoidance occurs
when an organism is required to inhibit a prepared or conditioned response, whereas
active avoidance occurs when an organism is required to take active steps to avoid a
threatening or aversive stimulus (Binti Affandi et al., 2021; Riley & Foss, 1991).
Active and passive avoidance often result in marked differences in the levels of arousal
exhibited by the organism; active avoidance is associated with an increase in arousal,
whereas passive avoidance may result in signs of reduced arousal, or even freezing
behaviour (Binti Affandi et al., 2021; Riley & Foss, 1991).
Alternatively, more unitary forms of inhibition have been proposed (Collette
et al., 2009; Duque et al., 2017; Hasher & Zacks, 1988). A key proposition states that
there are two forms of motor inhibition (Duque et al., 2017). The first is global
inhibition, which acts as an ‘emergency brake’ to inhibitive stimuli, and the second is
selective inhibition, which is slower and can selectively block individual responses.
Global inhibition is described as an internally generated act of control produced
by higher-order executive systems (Williams, Ponesse, Schachar, Logan, & Tannock,
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1999), occurring when stimuli, or stimuli perception, changes rapidly (van den
Wildenberg et al., 2010). Several theoretical models have been proposed to explain the
process of global inhibition, including the horse-race model of motor actions (Logan
& Cowan, 1984), which posits competing activation and inhibition responses to Go
and NoGo cues beginning at different time-points during a stop-signal task.
Voluntary motor actions are predominately controlled by the contralateral M1,
which integrates relevant information from visual and other sensory stimuli (Stinear,
Coxon, & Byblow, 2009). Alongside this, certain areas of the brainstem such as the
reticular formation are related to the activation of a large group of muscles (Peterson,
Maunz, Pitts, & Mackel, 1975), innervation of forearm and intrinsic hand muscles, and
controlling motor activity during fine finger movements (Riddle & Baker, 2006).
Conversely, inhibition of motor responses has commonly been associated with
the right IFC (Aron, Robbins, & Poldrack, 2014; Cai, Ryali, Chen, Li, & Menon, 2014;
Chevrier, Noseworthy, & Schachar, 2007; Swick, Ashley, & Turken, 2011), which is
found to be critical in stopping behaviour (Aron, Dowson, Sahakian, & Robbins, 2003;
Sakagami, Pan, & Uttl, 2006). The IFC is thought to send inhibitory signals to motor
areas (Garavan et al., 2006), or subcortical motor structures, such as the STN of the
basal ganglia (Aron, 2007). The right IFC may function by blocking motor responses
as they pass through the basal ganglia (Eagle & Robbins, 2003; Rieger, Gauggel, &
Burmeister, 2003), in particular the STN (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Coxon, Stinear, &
Byblow, 2006; Eagle, Bari, & Robbins, 2008; Kuhn et al., 2004; van den Wildenberg
et al., 2006).
The deployment of effortful resources is described in opportunity cost models
as being the result of patterns of strategic activation and inhibition. This occurs due to
reciprocal inhibition associated with task-relevant activation (e.g., inhibiting auditory
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processing during a visual attention task) causing an inherent opportunity cost.
Common measures of effortful performance, such as response-speeds and NoGo
stopping rates may also involve a combination of motor activation and inhibition. The
patterns of cortical activation and inhibition associated with RT and Go/NoGo tasks
should therefore be considered when investigating the cortical underpinnings of
effortful performance.

1.2.3 Horse-race model of motor actions
As a leading model in the understanding of motor behaviour and inhibition, the
horse-race model of motor actions was developed to bridge the gap between motor
inhibition and cognitive control (Logan & Cowan, 1984). This model focuses on the
interactions between an executive system, which forms intentions and issues
commands to realise the intentions of the actor, and a subordinate system, which
interprets and carries out intentions and commands.
Opposing processes of motor activation and inhibition occurring when
participants are presented with stop signals are posited by the horse race theory of
motor actions (Band & Logan, 2003; Logan & Cowan, 1984; Schultz, 2015). The
process of motor activation responds as quickly as possible to a Go cue, controlling
the RTs of the primary task demands. Then, the process of motor inhibition occurs in
response to the stop-signal, cancelling the earlier prepared movement. In this model, a
prepared movement is successfully inhibited if the inhibitive process completes before
the movement process, meaning a successful inhibition response to stop-signals is
based on the relative speed of the competing processes, rather than their strength (Band
& Logan, 2003). Deficiencies in stopping may occur when the stop-signal is not
detected, or not translated into an internal command (Band & Logan, 2003).
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The horse-race model of motor actions is a key model in the understanding of
inhibitory control, positing separate and competing inhibition and activation processes.
This may be important in understanding the implementation of cognitive control,
which may be necessary to select between the competing activation and inhibition
processes, and the neural underpinnings of these processes should be further
investigated. The horse-race model of motor actions is also useful when accounting
for inhibition functions, meaning it can be used to successfully predict the primary task
error-rate, signal-response RTs, and stop-signal RTs (Logan & Cowan, 1984). The
stop-signal RT remains relatively constant, at around 200 ms, for a range of inhibitive
functions including continuous actions (e.g., typing) (Logan, 1986), as well as the
inhibition of learned responses (Logan & Cowan, 1984).
The horse-race model of motor actions is used as a theoretical background for
the consideration of motor action and inhibition observed during the RT and Go/NoGo
tasks used in the present thesis. Specifically, the competing processes of activation and
inhibition described by the horse-race model of motor actions were observed in the
research paper discussed in chapter 4, with differing patterns of cortical activation and
inhibition occurring depending on the task structure employed..

1.3 Decision-Making
1.3.1 Neuroeconomics
Neuroeconomics is a relatively new field of scientific research investigating
the neural regions underlying the calculation of SVs during decision-making, as well
as the discounting effects of various economic factors (Bossaerts & Murawski, 2015;
Glimcher, 2004; Konovalov & Krajbich, 2019). The following chapters will discuss
the discounting effects associated with effort, reward probability, and reward delay, as
well as the differences in SV associated with monetary gains and losses.
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1.3.1.1 Prospect theory
Prospect theory is a non-axiomatic theory of decision-making that posits two
decision-making functions; a utility function and a probabilistic weighting function
(Levy, 1992), formulated to provide a more comprehensive account of how individuals
make probabilistic decisions under losses and gains (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979;
Tversky & Kahneman, 1992). In prospect theory, individuals are posited to evaluate
outcomes with respect to a reference point rather than absolute value, give more weight
to losses and comparable gains, and are generally risk-averse with respect to gains and
risk-seeking with respect to losses (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979; Tversky &
Kahneman, 1992).
The main features of prospect theory are that it posits a utility function that is
steeper for losses than gains and describes choices as being made using a two-phase
process: editing and evaluation. During the editing phase of the decision-making
process, the decision-maker is posited to simplify the outcomes of the choice by
creating representations of the choices that will be passed onto the next phase, where
similar outcomes are combined and differing outcomes are separated (Wilkinson &
Klaes, 2012; Glimcher & Fehr, 2014). Following the editing phase is the evaluation
phase, where all outcomes are compared in the evaluation phase and the prospect
offering the highest SV is chosen.
The shape of the utility function posited in prospect theory describes the
observation that individuals show increased sensitivity to losses compared to gains of
equal nominal value, or are generally loss averse, manifested in the steeper slope of
the value function in the loss compared to the gain domain (Kahneman, Knetsch, &
Thaler, 1991).
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1.3.1.2 Loss Aversion
Consistent with the asymmetric slopes of the utility function in the loss and
gain domains in prospect theory, a classical finding in psychological research is that
negative events are more attention-grabbing and influential than their positive
counterparts (Baumeister et al., 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001). Humans show
profound asymmetries in their subjective responses to gains and losses, such as when
incentivised with a monetary reward compared to threatened with a monetary loss
(Baumeister et al., 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Vaish, Grossmann, & Woodward,
2008). Loss aversion was created to describe this asymmetry, stating that outcomes
framed as losses carry more subjective weight than outcomes framed as gains
(Kahneman & Tversky, 1979). Losses have also been shown to cause more
physiological arousal, as indexed by larger pupil diameters and higher heart-rate
(Hochman & Yechiam, 2011; Low, Lang, Smith, & Bradley, 2008; Satterthwaite et
al., 2007), increased attention (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013), and increased activation
in frontal and striatal regions of the brain (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Holroyd &
Coles, 2002; Sokol-Hessner, Camerer, & Phelps, 2013; Tom, Fox, Trepel, & Poldrack,
2007; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004).
Conversely, several more recent studies have found no loss aversion in tasks
measuring the maximum amount an individual would be willing to pay to secure an
option (Abdellaoui, Bleichrodt, & Paraschiv, 2007; Ert & Erev, 2013; Rozin &
Royzman, 2001; Walasek & Stewart, 2015; Yechiam & Hochman, 2013). This has led
to the suggestion that loss aversion may be observed only in specific contexts (Ert &
Erev, 2013; Gal & Rucker, 2018), or that it does not exist as an independent
phenomenon (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013).
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However, while studies have found inconsistent results regarding loss aversion,
it is a common finding that losses are associated with increased arousal and attention
compared to gains of equal nominal value (Hochman, Glöckner, & Yechiam, 2009;
Hochman & Yechiam, 2011; Satterthwaite et al., 2007; Taylor, 1991). Similarly,
unpleasant compared to pleasant events tend to evoke more attention, as well as
stronger and longer-lasting changes in mood and emotion (Baumeister et al., 2001;
Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Taylor, 1991).
Based on these findings, Yechiam and Hochman (2013) developed the
attention-based view of losses as an alternative to the concept of loss aversion posited
by Kahneman and Tversky (1979). The attention-based view of losses breaks with
previous conceptions of loss aversion by positing that losses are not more subjectively
valuable than gains, but are only more salient, leading to an attentional orienting
response, causing the illusion of loss aversion in certain circumstances (Yechiam &
Hochman, 2013). For example, in loss trials during choice tasks participants may be
more focused on the potential loss associated with a choice over other features of the
choice (e.g., delay or effort requirements). This account also points to the idea that
COGED tasks may not directly measure effort-discounting rates and may be
confounded by factors such as stimulus saliency, including the valence of the reward
or how visually salient the choice is (e.g., word colour or size).
While often being used to pursue a potential reward, cognitive effort may also
be implemented to avoid being punished. However, the implementation of cognitive
effort under losses and gains may have marked differences, both because losses are
more motivating than gains (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001;
Rozin & Royzman, 2001), and because losses and gains have different effects on the
implementation of cognitive resources (Boksem, Tops, Kostermans, & De Cremer,
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2008; Maruo, Schacht, Sommer, & Masaki, 2016; Seifert, Naumann, Hewig,
Hagemann, & Bartussek, 2006).
Cognitive effort is considered using neuroeconomic conceptions in the present
thesis, specifically as a discounting factor and as being deployed relative to the SV of
offered incentives. The theoretical basis of neuroeconomics and loss aversion should
therefore be considered to provide a comprehensive interpretation of the research
presented.

1.3.2 Reward discounting
When choosing between two amounts of the same reinforcer, organisms will
generally prefer the option offering the larger amount (Catania, 1963; Neuringer,
1967). However, there are scenarios where organisms will pursue a smaller reinforcer
(Kendall, 1974), such as if the reward is associated with a temporal delay (Green &
Myerson, 2004; Rachlin & Green, 1972), has only a limited probability of being
received (Green & Myerson, 2004), or requires the engagement of cognitive or
physical effort (Jones & Rachlin, 2006; Nishiyama, 2014; Sugiwaka & Okouchi,
2004). In the following section, the interactions between discounting factors and the
discounting effects of probability and delay will be discussed.
Cognitive effort is conceptualised as a discounting factor in the present thesis,
deployed proportional to the SV of associated incentives. It is therefore important to
consider the neuroeconomic basis of reward discounting, and to compare effort-based
discounting to other discounting factors such as probability and delay.

1.3.2.1 Effort discounting
Due to its aversive nature, effort can be conceptualised in economic terms as a
discounting factor, which reduces the subjective value of prospective rewards (Walton,
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Kennerley, Bannerman, Phillips, & Rushworth, 2006; Prevost, Pessiglione, Metereau,
Clery-Melin, & Dreher, 2010), similar to the discounting effect of probabilistic
(Rachlin, Raineri, & Cross, 1991) and delayed rewards (Kirby, 2009).
Conceptualising effort in economic terms allows it to be investigated using
decision-making paradigms (Bialaszek, Marcowski, & Ostaszewski, 2017; Mitchell,
2004; Sugiwaka & Okouchi, 2004; Westbrook, Kester, & Braver, 2013). The intuitive
link between the implementation of effort and reward has been investigated using
behavioural and economic accounts of decision-making (Walton et al., 2006). For
example, the COGED paradigm has been used to describe and compare the
discounting functions associated with effort requirements and incentive delay, where
the underlying activation associated with these discounting effects (Massar,
Libedinsky, Weiyan, Huettel, & Chee, 2015).
The rates of differing discounting factors can be modelled using discounting
curves across multiple levels of reward. An example of changing discounting rates
across reward levels is the amount effect, where larger effortful or delayed rewards are
discounted less steeply than smaller rewards (Green & Myerson, 2013; Kirby, 1997;
Thaler, 1981; Ostaszewski et al., 2013; Bialaszek et al., 2017; Białaszek et al., 2019).
However, in regards to probabilistic rewards, a reverse amount effect is commonly
found, where larger probabilistic rewards are discounted more steeply than smaller
rewards (Green, Myerson, & Ostaszewski, 1999; Myerson, Green, & Morris, 2011).
Differing discounting factors can also be compared using correlations across
participants, or the way discounting factors interact when compared with the same
reward can be investigated.
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1.3.2.2 Probability discounting
Probability discounting relates to the observation that, when faced with an
uncertain outcome, individuals will discount the subjective value of a reward in
proportion to the probability of receiving it (Rachlin, 2006). The probability
discounting rates of individuals can be assessed using discounting procedures, where
steeper discounting curves indicate that an individual tends to make decisions
favouring smaller, but higher-probability outcomes (Rachlin, 2006).
In existing research, probability discounting curves are widely fitted to
exponential and hyperbolic models. Several studies have compared the goodness of fit
of differing models in relation to probabilistic monetary outcomes, indicating that
hyperbolic models fit individuals’ discounting rates better than exponential models
(Rachlin et al., 1991; Richards, Zhang, Mitchell, & de Wit, 1999). Hyperbolic models
have also been fitted to the probability discounting of other rewards, such as
consumable goods or environmental outcomes (Chen, Chen, Wang, & He, 2019).
A third method has been proposed to model probability discounting curves
using an additive-utility model (Killeen, 2009, 2015). The additive utility model works
by adding the subjective utilities of outcome and probability, regarding probability as
a disutility rather than a discounting multiplier. In support of this model, Doyle and
Chen (2010) and Doyle and Chen (2012) conducted a meta-analysis on the probability
discounting curves of several studies and found that the additive-utility model
provided a better goodness of fit than either the exponential or hyperbolic models.
Overall, the discounting rates of probability show some similarities to those of
effort-based discounting, as both form a hyperbolic curve, with amounts added being
stronger when the reward is lower compared to when it is larger. There are, however,
some key differences between the two, and understanding the basis of these differences
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could improve understanding of how people make decisions regarding rewards
discounted by both probability and effort.

1.3.2.3 Delay discounting
Delay discounting refers to the observation that, when humans are offered a
choice between equivalent rewards, they will usually devalue outcomes proportional
to the length of time they would have to wait before receiving them (Kirby, 2009).
Alterations in delay discounting have been observed in conditions such as pathological
gambling (Dixon, Marley, & Jacobs, 2003), substance abuse (Yi, Mitchell, & Bickel,
2010), and ADHD (Wilson, Mitchell, Musser, Schmitt, & Nigg, 2011).
An individual’s propensity to devalue delayed rewards can be investigated
using delay discounting tasks (Madden & Bickel, 2010), which require participants to
choose between a smaller, immediate reward, and a larger, delayed reward. The
amount offered for the immediate reward is adjusted following a staircase procedure
depending on participant choice. Then, over a series of repeated choices, an
indifference point can be established as an estimate of individual subjective values
over different lengths of delay.
During discounting tasks, indifference points tend to become smaller as delay
increases, and this can be described using a hyperbolic or additive-utility model (Doyle
& Chen, 2010, 2012; Mazur, 1987), meaning that participants discount larger delayed
rewards less steeply than smaller rewards (Green & Myerson, 2013; Kirby, 1997;
Thaler, 1981). The amount effect is found not just for monetary rewards, but also with
outcomes such as health (Chapman, 1996), and consumables (Estle, Green, Myerson,
& Holt, 2007; Raineri & Rachlin, 1993).
There are two hypotheses designed to explain delay discounting. The first
describes delay discounting as resulting from the interaction between two competing
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neural systems, the first being specialised to value immediate rewards and the second
being specialised to value delayed rewards (McClure, Laibson, Loewenstein, &
Cohen, 2004). In contrast, the second describes a single neural system which values
both immediate and delayed rewards, then selects the preferable option (Kable &
Glimcher, 2007). The single system account seems to be the most well supported
explanation of delay discounting, although the debate is still ongoing and further
research is required (Lebreton, Jorge, Michel, Thirion, & Pessiglione, 2009).
The tendency to have a preference or aversion towards delayed rewards is often
considered to be an individual personality trait (Odum, 2011). This idea is supported
by evidence showing that this tendency develops with maturity, remains stable over
time, and is highly heritable (Odum, 2011). In line with this interpretation, delay
discounting is considered to be a direct measure, or as least a strong expression, of the
personality trait impulsivity (Madden & Bickel, 2010), although evidence supporting
this idea is somewhat mixed (Ainslie, 1975; Gianotti, Figner, Ebstein, & Knoch, 2012;
Kirby, Petry, & Bickel, 1999; Monterosso & Ainslie, 1999; Reynolds, 2006). Further,
this proposal may be rather simplistic, as impulsivity is a multidimensional concept
that comprises a range of stable individual factors such as deficits in inhibitory control
(Logan & Cowan, 1984), an insensitivity to delayed consequences (Ainslie, 1975;
Madden & Bickel, 2010), or a tendency towards risk-taking (Green & Myerson, 2013).
In conclusion, delay discounting is the tendency to avoid delayed rewards over
more immediate ones, and this shows similarities in shape to both probability and delay
discounting, with similar amount effects to effort rather than probability discounting.
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1.3.2.4 Combining discounting effects
The differing discounting effects discussed are usually considered to be
independent factors in decision making. There may, however, be cases where these
interact or are interdependent.
The relationship between discounting factors has most commonly been
investigated using correlations between delayed and probabilistic rewards, as both are
theorized to be underpinned by impulsivity (Myerson, Green, & Warusawitharana,
2001; Rachlin & Green, 1972). However, while some studies have found correlations
between the individual SVs of probability and delay discounting (Kool & Botvinick,
2013; Mitchell, 1999; Richards et al., 1999), others have only found significant
correlations between SVs of probability and delay in specific groups or conditions
(Myerson, Green, Hanson, Holt, & Estle, 2003; Scheres et al., 2006), or no significant
correlations at all (Holt, Green, & Myerson, 2003; Ohmura, Takahashi, & Kitamura,
2005; Olson, Hooper, Collins, & Luciana, 2007; Peters & Buchel, 2009; Reynolds,
Richards, Horn, & Karraker, 2004; Weber & Huettel, 2008).
While factor analyses are well utilized in research on personality and individual
differences (Russell, 2003), only a few studies have investigated the underlying factors
behind the SVs of different discounting types. For example, Green and Myerson
(2013) showed that the delay and probability discounting of food and money were
loaded onto two separate factors, related not to the outcome, but rather to the
discounting effects. In contrast, other studies have suggested that individual
differences in probability and delay discounting may instead be outcome specific,
although these studies did not investigate the two discounting factors together (Terrell,
Derenne, & Weatherly, 2014). Tying this research together, Białaszek, Ostaszewski,
Green, and Myerson (2019), examined the similarities between delay, effort,
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probability, and social discounting using correlations and factor analyses. The research
showed that there is an underlying factor behind the discounting of large against small
rewards, and that there are correlations between delay and effort discounting.
Further, while the discounting factors of delay, effort, and probability can all
be fitted to a hyperboloid function (Green, Fry, & Myerson, 1994; Green & Myerson,
2004; Green, Myerson, Oliveira, & Chang, 2013; Odum, Baumann, & Rimington,
2006), the exact shape of this function is uniquely distinguishable for each. For
example, smaller rewards are discounted more steeply when delayed and less steeply
when associated with probability, known as the amount effect and the reverse amount
effect respectively (Green et al., 1994; Green & Myerson, 2004). Much less is known
about the amount effect in regards to effort discounting, although it appears to show
an amount effect is more similar to delay than probability discounting, as larger
rewards are discounted less steeply when associated with the implementation of
cognitive or physical effort (Bialaszek et al., 2017; Guitart-Masip, Huys, et al., 2012;
Ostaszewski et al., 2013).
Variations in the SVs of discounting factors between individuals have been
correlated with activation in several brain regions, including the medial PFC, the PCC
& the VS (Acikalin, Gorgolewski, & Poldrack, 2017; Bartra, McGuire, & Kable, 2013;
Clithero & Rangel, 2014; Kable & Glimcher, 2007; Roesch, Taylor, & Schoenbaum,
2006). However, there is evidence for regional specialisation depending on the
decision factor being considered. For example, the SVs of effort are associated with
significantly stronger activation in the ACC and insula compared to delay discounting
(Massar et al., 2015; Prévost, Pessiglione, Météreau, Cléry-Melin, & Dreher, 2010),
and significantly stronger activation in the mid-cingulate and supplementary motor
area compared to probability discounting (Burke, Brunger, Kahnt, Park, & Tobler,
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2013). This indicates that, while the SVs of different discounting types are associated
with overlapping patterns of activation, there are key differences between the patterns
of activation associated with each.
Elucidating on previous findings, Seaman et al. (2018) found that the
preferences for lower physical effort, higher probability, and larger delays were
uncorrelated, but all related to activation in the medial PFC, an area associated with
reward valuation in both qualitative (Kable & Glimcher, 2009; Peters & Büchel, 2010),
and quantitative (Acikalin et al., 2017; Bartra et al., 2013; Clithero & Rangel, 2014;
Langner et al., 2014) reviews and meta-analyses. The findings of Seaman et al. (2018)
further support the idea that the overlap in the neural activation associated with the
SVs of different discounting types simply represent commonalities in reward
processing.
An alternate way the associations between discounting effects can be
considered is by investigating how they interact when associated with the same reward.
A key example as to how discounting factors interact comes from the concept of
probabilistic waiting, which occurs in situations where a probabilistic outcome is
repeated until the reward is received (Rachlin, 1990). Probabilistic waiting, therefore,
involves both a probabilistic and delayed reward. Settings with common examples of
probabilistic waiting comes from real-world gambling scenarios, where gamblers
routinely place bets repeatedly until a reward is received. Probabilistic waiting is,
however, often conceptualised in terms of probability discounting, based on the
models used to account for one-shot gambles (Holt et al., 2003; Madden, Petry, &
Johnson, 2009).
The ‘string theory’ of repeated gambles posits that the subjective value of
repeated probabilistic choices is based on individuals structuring the repeated choices
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as a string of losses followed by a win (Rachlin, 1990; Rachlin, Safin, Arfer, & Yen,
2015; Rachlin & Siegel, 1994). The prospective value of a string of gambles is,
therefore, calculated by estimating the probability of delay across all possible strings,
and the discounted values are then summed and weighted against a potential reward.
For example, if an individual is engaged in a series of probabilistic choices, each based
on the flip of a coin, the most likely string would be an immediate win, then a loss
followed by a win, then two losses followed by a win, and so on (Rachlin et al., 2015).
Choices with lower probabilities are, therefore, discounted more strongly due to their
anticipated delay rather than their anticipated probability (Petry & Madden, 2010;
Vanderveldt, Green, & Rachlin, 2017).
A key proposal tying effort and delay discounting together comes from the
opportunity cost of time, which combines the opportunity cost of expending cognitive
resources with delay discounting (Otto & Daw, 2019). In this proposal, effort and delay
discounting act in competition in scenarios where engaging more effortful resources
mean an individual can finish a task sooner to receive a more immediate reward. The
opportunity cost of time, therefore, represents a trade-off between the effort engaged
in the task and the delay of the associated reward.
Investigating the interaction between effort and delay discounting using this
task structure provides support for the theorised opportunity cost of cognitive effort,
as there may be competing opportunity costs from both the cognitive resources
employed in the task and the time it takes to complete. Otto and Daw (2019) found, in
a limited stimulus detection task, that participants withheld effort when the opportunity
cost of time was low and engaged effort when it was high. This supports the
opportunity cost of effort by showing that cognitive control changed dynamically with
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opportunity costs in a task, providing a formalized account of the opportunity costs of
effort and time.
When investigating the interaction between effort and probability discounting,
Kivetz (2003) found that effortful requirements enhanced participant preferences for
certain but smaller rewards over larger but uncertain rewards, but that continuously
increasing effortful requirements reduced this preference. This led to the observation
of an ‘inverted-U’ effect of effortful requirements on the preference for certain
rewards, with both low and high effortful requirements leading to a preference for
uncertain rewards, but moderate effortful requirements leading to a preference for
certain rewards. Kivetz (2003) interpreted their results as relating to the sunk-cost
effect, or that engaging some effortful resources made participants less willing to lose
the associated reward, but that high effortful expenditure leads them to seek a larger
reward as compensation.
In conclusion, while there are many overlaps between discounting factors,
especially between delay- and effort-based discounting, differing discounting factors
should not be considered to be common factors in decision-making processes. Further,
when different discounting factors are associated with the same reward, they may
interact in complex and nuanced ways, as has been shown between delay and
probability discounting, and between effort and delay discounting. The effect of
probabilistic and delayed rewards on effortful engagement, however, is yet to be
investigated and further research is required.

1.3.2.5 The effects of gains and losses on cognitive effort
Monetary incentives have been used to benefit response facilitation (Knutson,
Fong, Adams, Varner, & Hommer, 2001; Knutson, Westdorp, Kaiser, & Hommer,
2000), attentional discrimination (Engelmann, Damaraju, Padmala, & Pessoa, 2009)
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and improved cognitive control (Padmala & Pessoa, 2011). The effect of losses on
cognitive effort relates to the neuroeconomic conception of effort as a discounting
factor, where the effort engaged in a task should be directly proportional to the
subjective value of the incentive associated with the task (Bialaszek et al., 2017;
Ostaszewski, Bąbel, & Swebodziński, 2013; Sugiwaka & Okouchi, 2004). It would
therefore be predicted that as losses are more motivating than gains, they should cause
greater improvements in effortful performance when used as incentives.
However, studies requiring participants to engage in effortful tasks often report
no significant difference in performance when participants are incentivised with
equivalent losses or gains (Boksem et al., 2008; Maruo et al., 2016; Seifert et al., 2006),
or even a relative deterioration in performance when participants are incentivised with
losses compared to gains of equal nominal value (Hagger et al., 2010; Paschke et al.,
2015; Potts, 2011). For example, Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, and Krebs (2018)
investigated the effect of gains and losses on cognitive performance during a Stroop
task. RTs were found to be significantly faster when participants were incentivised
with gains compared to losses, especially during congruent trials.
The leading explanation for this divergent effect is that losses cause a
deterioration in effortful performance relative to gains due to the associations of
positive and negative incentives to Pavlovian approach and avoidance tendencies
(Chapman, Gallivan, Wong, Wispinski, & Enns, 2015; Zheng et al., 2017). In this
explanation, losses cause a relative deterioration in performance because they are
associated with avoidance tendencies, slowing responses, whereas gains are associated
with approach tendencies, speeding responses (Chen, Lakshminarayanan, & Santos,
2006; De Houwer, Crombez, Baeyens, & Hermans, 2001; Duckworth, Bargh, Garcia,
& Chaiken, 2002; Markman & Brendl, 2005; Rinck & Becker, 2007; Solarz, 1960).
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While an interaction between incentive valence and approach avoidance
associations would be expected (Pessoa, 2008, 2009), studies investigating this
interaction during Go/NoGo tasks have reported inconsistent findings. Some research
investigating the incentive valence and approach/avoidance interaction showed that
gains and losses enhance approach/avoidance behaviour in trials compatible to the
valence of the incentive offered (i.e., Go-gain/NoGo-loss) (Guitart-Masip et al., 2011;
Guitart-Masip et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014; Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019).
However, other research failed to find such an interaction (Boehler, Hopf, Stoppel, &
Krebs, 2012; Verbruggen & McLaren, 2018; Schevernels, Bombeke, Krebs, &
Boehler, 2016). There are several differences in the methodologies used which may
explain this inconsistent set of findings. Firstly, early research (Guitart-Masip et al.,
2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012) contrasted win to loss conditions, without the use of
no incentive conditions, while other experiments included no-incentive trials
(Schevernels et al., 2016), or contrasted win, loss, and no-incentive manipulations
between groups (Verbruggen & McLaren, 2018). Consequently, early research did not
contrast positive and negative stimuli to a neutral control, meaning that the difference
between gains and losses may be sharper than studies with a neutral control. Secondly,
research

investigating

the

interaction

between

incentive

valence

and

approach/avoidance behavioural tendencies differed regarding the response
requirements used; with some comparing Go to NoGo trials (Guitart-Masip et al.,
2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012), some comparing a Go response to the cancellation
of a planned movements (Boehler et al., 2012), and others comparing approach to
avoidance responses (Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019). Thirdly, the tasks used differed
in terms of their valence-action signalling, with some studies using fixed valenceaction stimuli (Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012; Richter et al.,
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2014; Schevernels et al., 2016), some using orthogonal valence-action mappings
(Boehler et al., 2012; Hoofs et al., 2019), and others using group-based manipulations
(Hoofs et al., 2019). Generally, trial-by-trial manipulations promote transient effects,
which can induce both performance benefits and costs (Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff,
2010; Novak & Foti, 2015; Zhang, Li, Wang, Liu, & Zheng, 2017), while block or
group manipulations emphasise sustained attentional costs (Locke & Braver, 2008;
Umemoto & Holroyd, 2015). Finally, the studies listed above differed in regards to the
relevant trial events: valence was linked either to cues presented prior to the occurrence
of the Go/NoGo stimulus (Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012;
Richter et al., 2014; Schevernels et al., 2016) or linked to the Go/NoGo stimulus itself
(Boehler et al., 2012; Freeman, Razhas, & Aron, 2014), thereby tapping into proactive
and reactive control mechanisms respectively (Krebs & Woldorff, 2017). The
dissociation between cue- and target-based manipulations is highlighted by differential
neural patterns found in response to sustained and transient reward manipulations
(Beck, Locke, Savine, Jimura, & Braver, 2010; Engelmann, Damaraju, Padmala, &
Pessoa, 2009).
In support of approach/avoidance explanations, it has been shown during
Go/NoGo tasks that positive incentives speed Go responses, but worsen the stopping
rate to NoGo cues, whereas negative incentives improve the rate of stopping to NoGo
cues, but slow Go responses (Guitart-Masip et al., 2014; Schutzwohl, 2018). However,
such effects could also relate to the attention given to the task under positive and
negative incentives. As a successful response to NoGo cues requires no action,
improved stopping rates may simply reflect a lack of engagement with the task, giving
participants more time to successfully inhibit their response. In support of
approach/avoidance interpretations, positive affective states have been shown to
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increase attention, while also decreasing subjective effort, while negative affective
states have been shown to reduce attention to a task, while also increasing subjective
effort (Cabanac, 1971; Fredrickson, Mancuso, Branigan, & Tugade, 2000; Leknes &
Tracey, 2008; van Steenbergen, Band, & Hommel, 2009, 2012).
Further, losses may reduce on-task-attention due to their increased emotional
salience (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, & McDonald, 2017; Hartmann et al.,
2013; Pratto & John, 1991). In classical theories of attention, an inverted U-shaped
association is assumed between attention and task performance (Posner, 1980), where
attention is first only paid to task-relevant stimuli, then to irrelevant stimuli as attention
increases (Bahrick, Fitts, & Rankin, 1952; Easterbrook, 1959). The asymmetry
between losses and gains on attention has been hypothesised to partly explain the
divergent effects of losses and gains on motivation and performance, as losses may
distract participants from the primary task goals (Yechiam, Retzer, Telpaz, &
Hochman, 2015).
Psychological theories stress that decision-making depends on an individual’s
cognitive frames of the decision-outcomes (Birnberg, Luft, & Shields, 2006). A key
finding in this area is that framing an outcome as a loss elicits greater perceived effort
and leads to a deterioration in effortful performance when compared to an identical
outcome framed as a bonus or a gain (Brooks, Stremitzer, & Tontrup, 2017; Church,
Libby, & Zhang, 2008; Gose & Sadrieh, 2012; Hannan, Hoffman, & Moser, 2005; Van
de Weghe & Bruggeman, 2006), as well as reducing trust in the experimenter and
inducing feelings of unfairness (Christ, Sedatole, & Towry, 2012). Developing on
framing research, perceived unfairness has been found to result in reduced effortful
performance (Akerlof & Yellen, 1990; Blau, 1993; Byrne, Stoner, Thompson, &
Hochwarter, 2005; Hannan et al., 2005; Lindquist, 2010), possibly explaining the
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effect of cognitive frames on cognitive effort; they reduce performance through an
increase in perceived unfairness.
An alternative explanation for the divergent effect of gains and losses on
effortful performance is that it relates to the transmission of dopamine in the prefrontal
cortex and striatum (Cools & D'Esposito, 2011). High dopamine in the prefrontal
cortex is associated with increased cognitive stability, whereas high dopamine in the
VS is associated with increased cognitive flexibility (Aarts, Nusselein, et al., 2014;
Hazy, Frank, & O'Reilly, 2006). Cognitive stability is the increased ability to focus
and engage cognitive resources to a specific task, whereas cognitive flexibility is
associated with an increased ability to seek new information and search for new, more
rewarding tasks (Aarts, Wallace, et al., 2014; Cools, Nakamura, & Daw, 2011).
However, dopamine can become ‘overdosed’ in the prefrontal cortex, leading to a
deterioration in cognitive stability, with differing optimal dopamine levels found
between individuals (Hazy et al., 2006). It has, therefore, been theorised that losses
can cause a relative deterioration in performance due to them ‘overdosing’
dopaminergic levels in the prefrontal cortex, or increasing dopamine levels in the VS,
leading to a relative decrease in cognitive stability, and a relative increase in cognitive
flexibility (Cools et al., 2011).
Overall, while losses are more motivating than gains of equal nominal value,
they do not cause a relative increase in, or may even cause a relative deterioration in,
effortful performance. However, the underlying cause behind this divergent effect
remains unclear, although it may relate to approach/avoidance associations with gains
and losses, dopaminergic innervations in the prefrontal cortex, cognitive frames, or as
a combination of the three.
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Cognitive effort is conceptualised as a discounting factor in the present thesis,
deployed proportional to the SV of associated incentives. It is therefore important to
consider the neuroeconomic basis of reward discounting, and to compare effort-based
discounting to other discounting factors such as probability and delay to determine
whether the present results show any generalisability to these discounting factors

1.4 Cortical Oscillatory Changes
The preceding sections have highlighted the opposing effects of incentive
valence and approach/avoidance tendencies on performance in effortful tasks.
Amplitude changes in cortical oscillations have previously been associated with
varying states of activation and inhibition in many stages of tasks involving cognitive
effort, and may therefore prove a useful tool in the investigation of the effect of
incentive on effortful engagement.
Instantaneous, fluctuating states of cortical activation and inhibition have
previously been investigated using the electrophysiological measure of ERD and ERS
(Cassim et al., 2000; Neuper, Wortz, & Pfurtscheller, 2006; Pfurtscheller & Aranibar,
1979; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996). Since the experimental sections of the
present thesis rests on the measures of ERD and ERS, the basic neurophysiological
features of the phenomenon are outlined in the following sections.

1.4.1 Oscillatory changes associated with motor preparation and control
Unilateral limb movements, real or imagined, are commonly preceded by an
ERD and followed by an ERS over sensorimotor areas in both the alpha and beta
frequency bands (Chatrian et al., 1959; Cuevas, Cannon, Yoo, & Fox, 2014; Fox et al.,
2016; Gastaut, 1952; Leocani, Toro, Manganotti, Zhuang, & Hallett, 1997; Neuper et
al., 2006; Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989;
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Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999; Salmelin & Hari, 1994; Toro et al., 1994).
Historical studies first identified rhythmic alpha- and beta-band suppressions
occurring scalp regions from approximately 2 seconds prior to a pre-prepared
movement (Chatrian et al., 1959; Gastaut, 1952), with more bilateral patterns of ERD
found at the time of movement execution (Alegre et al., 2006; Cassim et al., 2000;
Crone et al., 1998; Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Kilavik et al., 2012; Pfurtscheller, Stancak,
& Edlinger, 1997; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Tzagarakis, Ince, Leuthold, &
Pellizzer, 2010). A rebound or synchronisation occurs around 1 second following
movement cessation (Salmelin & Hari, 1994). The desynchronization found prior to
movement initiation usually occurs over somatosensory areas of the scalp, and is often
observed over more posterior areas in the alpha compared to the beta band (Babiloni
et al., 2002; Jasper & Penfield, 1949; Jurkiewicz, Gaetz, Bostan, & Cheyne, 2006).
Later studies using ERD analyses (Pfurtscheller and Aranibar, 1977;
Pfurtscheller and Lopes da Silva, 1999) quantified these changes in terms of
percentage differences in oscillatory power relative to a baseline period. Source
localisation methods have further been used to locate the neural generators of alphaand beta-band oscillatory changes associated with movement preparation and
inhibition, finding activation occurring within somatosensory and motor cortices
(Brovelli et al., 2004; Klostermann et al., 2007).
ERD in the alpha band is usually viewed as an electrophysiological correlate
of cortical activation, showing that a specific region is prepared to process incoming
information with increased neuronal excitability (Lopes da Silva, 1991; Neuper et al.,
2006; Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999). Pre-movement ERD may reflect motor
readiness, or the preparing of sensory and motor neural networks (Foxe & Snyder,
2011; Haegens, Nácher, Luna, Romo, & Jensen, 2011; Klimesch, Sauseng, &
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Hanslmayr, 2007; Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001a; Neuper et al., 2006). However, no
direct connection between alpha-band ERD and muscle activation has been found (
Stancak, Riml, & Pfurtscheller, 1997), and while external load has been found to affect
the onset and duration of pre-movement alpha-band ERD, it has not been found to
affect its magnitude (Leocani, Toro, Zhuang, Gerloff, & Hallett, 2001). It has,
therefore, been argued that pre-movement alpha-band ERD may be indicative of
regions which guide movement, but which are not required for the movement itself
(Crone et al., 1998).
Amplitude attenuation of cortical oscillations in the beta band (16-24 Hz)
relating to motor preparation over sensorimotor regions of the scalp have been
investigated since early studies on electrophysiological responses to stimuli (Berger,
1929; Jasper & Penfield, 1949). Early research found a similar pre-movement effect
to the alpha-band, with an ERD over contralateral sensorimotor areas preceding
voluntary movements (Babiloni et al., 2002; Jasper & Penfield, 1949; Jurkiewicz,
Gaetz, Bostan, & Cheyne, 2006; Keinrath, Wriessnegger, Muller-Putz, &
Pfurtscheller, 2006; Koelewijn, van Schie, Bekkering, Oostenveld, & Jensen, 2008;
McFarland, Miner, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2000; Nakagawa et al., 2011; Pfurtscheller,
Graimann, Huggins, Levine, & Schuh, 2003; Salmelin & Hari, 1994), becoming
bilateral during movement execution (Alegre et al., 2006; Cassim et al., 2000; Crone
et al., 1998; Doyle, Yarrow, & Brown, 2005; Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Kilavik et al.,
2012; Omlor, Patino, Mendez-Balbuena, Schulte-Monting, & Kristeva, 2011;
Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Edlinger, 1997; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Tzagarakis,
Ince, Leuthold, & Pellizzer, 2010; Wheaton, Fridman, Bohlhalter, Vorbach, & Hallett,
2009), and followed by ERS seconds after movement cessation (Baker, Kilner,
Pinches, & Lemon, 1999; Jurkiewicz et al., 2006; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper,
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1996; Spinks, Kraskov, Brochier, Umilta, & Lemon, 2008; van Elk, van Schie, van
den Heuvel, & Bekkering, 2010).
However, while the pre-movement ERD in the alpha band is considered to
reflect motor control or sensory integration, in the beta-band it is considered to be the
undifferentiated reflection of motor preparation (Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Pfurtscheller,
Stancak, et al., 1996; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996). Pre-movement beta-band ERD
has been localised to several motor-related brain networks (Brovelli et al., 2004;
Klostermann et al., 2007) and is most prominent in peri-Rolandic regions (Murthy &
Fetz, 1996; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989; Pfurtscheller & Neuper, 1997; Schnitzler,
Salenius, Salmelin, Jousmaki, & Hari, 1997). It is also associated with an increase in
corticospinal excitability (Chen, Yaseen, Cohen, & Hallett, 1998; Rau, Plewnia,
Hummel, & Gerloff, 2003), as well as an increase in the BOLD signal in the motor
cortex (Formaggio et al., 2008; Stevenson, Brookes, & Morris, 2011; Yuan et al.,
2010).
Several studies have investigated modulations in sensorimotor alpha- and betaband ERD during movement preparation (Yamanaka & Yamamoto, 2010; Leocani,
Toro, Zhuang, Gerloff, & Hallett, 2001; Filipović, Jahanshahi, & Rothwell, 2001;
Alegre et al., 2004; Harmony, Alba, Marroquín, & González-Frankenberger, 2009).
This research has generally found stronger sensorimotor beta-band ERD during the
initiation of Go responses compared to their inhibition in NoGo trials (Filipović,
Jahanshahi, & Rothwell, 2001; Alegre et al., 2004), but no significant differences in
the alpha band (Alegre et al., 2004; Iijima et al., 2015; Filipović, Jahanshahi, &
Rothwell, 2001). Expanding on this research, Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017)
investigated the effect of approach/avoidance motor-sets on proactive control using
ERD measures during a pre-cued Go/NoGo task. Trials where participants expected a
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Go cue with a 100% probability of occurrence were compared to trials with
equiprobable subsequent Go/NoGo cues. Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017)
found significantly stronger beta-band ERD over ipsilateral sensorimotor areas and
weaker alpha-band ERD over posterior-parietal areas in trials with a certain
subsequent Go cue. It therefore appears that sensorimotor beta-band ERD is reflective
of the strength of approach motor-sets, while posterior-parietal alpha-band ERD is
reflective of response certainty or anticipation.
However, sensorimotor beta ERD is not affected by several different
movement parameters, including; the speed, rate, and velocity of responses (Cassim et
al., 2000; Fry et al., 2016; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1995; Stancak & Pfurtscheller,
1996; Tombini et al., 2009); the number of fingers involved in a movement (Salmelin
et al., 1995); whether the movement is ballistic or sustained (Alegre et al., 2003);
contraction force (Cremoux, Tallet, Berton, Dal Maso, & Amarantini, 2013; Stancak
et al., 1997); movement length and target direction (Tatti et al., 2019) or the weight of
a manipulated load (Pistohl, Schulze-Bonhage, Aertsen, Mehring, & Ball, 2012;
Stancak et al., 1997). Beta ERD is also found in settings where no movement is made,
such as motor planning (Liddle et al., 2016; Tzagarakis et al., 2010; van Wijk, Beek,
& Daffertshofer, 2012) and imagery (Pfurtscheller, Neuper, Brunner, & da Silva,
2005; Schnitzler et al., 1997).
Beta ERD has therefore been suggested to reflect the execution or selection of
internally generated motor models (Kilner, Friston, & Frith, 2007; Miall, 2003;
Palmer, Zapparoli, & Kilner, 2016). The idea that beta-band ERD reflects the
execution or selection of internally generated motor models is supported by the
observation that the uncertainty of an action’s direction can decrease the magnitude of
the pre-movement ERD (Kaiser, Birbaumer, & Lutzenberger, 2001; Tzagarakis et al.,
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2010; Tzagarakis, West, & Pellizzer, 2015) and that the onset of beta ERD varies with
the strength of motor preparation (Alegre et al., 2003; Kaiser et al., 2001; Kilner, Bott,
& Posada, 2005) and with faster RTs (Doyle et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2003).
The bilateral pattern of beta-band ERD occurring during movement execution
has also been shown to occur preceding movements with a higher rate of force
(Hortobagyi, Taylor, Petersen, Russell, & Gandevia, 2003; Perez & Cohen, 2008;
Stedman, Davey, & Ellaway, 1998; Stinear, Walker, & Byblow, 2001; Tinazzi &
Zanette, 1998). Ipsilateral beta-band ERD has been proposed to represent a process of
interhemispheric inhibition, by which activation in the ipsilateral cortex is prevented
from interfering with the unilateral movement (Fujiyama, Hinder, & Summers, 2013;
Welniarz, Dusart, Gallea, & Roze, 2015). The view that ipsilateral beta-band ERD
represents interhemispheric inhibition was developed following the observations that
trans-colossal homologous movements have been found to require inhibition during
the generation of unilateral movements (Erbil & Ungan, 2007) and that damage to the
corpus callosum has been found to cause mirror movements (Rothwell et al., 1991).
The patterns of pre-movement ERD and ERS in the alpha and beta bands
associated with movement show many similarities. However, oscillatory changes in
the alpha band likely reflect the inhibition and activation of sensorimotor integration
or guiding of motor activity, while changes in the beta band may show the maintenance
and release of internally generated motor sets.

1.4.2 ERS and cortical inhibition
ERS in the alpha and beta bands is commonly thought to reflect cortical idling
(Pfurtscheller, Stancak et al., 1996) or inhibition (Cassim et al., 2001; Cassim et al.,
2000; Gaetz, Edgar, Wang, & Roberts, 2011), as well as sensory reafference (Cassim
et al., 2001). Brain regions which are activated during a task exhibit alpha- and beta-
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band ERD, while brain regions which are inhibited exhibit ERS (Foxe & Snyder, 2011;
Fu et al., 2001; Jokisch & Jensen, 2007; Kelly, Lalor, Reilly, & Foxe, 2006; Rihs,
Michel, & Thut, 2007; Worden, Foxe, Wang, & Simpson, 2000; Yamagishi et al.,
2003). Alpha-band activity has also been found to respond to modality specific
changes. For example, alpha power increases selectively over parietal-occipital
regions when participants are cued to attend to an auditory feature of a multi-sensory
stimulus, indicating the suppression of visual processing (Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Fu et
al., 2001; Snyder & Foxe, 2010).
Post-movement beta ERS is highly sensitive to task parameters, being larger
with a heavy resistance load (Stancak et al., 1997), fatigue (Fry, Mullinger, O'Neill,
Brookes, & Folland, 2017) and the force and rate of movements (Fry et al., 2016). The
post-movement ERS has been hypothesised as representing the interplay between
sensory and motor regions related to long-range integrative processes (Cassim et al.,
2000; Shimazu et al., 1999; Tewarie et al., 2018), being representative of top-down
inhibitory control (Solis-Escalante, Muller-Putz, Pfurtscheller, & Neuper, 2012;
Tewarie et al., 2018). Supporting this hypothesis are the observations that a treatment
with benzodiazepines increases the resting level of beta oscillations in the
sensorimotor cortex (Jensen & Lisman, 2005) and that GABA levels in the motor
cortex correlate with rebound magnitude (Gaetz & Cheyne, 2006).
Beta oscillations have also been shown to increase in power during episodes of
static postural maintenance (Baker, Olivier, & Lemon, 1997; Conway et al., 1995;
Donoghue, Sanes, Hatsopoulos, & Gaal, 1998; MacKay & Mendonca, 1995; Rougeul,
Bouyer, Dedet, & Debray, 1979; Sanes & Donoghue, 1993; Spinks et al., 2008; van
Elk et al., 2010). In this research, simple ‘hook’ grips cause a larger increase in beta
power relative to a more complex ‘precision’ grip involving the thumb (Spinks et al.,
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2008), and larger power is found for meaningless compared to meaningful hand
postures (van Elk et al., 2010). Beta oscillations also show significant coherence and
phase synchrony with the EMG recordings of muscle activations (Feige, Aertsen, &
Kristeva-Feige, 2000; Witham, Riddle, Baker, & Baker, 2011). Steady muscle
contractions are maintained by a continuous drive from the motor cortex to spinal
motor neurons (Scott, 2012), during which there is a relative increase in beta power
compared to dynamic contractions (Baker et al., 1997; Cassim et al., 2000; Espenhahn,
de Berker, van Wijk, Rossiter, & Ward, 2017; Kilner et al., 1999; Kilner et al., 2003;
Schoffelen, Oostenveld, & Fries, 2008; Spinks et al., 2008; van Wijk et al., 2012).
The investigation of beta oscillations during static postural maintenance led
sensorimotor beta ERS to be considered as reflecting the active maintenance of
existing cognitive motor sets, in line with the view that ERD represents the execution
or release of motor sets (Androulidakis, Doyle, Gilbertson, & Brown, 2006;
Androulidakis et al., 2007; Baker, 2007; Engel & Fries, 2010; Gilbertson et al., 2005;
Pogosyan, Gaynor, Eusebio, & Brown, 2009)
Further, a strong association has been found between beta-band ERS over right
frontal areas and motor inhibition, in line with the view that motor inhibition is
implemented by the inferior frontal cortex (Buschman & Miller, 2007, 2009; Siegel,
Donner, Oostenveld, Fries, & Engel, 2008). Beta-band power has also been shown to
be higher in right frontal regions and the basal ganglia preceding successful compared
to failed stop trials during stop-signal tasks (Fonken et al., 2016; Ray et al., 2012;
Swann et al., 2009; Wagner, Wessel, Ghahremani, & Aron, 2018; Wessel & Aron,
2013; Zavala et al., 2018). Similarly, a quantifiable relationship between beta power
amplitude and local concentrations of GABA (Gaetz et al., 2011; Hall, Barnes,
Furlong, Seri, & Hillebrand, 2010; Hall et al., 2011; Jensen & Lisman, 2005;
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Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013; Roopun et al., 2006; Rossiter, Davis, Clark,
Boudrias, & Ward, 2014), as well as decreases in cortical excitability (Hsu et al., 2011;
McAllister et al., 2013; Noh, Fuggetta, Manganotti, & Fiaschi, 2012) has been found.
Typically occurring in the absence of sensory processing or motor action,
sensorimotor alpha-band rhythms were initially considered to reflect idling of the
sensorimotor cortex (Mulholland, 1995; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996). The
hypothesis that alpha band rhythms reflect cortical idling was bolstered by the
observation of focal ERD and surround ERS (Suffczynski, 1999), which was
interpreted as a type of lateral cortical idling of regions not involved in motor
preparation (Neuper et al., 2006). However, more recent conceptualisations have
considered alpha-band ERS as reflecting active inhibition to prevent inappropriate
muscle activation on movement cessation (Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Haegens, Nácher, et
al., 2011; Hummel & Gerloff, 2005; Klimesch et al., 2007; Pineda, 2005). The link
between the alpha rhythm and physiological inhibition was established in the 1960s,
by employing GABAergic agonists, when robust spindling activity with a very similar
frequency as resting alpha was found, leading to the creation the alpha-pacemaker
hypothesis (Andersen & Andersson, 1968). Years later, it was demonstrated that the
proposed spindle activity induced by GABAergic agonists and the classical alpha
rhythm were dissociable phenomena (Lopes da Silva, Vos, Mooibroek, & Van
Rotterdam, 1980). These findings relaxed the alpha pacemaker hypothesis,
establishing the thalamus as a prominent alpha source (Lopes da Silva et al., 1980), in
addition to its occipital sources (Lopes da Silva et al., 1980).
Theoretical frameworks assign alpha oscillations a functional inhibitory role
(Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Jensen, Bonnefond, & VanRullen, 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri,
2010; Klimesch, 2012b; Klimesch et al., 2007; Mathewson et al., 2011; Mazaheri &
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Jensen, 2010; Weisz, Hartmann, Müller, Lorenz, & Obleser, 2011), implemented
through physiological inhibition (Jensen et al., 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010;
Klimesch et al., 2007; Mazaheri & Jensen, 2010). Functional inhibition could be a
consequence of physiological ‘pulsed’ inhibition produced by GABAergic feedback
carried by inter-neurons within the cortex or thalamus (Gips, van der Eerden, & Jensen,
2016; Jensen et al., 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Mazaheri & Jensen, 2010). Other
recent frameworks, although highlighting the inhibitory role of alpha, widen the
physiological hypothesis stressing the importance of the excitatory and inhibitory
balance to control alpha amplitude and frequency (Himmelstoss et al., 2015; Klimesch,
2012b).
The inhibition-timing hypothesis (Klimesch et al., 2007) states that alpha
activity reflects a top-down inhibitive process, where there is a timed build-up and
release of information controlled by alpha-band activity. It has been hypothesised that
task-relevant increases in alpha power may relate to the timing of inhibition rather than
the inhibition itself (Benedek, Bergner, Konen, Fink, & Neubauer, 2011; Jauk,
Benedek, & Neubauer, 2012; Klimesch, 2012b).
While it has been hypothesised that alpha-band activity represents the pulsed
inhibition of neural regions through GABAergic neuron firing (Jensen & Mazaheri,
2010), the application of Benzodiazepines (a GABA agonist) often does not lead to
increased alpha activity but instead a decrease in occipital alpha-band power during
resting state (Ahveninen et al., 2007; Alonso et al., 2015; Berchou, Chayasirisobhon,
Green, & Mason, 1986; Boeijinga et al., 2004; Connemann et al., 2005; Feshchenko,
Veselis, & Reinsel, 1997; Fingelkurts et al., 2004; Fink, Weinfeld, Schwartz, &
Conney, 1976; Golombok & Lader, 1984; Liley, Cadusch, Gray, & Nathan, 2003;
Link, Leigh, & Fell, 1991; Lozano-Soldevilla, ter Huurne, Cools, & Jensen, 2014;
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Schreckenberger et al., 2004; Van Steveninck et al., 1993; Yoto et al., 2012). In
contrast, reports of Benzodiazepines increasing posterior alpha power (Nikulin,
Nikulina, Yamashita, Rossi, & Kähkönen, 2005; Tran, Craig, Bartrop, & Nicholson,
2004), or causing non-significant differences (Muthukumaraswamy et al., 2013; Urata
et al., 1996) are much less common.
One possible explanation for the decrease of alpha power with GABA
innervations is that classical alpha oscillations rely on the balance between
physiological excitation and inhibition (Anderson, Carandini, & Ferster, 2000;
Himmelstoss et al., 2015; Okun & Lampl, 2008). Supporting the role of the balance
between physiological excitation and inhibition on alpha rhythms is the observation
that the firing rate of pyramidal cells is reduced during pharmacological inhibition,
causing a decrease in alpha power (Jones et al 2000). Recent computational models
have also highlighted the interplay between inhibition and excitation in the alpha
rhythm (Jones & Rachlin, 2009).
Increases in cortical oscillatory power in the alpha band is commonly
associated with the active inhibition of specific cortical regions, with a possible role
of activity in the alpha frequency range being to control the timing of cortical
responses. In contrast, an increase in power in the beta band, especially over right
frontal regions of the scalp, is more specifically related to the inhibition of prepared
motor actions.

1.4.3 Alpha-band ERD during anticipatory attention.
Attention provides a mechanism that allows the enhancing of relevant
information and the suppression of irrelevant information (Kastner & Ungerleider,
2000). To attain this, attention results in competitive interactions among neurons,
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causing to them to respond more strongly to attended stimuli while distracting stimuli
are suppressed (Desimone & Duncan, 1995).
Alpha ERD across the whole scalp is associated with attentional processing
(Carp & Compton, 2009; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Jensen & Hanslmayr, 2020; Klimesch,
1999; Klimesch, 2012b; Rohenkohl & Nobre, 2011; Tang, Hu, & Chen, 2013; Wu et
al., 2015), commonly occurring during mental arithmetic (Creutzfeldt, Grünewald,
Simonova, & Schmitz, 1969), and attentional tasks (Boiten, Sergeant, & Geuze, 1992;
Krause, Lang, Laine, Kuusisto, & Porn, 1995; Sergeant, Geuze, & Van Winsum, 1987;
Sterman, Kaiser, & Veigel, 1996; Van Winsum, Sergeant, & Geuze, 1984).
Oscillations in the alpha band are associated with the distribution of attention through
the strategic activation and inhibition of neural regions, with ERD being found over
task-relevant areas and ERS over task-irrelevant areas (Anderson & Ding, 2011;
Bauer, Kennett, & Driver, 2012; Bauer, Oostenveld, Peeters, & Fries, 2006;
Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012; Busch & VanRullen, 2010; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Frey et
al., 2014; Haegens, Händel, & Jensen, 2011; Handel, Haarmeier, & Jensen, 2011;
Jensen et al., 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Kelly et al., 2006; Klimesch, 1999;
Klimesch, 2012a; Rihs et al., 2007; Romei, Gross, & Thut, 2010; van Ede, de Lange,
Jensen, & Maris, 2011; Worden et al., 2000).
Visual attention has been shown to be intrinsically related to modulations in
alpha-band oscillations (Bastiaansen, Böcker, & Brunia, 2002; Bastiaansen, Bocker,
Brunia, de Munck, & Spekreijse, 2001; Capotosto, Babiloni, Romani, & Corbetta,
2009; Donner et al., 2007; Foxe & Snyder, 2011; Handel et al., 2011; McDermott,
Wiesman, Proskovec, Heinrichs-Graham, & Wilson, 2017; Onoda et al., 2007;
Proskovec, Heinrichs-Graham, Wiesman, McDermott, & Wilson, 2018; Siegel,
Donner, Oostenveld, Fries, & Engel, 2007; Vanni, Revonsuo, & Hari, 1997; Wiesman,
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Heinrichs-Graham, Proskovec, McDermott, & Wilson, 2017; Yamagishi, Goda,
Callan, Anderson, & Kawato, 2005). Parieto-occipital ERD is closely related to
anticipatory attention (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Rihs et
al., 2007; Spaak, de Lange, & Jensen, 2014; van Dijk, Schoffelen, Oostenveld, &
Jensen, 2008), particularly prior to the onset of a salient visual stimulus or during the
maintenance phase of visual working memory tasks (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012; van
Dijk, Nieuwenhuis, & Jensen, 2010; Wilson et al., 2017). Amplitude modulations in
the alpha band have been used to predict, trial by trial, the speed of visual perception
(Thut, Nietzel, Brandt, & Pascual-Leone, 2006) and mirror BOLD changes found in
the FPN during visual attention (Sestieri et al., 2008; Sylvester, Jack, Corbetta, &
Shulman, 2008; Sylvester, Shulman, Jack, & Corbetta, 2007).
It has been hypothesised that the FPN controls anticipatory attention in
occipital and parietal occipital regions by maintaining visual expectations through the
desynchronization of ongoing alpha rhythms (Capotosto et al., 2009; Corbetta &
Shulman, 2002; Coull, Walsh, Frith, & Nobre, 2003; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000;
Serences & Yantis, 2006). The hypothesis of FPN control is supported by TMS studies
reporting deficits in visual stimulus processing after interference with TMS over
posterior parietal and frontal parietal regions (Capotosto et al., 2009; Chambers,
Payne, Stokes, & Mattingley, 2004; Grosbras & Paus, 2002, 2003; Heinrichs-Graham,
McDermott, Mills, Coolidge, & Wilson, 2017; Herring, Thut, Jensen, & Bergmann,
2015; Hilgetag, Théoret, & Pascual-Leone, 2001; Pascual-Marqui, Michel, &
Lehmann, 1994; Romei et al., 2010; Thut, Nietzel, & Pascual-Leone, 2005; Wilson,
McDermott, Mills, Coolidge, & Heinrichs-Graham, 2018). For example, Capotosto et
al. (2009) used repetitive TMS to systematically disrupt alpha oscillations in the right
parietal and frontal cortices prior to the performance of a visual target identification
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task. They showed that this disruption of impaired participants’ ability to identify
subsequently presented targets in the visual space, and that this covaried significantly
with the level of alpha disruption in parietal and occipital electrodes.
Attentional processes are commonly reflected in changes in cortical oscillatory
power in the alpha band, especially anticipatory attention controlled by the FPN.
Cortical rhythms in the alpha frequency range may control the strategic activation and
inhibition required for sustained attention rather than directly reflecting cognitive
effort or control processes.

1.4.4 Cognitive effort and control reflected in theta-band synchronisation
While oscillatory activity in the alpha band is generally associated with visual
attention or the inhibitive processes associated with attentional orienting, activity in
the theta frequency-range over midline frontal areas is generally found to increase in
power when higher levels of mental effort are required (Amin, Malik, Hussain, Kamel,
& Chooi, 2014; Cavanagh & Frank, 2014; Inanaga, 1998; Jensen & Tesche, 2002; Lin,
Jung, Wu, Lin, & She, 2012; Lundqvist, Herman, & Lansner, 2011). Oscillatory
activity in the theta band appears to reflect the active maintenance of high-level
cognitive processes such as working memory, novelty detection, and cognitive control
(Cavanagh, Zambrano-Vazquez, & Allen, 2012; Itthipuripat, Wessel, & Aron, 2013;
Jacobs, Hwang, Curran, & Kahana, 2006; Rutishauser, Ross, Mamelak, & Schuman,
2010), and has been considered to be a potential indicator of cognitive effort or control
(Itthipuripat et al., 2013).
Sustained enhancements of theta-band power over midline frontal areas have
repeatedly been observed during difficult listening tasks (Kolev, Yordanova,
Schürmann, & Baţar, 1999; Mazaheri & Picton, 2005; McMahon et al., 2016; Obleser,
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Wöstmann, Hellbernd, Wilsch, & Maess, 2012; Pesonen, Björnberg, Hämäläinen, &
Krause, 2006; Wisniewski, 2017; Wisniewski et al., 2015). For example, frontalmidline theta power increases have been found as the signal to noise ratio decreases
during sentence recognition (Wisniewski et al., 2015). The same is not observed while
listeners hear speech in noise while watching silent movies (Dimitrijevic, Smith,
Kadis, & Moore, 2017; Wisniewski et al., 2015).
Further, theta dynamics have repeatedly been associated with broader working
memory and cognitive control processes. Frontal midline enhancements are well
known to vary as a function of working memory load in nonauditory paradigms
(Gevins, Smith, McEvoy, & Yu, 1997; Jensen & Tesche, 2002; Klimesch, Schack, &
Sauseng, 2005; Onton, Delorme, & Makeig, 2005), and have been hypothesised to
reflect the increased utilization of working memory resources during effortful listening
(Rönnberg et al., 2013; Rönnberg, Rudner, Foo, & Lunner, 2008). Theta-band
synchronisation is further associated with extended periods of effortful engagement
(Asada, Fukuda, Tsunoda, Yamaguchi, & Tonoike, 1999; Barwick, Arnett, &
Slobounov, 2012; Hsieh & Ranganath, 2014; Ishii et al., 1999; Mitchell, McNaughton,
Flanagan, & Kirk, 2008; Paus et al., 1997; Wascher et al., 2014), suggesting thetaband activation contributes to sustaining effortful behaviour in the face of growing
mental fatigue rather than phasic increases in cognitive effort in response to incentive
or task cues (Umemoto, Inzlicht, & Holroyd, 2019).
Overall, increases in power in the theta frequency range over frontal-midline
areas of the scalp are often found to correlate with task difficulty, and especially with
listening effort and working memory load. Theta-band synchronisation over frontal
midline areas is hypothesised to reflect sustained effortful engagement rather than
phasic increases in cognitive control.
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Chapter 2 – General methods
2.1 Cognitive Effort Tasks
There are several methods which can be used to investigate the interaction
between reward and cognitive effort. An early method used to measure
phenomenological effort was through the use of self-reports (Efklides, Kourkoulou,
Mitsiou, & Ziliaskopoulou, 2006; Meyer & Hallermann, 1977; Roets, Van Hiel,
Cornelis, & Soetens, 2008). However, self-report measures may not be an effective
measure of effortful engagement as they are highly vulnerable to self-presentational
influences (Efklides et al., 2006; Meyer & Hallermann, 1977; Roets et al., 2008) and
because participants may not accurately report their efforts due to limited introspection
abilities (Wilson, 2004).
Another way to investigate effort-based decision-making is through the choice
to engage in effortful outcomes during a discounting task. Discounting tasks do not
measure cognitive effort directly but allow researchers to quantify in monetary terms
the discounting effect of effortful requirements, thus providing a formalized
neuroeconomic conception of the SV of effort as a discounting factor. Individual
discounting rates may be related to how cognitive resources are deployed during
effortful tasks, however a direct relationship between discounting rates and cognitive
effort is yet to be established. Conversely, how incentives alter effortful performance
could be investigated. Rather than investigating how effort discounts reward, an
incentive-based approach can be used to show how reward alters performance
measures associated with effort and the processes associated with such. Measures of
effortful performance (e.g., RTs, items remembered from a list, mathematical speed or
accuracy) are commonly used to make inferences about the amount of effort invested
into a task under different conditions (Bandura, 1991; Bijleveld, Custers, & Aarts,
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2010; Eisenberger, 1992; Kukla, 1972; Locke & Latham, 1990). For example, it could
be investigated how incentive modulates RTs during MID, or sustained vigilance
tasks. However, effortful performance may be affected by factors other than effort
alone (e.g., ability, practice, and strategy) (Locke & Latham, 1990), and may not be
appropriate as a direct measure of the effort invested during a task.
The research discussed in the present thesis used RTs and NoGo stopping rates
as measures of effortful performance, investigated when participants were offered
incentives of differing valences/magnitudes. ERD/ERS measures were used in concert
with measures of effortful behaviour to investigate the cortical underpinnings of how
incentive modulates effortful performance.
Finally, effort can be investigated using physiological or neural responses
associated with the deployment of effortful resources. For example, CV responses,
especially the cardiac pre-ejection period, have been used to infer effortful engagement
(Berntson, Lozano, Chen, & Cacioppo, 2004; Elliott, 1969; Obrist, 1976), and a
combination of EEG, pupillometric response, and skin conduction has been used as
measures of task engagement (Csibra & Johnson, 2013). Similarly, changes in cortical
oscillatory power associated with cortical activation and inhibition could be used
concurrent to behavioural measures of effortful performance and SV.

2.1.1 Discounting task
SV is often used to provide a direct measure of the discounting effects of
cognitive effort and other factors on the valuation of monetary rewards. The COGED
paradigm can be used to estimate the SV of differing effort levels in terms of their
discounting effect on associated rewards (Massar, Lim, Sasmita, & Chee, 2016;
Westbrook & Braver, 2015).
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In the COGED paradigm, participants are familiarized with several levels of a
cognitively demanding task. Following the familiarization stage, participants are
offered a series of choices presented in pairs. One option in the presented choice
consists of a high-effort version of the familiarized task, and the other a low-effort
version, with more money offered for the higher-effort option. Multiple choices are
made, and the amounts offered for the low-effort option are step-wise iterated
(increased if the participant chooses the high-effort option and decreased if they choose
the low-effort option) until an indifference point can be established between the two
options.
The pattern of indifference points calculated in this task can be used to quantify
differences in effort discounting across multiple levels of the task and show individual
discounting rates in quantifiable monetary terms rather than simply showing the
direction of the discounting effect (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook & Braver, 2015).
Individual discounting rates are usually assessed by calculating the AuC of the
indifference points across multiple effort levels. The benefits of using the AuC as a
measure of individual effort-discounting rates is that it allows for the quantification of
discounting patterns without fitting the curves to theoretical models requiring normally
distributed data (Smith, Lawyer, & Swift, 2018).
The research presented in this thesis used a COGED task as a measure of
individual effort discounting rates in gain and loss domains. Individual discounting
rates were then correlated with changes in performance and in EEG responses as a
result of different reward levels.

2.1.2 Vigilance task
Investigating the SV of effort discounting can enable greater understanding of
the valuation processes made during the choice to engage with an effortful task.
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However, this may differ from the way different incentives motivate the deployment
of effortful resources.
Performance-based rewards have been shown to be effective motivators of
effortful behaviour (Wise, 2004), ranging from response-speed (Bijleveld, Custers, &
Aarts, 2010; Knutson et al., 2001), visual discrimination (Engelmann & Pessoa, 2007;
Kristjansson, Sigurjonsdottir, & Driver, 2010), and cognitive control (Locke & Braver,
2008). The subjective devaluation of reward with required effort in choice tasks has
also been dissociated from the effect of reward on effortful behaviour (Bonner, Hastie,
Sprinkle, & Young, 2000; Camerer & Hogarth, 1999).
Typical measures of effortful performance in neuropsychological tests include
measures of response accuracy or speed (Lezak, Howieson, Loring, & Fischer, 2004).
Changes in RT speed and variability have been observed across a variety of tasks
designed to assess a range of cognitive skills including response inhibition (Zeeuw et
al., 2008; Hervey et al., 2006; Klein, Wendling, Huettner, Ruder, & Peper, 2006; Rubia
et al., 2001; Uebel et al., 2010; Vaurio, Simmonds, & Mostofsky, 2009), working
memory (Buzy, Medoff, & Schweitzer, 2009; Karatekin, 2004; Klein et al., 2006),
attention (Johnson, Häubl, & Keinan, 2007), and simple choice tasks (Andreou et al.,
2007).
The motivated vigilance task used in the present thesis is an adaption of the
psychomotor vigilance task used by Dinges and Powell (1985). This is a 10-minute
sustained attention task, where participants are asked to respond with a button press as
quickly as possible upon the appearance of a running millisecond counter. Attentional
performance can be quantified by the median RT across trials (Basner & Dinges,
2011), which has been associated with larger pupil dilation with increasing reward
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(Massar et al., 2016), indicative of the increased allocation of attentional resources
(Kahneman & Beatty, 1966).

2.1.3 Monetary incentive delay task
A similar task is the MID task (Knutson et al., 2000), which requires
participants to respond to pre-cued target stimuli with various levels of incentives
given. The incentive is indicated by a cue stimulus presented seconds before the target
stimulus. Each trial, participants either win or lose small amounts of money based on
their RT. While several versions of this task exist, all subdivide events comprising
reward anticipation and receipt from events comprising loss anticipation and receipt
(Balodis & Potenza, 2015; Patel et al., 2013).
The MID task has been used to study the neurobiological mechanisms of
reward processing (Knutson & Greer, 2008; Lammel, Ion, Roeper, & Malenka, 2011;
Pignatelli & Bonci, 2015), as well as the effect of effort-based incentives on neural
responses (Knutson et al., 2001), both during anticipation and receipt, giving flexibility
in the investigation of the effect of reward on effortful implementation.
The cued vigilance tasks and Go/NoGo tasks used in the reported research of
the present thesis incorporate elements from the MID task, using cues to inform
participants of the value of the current trial seconds before the target stimulus.

2.1.4 Go/NoGo task
Inhibitory control has been investigated using a variety of computerised tasks,
including the stop-signal and Go/NoGo tasks (Asci, Braem, Park, Boehler, & Krebs,
2019; Logan & Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008; Verbruggen, Stevens, &
Chambers, 2014). Go/NoGo and stop-signal tasks place emphasis on successful
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inhibition in a context where rapid responding is required most of the time (Logan &
Cowan, 1984; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008; Verbruggen et al., 2014).
The Go/NoGo task was created by Donders (1969), and later developed by
Bokura, Yamaguchi, and Kobayashi (2001). In this task, participants are required to
execute a motor response as quickly as possible whenever they see a Go signal and
withhold their response whenever they see a NoGo signal. The similar stop-signal task
was created by Logan and Cowan (1984), requiring participants to execute a motor
response as quickly as possible whenever presented with a Go signal. A short time
after the presentation of the Go signal, a stop signal is presented, requiring participants
to withhold their previously prepared response.
While there are strong similarities between the two tasks, both yielding a valid
index of inhibitory control (Diamond, 2013), each may capture different aspects of
control. For example, in a Go/NoGo task, the requirement to inhibit the prepared
response is consistently mapped onto a temporal cue, whereas in stop-signal tasks, the
Go cue is always presented before the stop-signal, and the requirement to inhibit is not
temporally consistent (Verbruggen & Logan, 2008). It is generally considered that
Go/NoGo tasks measure the inhibition necessary for action constraint and stop-signal
tasks measure action cancellation (Eagle et al., 2008; Verbruggen & Logan, 2008).
There are several experimental factors that must be considered when designing
a Go/NoGo task. For example, a smaller proportion of NoGo trials will make it harder
for participants to inhibit inappropriate responses (Menon, Adleman, White, Glover,
& Reiss, 2001), as will smaller inter-trial intervals (Garavan, Ross, & Stein, 1999).
However, despite these findings, approximately 40% of published studies use
equiprobable Go/NoGo stimuli and 20% use trial durations longer than 4 seconds
(Wessel & Aron, 2017).
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The Go/NoGo task reported in the present thesis was a modification of a cued
Go/NoGo task (Filipovic, Jahanshahi, & Rothwell, 2000; Randall & Smith, 2011).
Participants were cued of the incentive offered per trial as well as the probability of a
subsequent Go or NoGo stimulus. Participants received the incentive if they responded
faster than their median RT to a Go cue or successfully withheld their response to a
NoGo cue.

2.2 General Principals of EEG
2.2.1 Physiological basis of cortical rhythms
An EEG consists of a series of electrodes which can be used to measure the
electrical potentials found along the scalp (Speckmann, Elger, & Gorji, 2011). The
history of the measurement of brain oscillations through electroencephalography dates
to 1929, with the measure of the spontaneous alpha wave in humans (Berger 1929).
Over the ensuing decades, research using these measures continued (Karakaş & Barry,
2017), with cortical oscillations being shown in vitro (Basar, 1976; Başar & Weiss,
1981; Eckhorn et al., 1988; Jahnsen & Llinás, 1984), in the nervous system of
vertebrates and invertebrates (Green & Arduini, 1954), as well as in humans(Bernat,
Malone, Williams, Patrick, & Iacono, 2007; Besle et al., 2011; Cravo, Rohenkohl,
Wyart, & Nobre, 2013; Gomez-Ramirez et al., 2011; Henry & Obleser, 2012; Ishii et
al., 2009; Jones & Rachlin, 2006; Kösem, Gramfort, & van Wassenhove, 2014;
Stefanics et al., 2010).
Activity found across the scalp is the result of the electrical impulses passed
between the billions of neurons that make up the cortex, propagated along the axons
(Lent, Azevedo, Andrade-Moraes, & Pinto, 2012). Each neuron produces a small
electric potential when it fires, resulting in an equally small local field potential
(Herreras, 2016).
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EEG recordings are generally thought to be a direct measure of the postsynaptic
currents produced by the firing of large clusters of neurons acting in synchrony rather
than their action potentials (Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006; Teplan, 2002). While action
potentials produce oscillations of a very high frequency, cortical tissue usually filters
high-frequency currents, attenuating the oscillations produced by action potentials,
whereas the activity produced by postsynaptic potentials act at a much lower frequency
and can therefore travel the distance required to reach the scalp (Bedard, Kroger, &
Destexhe, 2006).
Electrical signals on the scalp are produced by the partial synchronisation of
synaptic activity over macroscopic (cm), regional, and even whole brain spatial
sequences (Nunez, 2000; Nunez & Srinivasan, 2006). Although once viewed as a form
of ‘noise’, this synchronisation is now considered to optimize relations between spikemediated ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’ communication within and between brain
regions (Fries, Reynolds, Rorie, & Desimone, 2001; Salinas & Sejnowski, 2001; von
Stein, Chiang, & Konig, 2000).
Cortical oscillations measured by an EEG can be analysed using three forms
of information taken from the waveform: amplitude, phase, and frequency (Klimesch,
2012a). The traditional analysis of EEG data in relation to specific sensory or cognitive
events is typically done using one of two approaches. In the time-domain approach, a
set of epochs phase-locked to a certain class of events are averaged, producing an ERP
at each channel. Alternately, in the frequency-domain, changes in the power spectrum
of cortical oscillations are time-locked and averaged to a certain class of events
(Makeig, 1993).
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2.2.2 Advantages/disadvantages of EEG
The main advantage of EEG over other measures is the high-degree of temporal
resolution provided, with the investigation of the dynamics of neural processes on the
millisecond level (Luck, 2005; Schneider & Strüder, 2012). Alternative methods, such
as fMRI or PET, which use the haemodynamic response as a measure of cortical
activation, can have a temporal-resolution in the range of 4 to 5 seconds (Aine, 1995;
Logothetis, 2003). The high-temporal resolution provided allows for the development
of a more nuanced understanding of cognitive and neural processes than behavioural
measures such as discounting rates and reaction times alone (Luck, Woodman, &
Vogel, 2000). EEG recordings also act as a more direct measure of neuronal activity
when compared to the hemodynamic responses that fMRI and PET measure (Hari,
Parkkonen, & Nangini, 2010).
MEG measures the generation of electric potentials in the brain through the
small electromagnetic fields produced by neuronal firing. MEG therefore acts as a
measure with the same temporal resolution as EEG, but with improved spatial
resolution, as these electromagnetic fields are not dampened by cortical tissue
(Hämäläinen, Hari, Ilmoniemi, Knuutila, & Lounasmaa, 1993).
Another key difference between MEG and EEG is that the volume currents
from electrical potentials and their resulting magnetic fields are orthogonal in nature;
they occur at right angles with each other. The orthogonal nature means that while
MEG is optimal for detecting tangential dipoles, EEG is not sensitive to source
orientation (Ahlfors, Han, Belliveau, & Hamalainen, 2010) and can detect dipoles of
any orientation (Cohen & Cuffin, 1991).
A further advantage of EEG measures is that they are comparatively
inexpensive when compared to MEG, fMRI and PET (Schneider & Strüder, 2012).
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EEG measures can also be implemented in parallel with other neural measures. For
example, MEG and EEG measures can be combined to take advantage of the spatial
resolution provided by MEG, as well as the ability to detect all sources provided by
EEG (Chowdhury et al., 2015; Ding & Yuan, 2013; Ebersole & Ebersole, 2010;
Henson, Mouchlianitis, & Friston, 2009). EEG has also been used in tandem with
fMRI to combine the high temporal and spatial resolutions of each method (Huster,
Debener, Eichele, & Herrmann, 2012).
While EEG is useful for looking at the temporal dynamics of neural activation,
other methods, such as fMRI or MEG, may be appropriate for investigating the spatial
aspects of neural activity. As EEG measures electrical activity found on the scalp, this
signal has been attenuated by the cortical tissue it has passed through, such as the
meninges, cerebrospinal fluid, and skull (Nunez et al., 1997). EEG can localise neural
dipoles with an accuracy in the scale of centimetres, meaning it is useful for locating
broad regions of activation (Luck, 2005). Neural structures may, however, have
several subdivisions, each with their own unique function. For example, while the
importance of the OFC in decision making has been emphasised across several areas
of research (Padoa-Schioppa & Assad, 2006), very small subdivisions of this area have
been reported to act in specific and different ways (Kahnt et al., 2012; Zald et al.,
2014).
Further, while source analysis methods allow for the reconstruction of neural
sources which may be responsible for the signal found on the scalp, certain
identification of this source is impossible. This is commonly called the ‘inverse
problem’. The inverse problem means the sources calculated from EEG data may have
limited accuracy and may depend on partially inaccurate models of the conductivity
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and shape of the head and the cortical tissue that makes it up (Schneider & Strüder,
2012).

2.3 EEG Recordings and Analysis
2.3.1 EEG acquisition
The acquisition of EEG data can be summarised as the recording and
measurement of fluctuating scalp potentials over time (Kamp, Pfurtscheller, Edlinger,
& da Silva, 2005). Using a conventional EEG method of acquisition, a cap of
electrodes is spread across a participant’s scalp, and the impedance of the recorded
data is reduced using a conducting gel, paste, or liquid. The placement of electrodes
should then correspond to a derivative of the Standardised International 10-20 system,
using internationally recognised anatomical landmarks, such as the nasion and inion,
with equal distances being kept between all electrodes (Klem, Luders, Jasper, & Elger,
1999; Oostenveld & Praamstra, 2001). Conforming to standardized electrode
placements allows for the comparison of data across different labs with different EEG
caps.
The electrical signal recorded by the EEG is first digitised for display and
analysis purposes. The EEG signal has an amplitude that usually ranges from 10 to
100 µV (Aurlien et al., 2004), which then needs to be amplified to a large degree in
order to be accurately measured (Luck, 2005). To accurately record the electrical
activity, grounding and reference electrodes must be used. The signal recorded at each
electrode is calculated as the difference in voltage between the electrode and a
specified reference electrode, or a type of average reference across the whole scalp or
a set of selected electrodes (Luck, 2005). Several single electrodes or sets of electrodes
can be used as a reference. For example, the mean recordings can be taken from the
two electrodes positioned over the bilateral mastoid bones, or the mean recordings
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from the entire cap, or the weighted average of the electrodes surrounding the single
electrode in question, as is done in Laplacian modelling (Nunez et al., 1997).
The experimental research presented in the current thesis shows data collected
from a 128-electrode sponge-based sensor net (Electrical Geodesics Inc, Eugene,
Oregon, USA), using a saline solution to connect the electrodes to the scalp. The net
was positioned according to three anatomical landmarks: the left and right preauricular points and the nasion. The midline Cz electrode was used as a reference, with
a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and was filtered using a band-pass filter between 0.1 to
200 Hz. The high-density system gives good coverage of the participants’ heads, with
electrodes recording data taken from the face and the inferior head region, not used by
caps with fewer electrodes.
Replicability is a core part of the scientific method, to be able to establish
consistency of findings across multiple labs and samples. Time-frequency based
analyses of electrophysiological data adds several dimensions of complexity to
replication attempts. This is because the data is transformed into a multi-dimensional
space (time × frequency × electrode × condition), making the replicability of timefrequency data more difficult when compared to other electrophysiological measures
such as ERP analyses.
Several steps can be taken to increase the potential replicability of timefrequency analysed EEG data, including ensuring that the experimental design and
analysis is clear, and ensuring that proper baseline correction is employed, extending
to at least 500 ms before the experimental trial begins (Cohen, 2017). Regarding trial
and subject numbers, it is recommended that a minimum of 50 trials and 20 subjects
is used in time-frequency analysis to ensure strong effect-sizes (Cohen, 2017). Trial
counts should also be matched across experimental conditions, as significant
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differences in trial count may lead to effects being found due to signal-to-noise
characteristics (Cohen, 2017).

2.3.2 EEG processing
Once a continuous data signal is collected, with triggers included to mark event
onset and offset, the EEG data must be processed to be suitable for analysis. The
signals collected by EEG electrodes may consist of different forms of activity, some
which originate from the brain, some which do not. The electrical signals which do not
originate from cerebral sources are defined as artefacts. The source of artifacts can
originate from physiological phenomena associated with eye-blinks, movements,
muscle activity, and heartbeats (Berg & Scherg, 1994; Ille, Berg, & Scherg, 2002).
Non-cerebral artefacts have also been localised to non-physiological sources, such as
electrical activity from surrounding devices and wiring, which are generally found in
a 50 Hz wavelength (Jung et al., 2000).
While all available steps should be taken to reduce artefacts during data
collection, it is inevitable that some artefacts will be found in the subsequent
processing phase. The simplest solution for the presence of artefacts in the EEG data
is to manually disregard trials containing artefacts using visual inspection. However,
this method may cause the loss of a large amount of trials when used to reject
stereotyped artefacts which occur commonly throughout the recording sessions.
An alternate method of dealing with artefacts is to use an independent
component analysis (Jung et al., 2000), which uses mathematical algorithms to isolate
the waveform produced by a specific artefact (such as an EOG or ECG artefact). The
component isolated can then be subtracted from the overall waveform to leave a signal
more representative of that produced by cerebral sources (Luck, 2005).
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The data presented in this thesis was corrected with the adaptive artefact
correction method, as analysed in the Brain Electrical Source Analysis software
(BESA, GmbH) (Ille et al., 2002). The adaptive artefact correction method uses a
spatial filter to separate neural activity from artefacts while avoiding any distortion of
the continuous data. Next, artefacts with no stereotyped topography left in the filtered
data were manually rejected using visual inspection. Finally, artefacts with a
stereotyped topography such as EOG or ECG artefacts were isolated then removed
using an independent component analysis method.

2.3.3 Electrode selection
EEG data has a spatiotemporal structure; it is sampled at multiple sensors and
timepoints. Because of this, when assessing changes in EEG activity, be it in timefrequency effects or evoked responses, the occurrence of false-positive results being
found because of multiple comparisons must be considered. Due to the volume of
comparisons being done, EEG analyses can often have many false-positives and lack
replicability (Button et al., 2013). For example, 129 electrodes were used in the present
data, meaning that if each electrode were analysed separately significant results would
be found in 6 to 7 electrodes under randomly produced data.
The traditional solution to this problem is to adjust the significance threshold
of the p-value relative to the number of comparisons being made (Maris & Oostenveld,
2007). For example, the Bonferroni correction reduces the significance threshold by
dividing it by the number of comparisons being made. However, the limitation of such
methods is that they will severely harm the statistical power of research using a high
number of comparisons. It may therefore be unfeasible to control the family-wise error
rate of EEG data with many electrodes using this method.
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The problem of multiple comparisons may instead be solved using
nonparametric statistical frameworks, which have been proposed in the analysis of
fMRI (Bullmore et al., 1996; Bullmore et al., 1999; Hayasaka & Nichols, 2003, 2004;
Holmes, Blair, Watson, & Ford, 1996; Raz, Zheng, Ombao, & Turetsky, 2003) and
EEG data (Achim, 2001; Blair & Karniski, 1993; Galan, Biscay, Rodriguez, PerezAbalo, & Rodriguez, 1997; Guthrie & Buchwald, 1991; Karniski, Blair, & Snider,
1994; Maris, 2004; Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), and have been used successfully in
the analysis of frequency-domain representations of EEG and MEG data (Kaiser,
Hertrich, Ackermann, & Lutzenberger, 2006; Kaiser & Lutzenberger, 2005; Kaiser,
Lutzenberger, Preissl, Mosshammer, & Birbaumer, 2000; Kaiser, Ripper, Birbaumer,
& Lutzenberger, 2003; Lutzenberger, Ripper, Busse, Birbaumer, & Kaiser, 2002).
A frequently used non-parametric test is the permutation analysis (Maris &
Oostenveld, 2007), which is able to identify electrodes with significant effects without
the need for multiple comparisons or the loss of statistical power, as well as providing
a data-driven analysis with only minimal a priori assumptions. In a permutation
analysis for ERD values, the t-statistics for the main effects and interactions are first
calculated across all electrodes and timepoints in specified frequency bands. All the
ERD values across conditions are then collated into a single dataset, which is then
randomly shuffled, and data points are subsequently drawn from this dataset to form
subsets the same size as the previous experimental conditions, electrodes, and time
points. This forms a ‘random partition’ representing a dummy version of the
experimental variables being investigated, only with data shuffled across the entire
dataset. The t-statistics for the main effects and interactions of the experimental
variables are then calculated using a random partition. The steps involving the creation
and analysis of the random partition is then repeated a set number of times, usually at
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least a thousand, and the proportion of random partitions that had larger t-statistics
than the initial experimental dataset is taken as the p-value. Electrodes showing
significant results and effects of the same direction in the permutation analysis are
often clustered based on spatial adjacency (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007).
Cluster-based permutation tests are a popular approach to address the problem
of multiple comparisons in MEEG data analysis (Groppe, Urbach, & Kutas, 2011) as
they provide high statistical power while controlling for false-positives due to multiple
comparisons (Pernet, Latinus, Nichols, & Rousselet, 2015). However, this method of
electrode selection may be unsuitable for detecting the spatial boundaries of an effect
at the electrode level as no statistical inference is made about individual sensor
locations, only the size of effects across whole electrode clusters (Sassenhagen &
Draschkow, 2019). In other words, it is inappropriate for researchers selecting clusters
of electrodes using this method to make the interpretation that every electrode within
a selected cluster must have significant effects or that any electrode not selected does
not have significant effects. However, while the boundaries of a cluster at the single
electrode level cannot be inferred using a permutation test, it is not inherently wrong
to report cluster extents (Sassenhagen & Draschkow, 2019). The general location of
an electrode cluster likely overlaps with a true pattern of effects within the EEG data,
despite the exact extent of the effect not being apparent when using this test
(Sassenhagen & Draschkow, 2019). For this reason, in the research and interpretation
portions of the present thesis electrode clusters are only reported regarding their
general location, not their exact extents.
The results shown in the present thesis used two thresholding methods to select
electrode clusters for further analysis. A permutation analysis was first used,
implemented in the statcond.m program in the EEGLAB package (Makeig, Delorme,
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et al., 2004). The permutation analysis identified clusters of electrodes with significant
main effects or interactions according to a pre-defined significance threshold (p = .01).
The permutation test was able to control for the inflation in type-1 error probabilities
due to multiple comparisons by assessing main effects and interactions within the data,
comparing effects using the data collected by every sensor in the 129-electrode array
without a loss in statistical power.
Second, due to the spatial impreciseness of cluster-based permutation analyses,
only electrodes with consistent ERD/ERS effects were considered in subsequent
analyses. To ensure electrodes with consistent ERD/ERS effects were selected, T-tests
with significance thresholds of .01 were used to test whether changes over each
electrode were significantly different from 0. Electrode clusters which passed both the
permutation and the difference from 0 tests were selected for further analysis, done in
SPSS v. 22 (IBM Inc., USA).

2.4 Time-frequency Analysis
As well as being described as phase-locked evoked responses to events, EEG
activity can also be described in terms of power changes within specific frequency
bands (Steriade, 1999). A common method to analyse the rhythmic activity found
within neural oscillations is to describe activity in terms of changes in the power within
specific oscillatory frequency bands (Steriade, 1999).
When analysing frequency effects, EEG data is commonly split into specified
frequency bands, with lower frequency bands generally exhibiting larger amplitudes
than higher ones (Niedermeyer, 2005). Once the data has been split into specified
frequency bands, changes in power in these bands in response to specific conditions
and events can be investigated.
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When conducting a time-frequency analysis, a time-domain signal must be
deconstructed into its constituent oscillatory components. There are many approaches
to the decomposition of oscillatory data, including simple band-pass filters (Herrmann,
Grigutsch, & Busch, 2005) the short-term Fourier transformation (Gabor, 1946), and
continuous (Combes et al., 2012; Daubechies & Bates, 1993) or discrete (Mallat, 1989)
wavelet transformations. The common principal behind these differing approaches is
that time-frequency decomposition methods all require a trade-off between temporal
and frequency resolution (Roach & Mathalon, 2008). This trade-off occurs because,
as the time-window used to estimate time-frequency data gets larger, the higher the
frequency resolution but the lower the temporal resolution, and vice-versa (Roach &
Mathalon, 2008).
Fourier transformations, or the similar Welch power method, are usually
performed in a short-time window that is shifted across the time series data to identify
changes in the power of EEG signals in a specified frequency range over time (Roach
2008). The choice of shifting time-windows in this decomposition method constrains
the size of the frequency bin used, which must be uniform across all frequencies.
(Roach 2008).
Continuous wavelet transformations encompass a class of spectral
decomposition methods which represent a more flexible alternative to the windowed
short-term Fourier analysis (Herrmann et al., 2005; Roach & Mathalon, 2008; Samar,
Bopardikar, Rao, & Swartz, 1999). Wavelet transformations deconvolve oscillatory
components using compressed and stretched versions of the “mother wavelet” (e.g.,
the Morelet wavelet) to fit each frequency being extracted from the EEG signal, which
is traditionally constrained to contain the same number of cycles across frequencies
(Herrmann et al., 2005; Roach & Mathalon, 2008; Samar, Bopardikar, Rao, & Swartz,
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1999). As a result, wavelet analyses utilizes a different time-window length depending
on the frequency of the signal being assessed, with longer time windows being applied
to slower frequencies. The variation in time-window length causes finer temporal
resolution as frequency increases at the cost of poorer frequency resolution (Herrmann
et al., 2005; Roach & Mathalon, 2008; Samar, Bopardikar, Rao, & Swartz, 1999).
Further, for high-frequency signals, it is often assumed that Morelet wavelet
decomposition provides greater temporal resolution, but poorer frequency resolution
than short-term Fourier decomposition (Roach & Mathalon, 2008).
Oscillations at frequencies not sampled in the Fourier or wavelet
transformation may spread their energy to the sampled frequencies, which is
commonly referred to as spectral leakage. Spectral leakage usually occurs because of
how the data is tapered, where if the edges of a sampled frequency do not fit into the
specified time-window, they are tapered into other frequencies. The shape of the tapers
used must therefore be modified based on the size of the time-window and the
frequencies being investigated. The Hanning window is a taper formed by using a
weighted cosine function, smoothing discontinuities at the edges of the sampled
frequency (Blackman & Tukey, 1958; Kanasewich, 1981; Press, Teukolsky,
Vetterling, & Flannery, 1992). Alternately, multiple tapers can be used. Multiple
tapers are typically used to achieve better control over the level of frequency
smoothing which are then averaged together, and are recommended for slower
frequency bands (Klimesch, 2012a).

2.4.1 Cortical rhythms and their generators
Traditional views of neural function describe brain activity as being driven by
functional anatomy. However, for a more comprehensive account, the temporal
structure of cortical activity must also be considered. The temporal structure of cortical
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activity can be assessed through changes in neural activity oscillating at different
frequencies (Arnal & Giraud, 2012; Buzsáki & Draguhn, 2004; Chakravarthi &
Vanrullen, 2012).
Early studies described activity occurring within specific frequency bands as
being generated by networks of discrete cortical structures (Andersen & Andersson,
1968; Speckmann et al., 2011). More recent research, however, has described
frequency-specific activity as originating from interactions between cortical structures
of different sizes, rather than the activation from cortical structures themselves
(Klimesch, 2012a).
There are several factors which determine the properties of EEG oscillations
(Singer, 1993). The first is the intrinsic membrane properties of the neurons being
activated and the resulting dynamics of post-synaptic firing, including the rate of firing
and the strength of the interconnections between individual neurons. A second factor
is the strength and extent of the interconnections between larger cortical networks,
especially when considering slower frequency activation such as that in the theta band
(Izhikevich & Edelman, 2008; Robinson et al., 2001; Steriade, 2000).
The frequency of electrical oscillations found on the scalp is thought to be
dependent on the number of synchronously activated neurons. Slower frequencies,
such as alpha- and theta-band activations, have been associated with a large area of
synchronous activation (Kopell, Ermentrout, Whittington, & Traub, 2000; Miller,
2007; Singer, 1993; von Stein et al., 2000) or the underlying excitation-inhibition
balance of cortical areas (Brunel & Wang, 2003; Jensen & Lisman, 2005; Whittington,
Traub, Kopell, Ermentrout, & Buhl, 2000). Conversely, faster frequency bands, such
as the beta band, has been associated with a much smaller pattern of activation and
more specific processing of information (Klimesch, 1996).
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2.4.2 ERD methods
Time-frequency changes in relation to specific events are often investigated
using an ERD/ERS methodology. An ERD is defined as a relative decrease in power
in a specified frequency band following an event (Pfurtscheller, 1977), whereas an
ERS is defined as a relative increase in power (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999).
ERD/ERS changes are usually quantified as a percentage compared to a baseline
period seconds before the event using the ERD transformation. The equation for this
transformation is presented below:

𝐃𝒋 =

𝑷𝒋 − 𝑹
× 𝟏𝟎𝟎
𝑹

Where 𝐃𝒋 is the ERD output within a specific time series sample (j), Pj is the
absolute power at time sample j, and R is the mean power over the baseline period
(Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1977).

The ERD and ERS of specific frequency bands typically accompanies events
such as somatosensory stimulation (Chatrian et al., 1959; Pfurtscheller, 1981) and
motor activation (Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001a; Pfurtscheller, Neuper, & Kalcher,
1993; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Stancak et al., 1997). In these contexts, ERD in
the alpha and beta bands is typically interpreted as reflecting cortical activation or
preparation (Pfurtscheller & Lopes da Silva, 1999), an interpretation supported by the
correlation found between ERD changes in these bands and an increase in the BOLDfMRI signal (Babiloni, Vecchio, Bultrini, Luca Romani, & Rossini, 2005; Formaggio
et al., 2008; Mantini, Perrucci, Del Gratta, Romani, & Corbetta, 2007; Singh, Barnes,
Hillebrand, Forde, & Williams, 2002). To increase the statistical reliability of the
results, ERD/ERS values are averaged over trials and time intervals, with increased
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trials and longer time-windows increasing reliability. In typical analyses, ERD is
averaged over a minimum of 30-80 trials with a time-window of at least 125-250 ms
(Formaggio et al., 2008).
For the quantification of ERD/ERS changes relating to limb movements, it is
recommended that a common average reference or a reference-free Laplacian
transformation is used (Pfurtscheller, Flotzinger, & Neuper, 1994). Common average
referencing uses the mean activation collected from all electrodes across the scalp as
the reference, thus restoring the signal at the reference electrode used during recording.
The advantage of this referencing method is that it does not depend on the activity
from any single source and creates a more spatially dispersed referencing effect
(Pfurtscheller et al., 1994). Laplacian modelling is used to remove reference effects
from EEG data by using a unique reference for each electrode, taken as the average
activity from the surrounding electrodes (Pfurtscheller et al., 1994). Laplacian
modelling acts as a spatial filter, attenuated to the volume conducted influence of more
remote sources and enhancing the spatial resolution of currents flowing perpendicular
to the electrode (Pfurtscheller et al., 1994).

2.4.3 ERD effects investigated in this thesis
Amplitude suppressions and enhancements in the alpha, beta and theta
frequency bands are commonly associated with a range of external stimuli and
cognitive states. Alpha rhythms describe EEG frequencies which occur within the 812 Hz range (Niedermeyer, 2005), and typically have an amplitude ranging up to 50
µV, which is strongest over parietal, posterior temporal, and occipital areas of the scalp
(Niedermeyer, 2005). Beta-band oscillations are those which occur within the 16-30
Hz frequency range (Miller, 2007), and usually occur with amplitudes below 30 µV,
broadly distributed across the scalp (Niedermeyer, 2005). Finally, theta rhythms
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describe oscillatory frequencies within the 4-7 Hz range (Schacter, 1977), which are
more broadly distributed across the brain than alpha and beta rhythms (Raghavachari
et al., 2006).
EEG recordings for the present thesis were taken during the sustained vigilance
and Go/NoGo tasks. ERD was calculated in the anticipation period between the
occurrence of the cue and the target stimulus and investigated in the alpha (8-12 Hz),
beta (16-24 Hz) and theta (4-7 Hz) frequency bands. The patterns of activation taken
were hypothesised to represent preparatory motor or inhibition responses, as well as
anticipatory attention and tonic effortful engagement.
Patterns of ERD/ERS in the specified frequency bands were considered
regarding how they were modulated by differing incentives (chapters 4, 5 and 6),
how they differed preceding fast compared to slow responses (chapters 4 and 5) and
how they were modulated by Go/NoGo motor primes (chapter 6).
The core measure of interest across the research chapters was how incentives
of differing magnitudes and valence differentially modulated patterns of ERD/ERS
representing preparatory motor activation and inhibition, as well as anticipatory
attention and tonic effortful engagement. Further, as these processes were considered
to be the mediating factor between incentive and effortful performance, it was
hypothesised that ERD/ERS effects modulated by reward, especially those in the
beta band, would be stronger when preceding a fast compared to a slow response.
The correlations between ERD/ERS effects and measures of effortful performance
(Go-RTs and NoGo stopping rates) were also assessed, as well as the relation
between individual discounting rates and cortical/behavioural changes under
differing incentives. Finally, to investigate the interaction between
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approach/avoidance motor-sets and incentive valence, ERD differences between Go
and NoGo motor prime conditions were considered.
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Chapter 3 – Research Problems and Hypotheses

3.1 Research Problems
The brain structures underlying effortful engagement and decision making are
well understood (Kool et al., 2010; Botvinick, Niv, & Barto, 2009), and the effects of
different kinds of incentive on effortful behaviour have been shown (Chong et al.,
2017; Massar et al., 2015; Padmala & Pessoa, 2011; Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, and
Krebs 2018). In contrast, the way cortical processes interact during effortful
engagement has received less attention. Namely, it is unclear what effect differing
incentives have on effortful processes during engagement, and why the motivational
value of incentives so often diverges from their effect on effortful performance
There are several unanswered questions regarding the effect of incentives on
effortful deployment and the associated cortical processes. First, cognitive effort has
been posited to be reflective of a process of strategic cortical activation and inhibition,
leading to an opportunity cost of effort (Lazarus, 1993; Tooby & Cosmides, 2008).
However, the contrasting activation and inhibition processes associated with effortful
engagement have yet to be demonstrated, and the way incentives of differing
magnitudes modulate these processes requires further elucidation. Second, monetary
losses are often found to be more motivating than gains (Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Rozin & Royzman, 2001) but often result in no difference
in effortful performance (Boksem et al., 2008; Maruo et al., 2016; Seifert et al., 2006),
or even a deterioration in effortful performance (Hagger et al., 2010; Paschke et al.,
2015; Potts, 2011) relative to gains of equal nominal value. Due to the different
valuation processes employed by gains and losses, it is unclear whether they modulate
similar cortical processes when used as incentives during effortful engagement.
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Further, the underlying cause of the divergent effect of gains and losses on effortful
performance is yet to be explained, although it has been hypothesised to be due to
approach/avoidance associations and attentional biases made in response to gains and
losses. Finally, cognitive effort is hypothesised to be deployed proportional to the SV
of offered rewards (Bialaszek et al., 2017; Ostaszewski, Bąbel, & Swebodziński, 2013;
Sugiwaka & Okouchi, 2004), however the association between the SV of reward
relative to effortful engagement under differing incentives has yet to be investigated.
The research presented in the current thesis measured changes in ERD/ERS in
the alpha, beta, and theta bands while participants expected a target stimulus during a
sustained vigilance task or a cued Go/NoGo task using monetary gains and losses as
incentives. ERD found during these tasks reflected the anticipatory processes
associated with the task, such as cortical inhibition, motor preparation, and
anticipatory attention. Expanding on this, we used a COGED task to investigate
individual discounting rates in gain and loss modalities, and correlated discounting
rates with changes in effortful performance and anticipatory ERD/ERS with differing
incentive types.

3.2 Hypotheses
H1

Graded incentives will be associated with increased anticipatory ERD in the
alpha and beta bands over sensorimotor areas, and ERS in the beta band over
right-frontal areas, as well as a stronger ERS in the theta-band over parietofrontal areas during a sustained vigilance task.

H2

Similarly, a significantly stronger ERD in the alpha and beta bands will be
found over sensorimotor areas, and a stronger beta-band ERS will be found
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over right-frontal areas of the scalp when preceding fast compared to slow
responses.

H3

Individual SVs of cognitive effort discounting will be significantly associated
with changes in RTs and ERDs, showing that participants who show smaller
effort-based reward discounting will be more motivated by incentives to
engage effortful resources.

H4

Losses will be more motivating than gains in the COGED task, however, when
losses are used as graded incentives, they will show symmetrical effects on
response-speeds and cortical responses during the sustained vigilance task.

H5

In a Go/NoGo task, losses and inhibitory motor sets will be associated with a
relative deterioration in anticipatory attention, as reflected by weaker alphaband ERD over frontal- and posterior parietal regions of the scalp compared to
gains of equal nominal value.

3.3 Thesis chapters
Chapter 4 describes two experiments which investigated how reward levels
interacted with effortful engagement using measures of task- and baseline-dependent
patterns of cortical inhibition over frontal regions and cortical activation in
sensorimotor regions during a sustained vigilance task (H1). The two experiments
described in chapter 4 also used a COGED procedure to measure individual effortdiscounting rates, and assed how well these correlated with cortical and behavioural
responses to reward (H2).
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Chapter 5 examines the effect of graded losses and gains on effortful
performance and preparatory motor activity during a sustained vigilance task. Using
these methods, the effect of losses and gains on response-speeds and ERD modulations
were modelled as quadratic and linear trends, and the slopes of losses and gains were
compared (H3). Similar to the experiments described in chapter 4, a COGED procedure
was used, although one which included both losses and gains (H3). Using this
procedure, the individual SVs of losses and gains could be compared, and the
relationship between SVs and changes in response-speed and cortical preparation with
rewards and losses could be assessed (H2).
Chapter 6 discusses an experiment expanding on the methodology of the
previous three, using a cued Go/NoGo task rather than a sustained vigilance task. Gain,
loss, and no incentive reward conditions were included, as well as two ‘prime’
conditions where participants either expected an approach motor response or an
inhibitive response with a probability of 0.75. This methodology allowed us to directly
compare whether the differential effects of gains and losses on cortical activation
associated with effortful performance showed overlapping effects to task-induced
approach and avoidance tendencies (H4). The individual SVs of effort under losses and
gains, and its relationship to behavioural and cortical changes were also assessed (H2).
Chapter 7 comprises a general discussion of all experimental findings. The
implications of the findings are discussed in the context of the current opinions in the
field of neuroeconomics, and future directions are deliberated.
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4.1 Abstract
We explored how reward and value of effort shapes performance in a sustained
vigilance, reaction time (RT) task. It was posited that reward and value would speed
up responses and increase cognitive effort by boosting activation in the sensorimotor
cortex and
increasing inhibition in frontal cortical regions, similar to the horse-race model of
motor actions.
Participants performed a series of speeded responses while expecting one of
three monetary rewards (0 pence (p), 1p, and 10p) if they responded faster than their
median RT. Amplitudes of cortical alpha, beta, and theta oscillations were analysed
using the event-related desynchronization method. In experiment 1 (N = 29, with 12
females), the reward was consistent within each block; while in experiment 2 (N = 17,
with 12 females), reward amount was displayed before each trial. Each experiment
evaluated the baseline amplitude of cortical oscillations differently. The value of effort
was evaluated using a cognitive effort discounting task (COGED).
In both experiments, RTs decreased significantly with higher rewards. Reward
level increased the amplitude of beta-band oscillations over frontal electrodes in
experiment 1. In experiment 2, reward decreased the amplitudes of beta oscillations in
the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex. Individual effort values did not significantly
correlate with oscillatory changes in either experiment.
Results demonstrate that the amount of expected reward during a sustained
vigilance task modulates activation in the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex (experiment
2) and inhibition in the frontal cortex (experiment 1), and that while individual
economic value changes the willingness to accept effortful participation, it does not
shape RTs or cortical activation patterns.
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4.2 Introduction
Cognitive effort is prevalent in a number of settings such as education
(Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 1996; Von Stumm, Hell, & Chamorro-Premuzic,
2011), the workplace (Kidwell Jr & Bennett, 1993; Van Iddekinge, Aguinis, Mackey,
& DeOrtentiis, 2018), and consumer behaviour (Heidig, Wentzel, Tomczak, Wiecek,
& Faltl, 2017). In psychiatric or mood disorders (e.g., depression), a loss of motivation
to face cognitively or physically challenging tasks has been reported (Cohen et al.,
2001; Treadway et al., 2012). However, while the decision to make an effort has been
extensively researched, and the subjective experience of effort is familiar to most
people, the effects of reward and the value of effort on performance in an effortful task
and the neural basis of this are not yet fully understood.
In behavioural economic theories of decision making, effort is framed as a
discounting factor that reduces the value of rewards when an effort is required to
achieve them (Inzlicht et al., 2014; Kurzban et al., 2013). The discounting effect of
effort can be measured using the COGED method (Westbrook & Braver, 2015;
Westbrook et al., 2013), which offers staircase iterated rewards across multiple levels
of effort until an indifference point is reached, indicating the amount of money
required for participants to agree to put more effort into the task (Massar et al., 2016;
Westbrook et al., 2013). The value of effort, determined using COGED, has been
shown to correlate with individual engagement (Westbrook et al., 2013) and
performance (Massar et al., 2016) in cognitive tasks. Further, the level of engagement
in a cognitive task can be manipulated by varying performance-based rewards (Dinges
& Powell, 1985; Knutson et al., 2000; Massar et al., 2016).
The discounting effect of cognitive effort has been attributed to a number of
processes (Christie & Schrater, 2015; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007; Lazarus, 1993;
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Tooby & Cosmides, 2008), but is commonly thought to be the consequence of topdown cognitive control (Botvinick & Braver, 2015; Kaplan & Berman, 2010; Shenhav
et al., 2013b). This would be required to control task-relevant cortical activation and
inhibition at the expense of task-irrelevant activation and inhibition, and may be
localised to the dorsal anterior cingulate cortex, which has been implied to mediate
cognitive control during attentional tasks (Shenhav et al., 2013a).
Processes which may to be controlled during motor actions are proposed by
the horse-race model of motor inhibition in the stop-signal task (G. P. Band, Van Der
Molen, & Logan, 2003; Logan & Cowan, 1984; Schultz, 2015). This model posits
opposing processes of motor readiness during stop-signal tasks, where motor
activation occurs in response to a ‘GO’ signal and motor inhibition occurs in response
to a ‘STOP’ signal, and a movement is only successfully inhibited if the inhibitive
processes complete before the movement is finished, meaning that successful
responses to ‘STOP’ signals are based on the relative speed of these competing
processes (for more information see Band et al. 2003, Figure 4.1).
Visual acuity (Kyle E Mathewson, Gratton, Fabiani, Beck, & Ro, 2009), visual
detection threshold (Ergenoglu et al., 2004), visual discrimination (Hanslmayr et al.,
2005) and pain sensitivity (Babiloni et al., 2006) have been shown to be enhanced if
stimuli occurred during a period of suppressed alpha-band oscillations. In a similar
vein, motor readiness or preparation seconds before a self-paced voluntary movement
(Chatrian et al., 1959), or during an imagined, or observed movement (Nagai &
Tanaka, 2019; Pfurtscheller et al., 2005), often manifests in amplitude decreases of
cortical alpha- and beta-band oscillations (Fox et al., 2016; A. Ishii et al., 2019;
Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989; Rhodes, 2019; Charidimos Tzagarakis et al., 2010; C.
Tzagarakis et al., 2015). This has been found to increase prior to self-paced finger
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movements requiring large force (A. Stancak et al., 1997), and during fast compared
to slow movements (A. Stancak, Jr. & G. Pfurtscheller, 1996; A. Stancak & G.
Pfurtscheller, 1996). Suppressions of alpha- beta-band band power may, therefore, be
representative of the excitatory processes posited by the horse-race model of motor
actions.
Conversely, inhibitory processes are employed in tasks which require
withholding a response under the state of strong motor readiness, for example during
a stop-signal task (Leimkuhler & Mesulam, 1985). Cortical inhibition or idling has
been found to manifest as an increase in the amplitude of alpha- or beta-band
oscillations (Adam Fry et al., 2016; Jensen et al., 2005; Korzhik, Morenko, & Kotsan,
2018; G. Pfurtscheller, A. Stancak, Jr., et al., 1996; Salmelin & Hari, 1994; Visani et
al., 2019), and frontal beta-band synchronisation has been shown to occur during
periods of motor inhibition (Alegre et al., 2006; Fonken et al., 2016; Swann et al.,
2009; Wagner et al., 2018; J. R. Wessel & Aron, 2013). Functional brain imaging
studies point to a major role of the right prefrontal cortex in employing the inhibition
of motor actions (Feng, Schwemmer, Gershman, & Cohen, 2014; H. Garavan, Ross,
Murphy, Roche, & Stein, 2002; Simmonds, Pekar, & Mostofsky, 2008), perhaps
through dopaminergic innervations (Chao & Knight, 1995; Fuster, 2015; Miller &
D'Esposito, 2005). Moreover, frontal beta-band synchronisation has been shown to
occur during periods of motor inhibition (Alegre et al., 2006; Fonken et al., 2016;
Swann et al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2018; J. R. Wessel & Aron, 2013). These areas may
be expected to show an increase in alpha- and beta-amplitudes during increased motor
inhibition, representing a temporary withholding of movement under the state of high
motor readiness.
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Theta-band oscillations, in contrast, have been found to increase over midfrontal electrodes during periods of sustained attention (Angelidis, Hagenaars, van
Son, van der Does, & Putman, 2018; Basar-Eroglu, Basar, Demiralp, & Schurmann,
1992; Wolfgang Klimesch, 1999; Rajan et al., 2018), and have been hypothesised to
be a correlate of cognitive effort or fatigue (Arnau, Mockel, Rinkenauer, & Wascher,
2017). We, therefore, assumed that oscillatory power in the theta band may be involved
in the attentional, or top-down processes required during effortful tasks.
The present study combined a modified sustained vigilance task (Massar et al.,
2016) with a monetary incentive delay task (Knutson et al., 2000) to examine the
effects of varying levels of rewards and the value of effort on cortical activation and
inhibition. The vigilance task required participants to execute speeded reaction-time
(RT) responses during a stream of visual cues occurring in short iterations, and it has
been shown that requiring participants to complete a sustained vigilance task, with
each block offering different rewards (no reward, low reward, or high reward) for each
fast response (faster than the participant’s median RT) results in reward-related
changes in task performance and sympathetic arousal (Massar et al., 2016), however
the effects of reward on cortical oscillatory activity during this task has not yet been
investigated.
Experiment 1 aimed to analyse the change in amplitudes of cortical alpha, beta,
and theta oscillations in the time-window just preceding the cue prompting a speeded
response during a vigilance task, and to test whether individual subjective values of
effort, evaluated using a COGED method, would correlate with performance and
cortical oscillatory changes. Stimuli were presented in three blocks, with each differing
in the incentive for fast responses (0p, 1p, 10p), and EEG data was recorded over a 90s time window preceding each block to take the baseline into account during the
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calculation of relative-band power (RBP). Due to this block design, and as participants
did not know when the target stimulus would occur, a constant state of motor activation
was required, meaning a greater likelihood of observing a modulation of inhibition in
cortical oscillatory changes was expected, as the release of inhibition would be
required for movement. We therefore hypothesised that reward and response-speed
would modulate sensorimotor alpha-band and frontal beta-band synchronisation, with
stronger synchronisation being found preceding fast trials and in larger reward blocks,
representing stronger inhibition.
Since the type of baseline employed in experiment 1 cannot fully account for
fast changes in arousal and motivation occurring during a lengthy vigilance task,
experiment 2 was carried out to analyse the effect of reward on cortical activation in a
vigilance task using a standard event-related desynchronization (ERD) paradigm
(Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1977). The time course of the relative band power changes
was analysed in a period of time, seconds before each trial. Trials involving no reward
(0p), a small reward (1p) and a high reward (10p) were presented in a random order,
with a visual cue 2 seconds before the stimulus prompting a speeded response. In this
experiment, we aimed to measure the cortical processes associated with motor
activation. As the participants knew when the target stimulus would occur, we
predicted fast response-speeds and higher rewards would be associated with stronger
alpha- and beta-band ERD over sensorimotor regions, as well as stronger theta-band
synchronisation over central frontal regions. We also predicted, in both experiments,
that participants who showed less effort-discounting in the COGED task would show
stronger changes in RT and ERD/RBP as a function of reward.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Experiment 1
4.3.1.1 Participants
29 subjects (12 females) were recruited. Five subjects were removed from
subsequent EEG analysis due to excessive muscle artefacts. Therefore, the final
sample included 24 participants (10 females), aged 23.34 ± 2.44 (mean ± SD). The
procedure used was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of
Liverpool and all participants gave fully informed written consent at the start of the
experiment in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

4.3.1.2 Procedure
Participants were required to complete two tasks. The participants first
completed a modification of the sustained vigilance tasks used by Massar et al. (2016)
and Dinges and Powell (1985), while EEG was recorded. The second task was a short
discounting task requiring the participants to make a series of 36 choices between a
high-effort, high-reward option and a low-effort, low-reward option. The purpose of
this task was to estimate the subjective value (SV) attributed to each level of effort
offered during the task and to evaluate individual indifference points equalling
monetary value and units of effort
The vigilance task consisted of 1 five-minute practice block with no EEG
recordings and 3 ten-minute experimental blocks with EEG recordings included. The
five-minute block consisted of 50 trials, and each ten-minute block consisted of 100
trials. Overall, the participants completed 350 trials throughout the experiment.
Participants were offered different rewards for each fast response in each block (0p,
1p, or 10p), and feedback regarding the amount of money and number of points the
participants had currently earned was given after each block. Effort was measured
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behaviourally using the participants’ mean RTs and electrophysiologically using the
participants’ change in RBP in the 1-s epoch preceding the presentation of the target
stimulus and during the 90 second baseline period of each block.

Figure 4.1. A schematic representation of trials presented to participants in the
motivated vigilance task for (A) experiment 1 showing first the inter-trial interval, then
the target stimulus, followed by the inter-trial interval for the following trial; (B)
experiment 2, showing first the cue stimulus, then the period of preparation, followed
by the target stimulus; and, finally the inter-trial interval, and (C) the discounting
choice task for both experiments, showing, first an example choice offered to the
participants, followed by feedback confirming the selected choice.

4.3.1.3 Sustained vigilance task
The sustained vigilance task was an adaptation of the Psychomotor Vigilance
Test used by Dinges and Powell (1985). This was a 10-minute sustained attention task
in which participants were required to respond with a button press (left mouse button)
with their right hand as quickly as possible whenever they are presented with a target
stimulus. The scheme of the vigilance task is shown in Figure 4.1A.
After the application of the EEG net, participants were taken into a dimly lit,
sound attenuated room and were asked to complete the sustained vigilance task.
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Participants were seated in front of a 19-inch CRT monitor and used their right hand
to make responses on a computer mouse. The stimuli were presented using Cogent
2000 software (UCL, London, United Kingdom) for Matlab R2016b. (Mathworks,
Inc., USA).
Participants were presented with a white fixation cross in the centre of a black
screen monitor. The target stimulus occurred when the fixation cross disappeared for
0.5 seconds. The presentation of the target stimuli was separated by uniformly
distributed inter-trail intervals which ranged from 3.5 to 9 seconds. Participants first
completed a five-minute practice run of the task with no rewards offered. During this
baseline run the participants’ median RT was calculated, which was then used as the
target RT in the following 3 ten-minute blocks.
Following the practice block, participants were required to complete three
experimental ten-minute blocks of the same task. In one of the experimental blocks
the participants were not offered any reward and were instructed to respond as quickly
and as accurately as possible whenever the target stimulus occurred, and in the other
two experimental blocks the participants were offered a monetary reward whenever
they responded to the target stimulus faster than, or as fast as, their previously
calculated median RT. In one of these two blocks participants were offered 1p per fast
response and were offered 10p per fast response in the other block. Participants were
presented with 100 target stimuli in each block, meaning they were offered a total of
£1 or £10 in the two reward blocks respectively if they received the reward on every
trial. In order to prevent practice or fatigue effects the order of the three experimental
blocks was randomly generated by a computer at the start of each experiment, and a
one-sample chi-square test was conducted to check the transitional probability of block
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order, confirming that any block order was not presented significantly more often than
the others (p = .40).
EEG recordings were acquired throughout the study. At the start of each of the
three blocks, a 90-second baseline period was recorded, during which participants
were instructed to look at the fixation cross presented on the monitor. The cross would
not disappear and the participants were not required to make a response.
Trials were split in half based on whether participants responded faster than
their median RT were encoded as fast trials and trials where participants responded
slower than their median RT were encoded as slow trials. Behavioural measures of
attention were taken as being the mean RT for each participant in each experimental
block (0p, 1p, 10p) and response-speed trials (fast and slow).

4.3.1.4 Discounting task
The discounting task (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013) was used to evaluate
subjective costs of six levels of effort (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 minutes) for each
participant using a series of monetary decisions.
Participants were first told that they would be required to complete the previous
sustained vigilance task again for an amount of time (ranging from one minute to thirty
minutes) based on the choices made in the discounting task.
Following this, participants were presented with 36 pairs of monetary offers,
with each pair always consisting of one low-effort, low-reward option, and one higheffort, high-reward option (Figure 4.1C). The low-effort option always required
participants to complete the task again for only one minute, whereas the amounts of
time given in the high-effort option was varied based on which condition the trial was
in. Participants were offered a fixed reward of £12 in the high-effort option in every
trial. In comparison, the reward offered for the low-effort option was adjusted
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following a staircase titration method (i.e., the offer was increased if the high effort
option was chosen and decreased if the low effort option was chosen). The participants
were first offered £6 for the low-effort choice with an extra £2.50 being added to, or
taken away from, this amount depending on participant choice. The amount of money
added to, or taken away from, the low-effort option was then halved each time the
participant made a decision. The participants made six choices during each effort block
(5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes), and the order of conditions was randomly presented
for each participant.
Following the final choice, one trial was randomly chosen through the
generation of a random number between 1 and 36, which would then refer to the
chosen trial number. Next, the participant would be required to complete the vigilance
task for the amount of time chosen during the selected trial and would receive the
amount of money associated with that choice.
An indifference point was calculated for each condition, and used as a measure
of the subjective value of effort. This was defined as the average of the largest loweffort monetary offer for which the participant chose the low-effort option, and the
lowest low-effort monetary offer for which the participants chose the high-effort
option (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013).
In order to control for temporal discounting, participants were informed that
they would be required to remain in the laboratory for the full 30 minutes in total,
including the time spent completing the task. This ensured that the participants made
decisions during the discounting task based upon the effort required rather than the
time taken to complete the task. The boredom associated with remaining in the
laboratory was not explored directly, however all participants discounted higher levels
(30 min) more than lower levels (5 min).
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The area under the curve (AuC) in the function representing associations
between units of efforts and requested payoffs was computed in every participant
(Myerson et al., 2001). This measure corresponds to SV of effort and has been found
to be correlated with need for cognition scores (Westbrook et al., 2013). A Bivariate
correlation was conducted to assess the relationship between this function to RTs and
RBP values.

4.3.1.5 EEG recordings
EEG data was recorded continuously using a 129-channel Geodesics EGI
System (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) with a sponge-based
HydroCel Sensor Net. The net was aligned with reference to three anatomical head
landmarks: two preauricular points and the nasion landmark. Electrode-to-skin
impedances were kept below 50 kΩ and were kept at equal levels across all electrodes.
A recording band-pass filter was set at 0.001-200 Hz with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
The Cz electrode was used as a reference electrode.

4.3.1.6 Spectral analysis of EEG signals
EEG data was pre-processed using BESA v 6.1 (MEGIS GmbH, Germany).
EEG signals were re-referenced using a common average reference method (Lehmann,
1984) which restored the signal at electrode Cz. Eye blinks and electrocardiographic
artefacts were removed using principal component analysis (Berg & Scherg, 1994).
Further, data were visually inspected for the presence of any movement or muscle
artefacts, and epochs contaminated with artefacts were excluded from subsequent
analysis.
While participants completed all trials behaviourally, the average number of
trials accepted for EEG analysis in each condition was: 0p, 53.9 ± 14.0 (mean ± SD);
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1p, 54 ± 15.5 (mean ± SD); 10p, 55.8 ± 14.3 (mean ± SD). The average number of
accepted trials did not differ across conditions (p > 0.05). A recording band-pass filter
was set at 0.001-1000 Hz with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz.
Continuous EEG data was split into two sets of 1-second epochs. One set of
epochs comprised epochs preceding the disappearance of the fixation cross (-1.0 - 0.0
s). This set of epochs was uses to evaluate the cortical activation preceding the speeded
RT response. The other set of 1-s epochs was selected from the 90-second resting
period which was recorded at the start of each block. All artefact-free 1-second nonoverlapping epochs were used. This set of epochs was used to evaluate the baseline
amplitudes of cortical oscillations and was used further to evaluate RBP changes.
EEG signals were down-sampled to 256 Hz. In both epochs, the power spectra
were computed in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., USA) using Welch’s power spectral
estimate method. All epochs comprising one set of epochs were aligned to form a
quasi-continuous EEG signals. The power spectral densities were computed from nonoverlapping 1-second segments (256 points). Each data segment was smoothed using
a Hanning window. The power spectral densities were estimated in the range 1-80 Hz
with a frequency resolution of 1 Hz.
The RBP in the alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (16-24 Hz) and theta (4-7 Hz) bands
were evaluated in each of three conditions using the classical ERD transformation
(Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979):
𝑫 = (𝟏𝟎𝟎 ∗

𝑹−𝑨
)
𝑹

Where D represents the RBP during epochs preceding the disappearance of the
fixation cross (A) relative to the rest condition (R). Positive values of D correspond to
the relative band power decreases which are considered to signify the presence of
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cortical activation. In contrast, negative D values refer to the amplitude increases of
band power or cortical synchronisation.

4.3.1.7 Statistical analysis
The differences in the median RT across three blocks and two speed conditions
of the vigilance task were compared using a 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA with
three levels of reward (0p, 1p and 10p) and two levels of response-speed (fast and
slow). As participants were rewarded based on whether they beat their median RTs,
the two levels of response speed were an integral part of the experimental procedure.
These were included in this analysis to confirm the separation of the two trial types
and to allow for the investigation of interaction effects between response speeds and
reward. For the choice task, the AuC in the function representing associations between
units of efforts and requested payoffs was computed in every participant (Myerson et
al., 2001). This measure corresponds to SV of effort and has been found to be
correlated with need for cognition scores in a previous study (Westbrook et al., 2013).
The RBP changes were investigated separately in alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (16-24
Hz) and theta (4-7 Hz) frequency bands across all 129 electrodes using 2×3 repeated
measures ANOVAs.
A two-step procedure was used to identify electrodes suitable for further
analysis. To remove electrodes with spurious results showing only minimal changes
in power from the baseline (e.g., <1% changes) in each frequency band, T-tests with
significance thresholds of .01 were used to test whether RBP changes over each
electrode were significantly different from 0. Further, to tackle the risk of a false
positive error due to the large number of tests (129), P values were corrected using a
permutation analysis (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), implemented in the statcond.m
program in the EEGLab package (Makeig, Debener, Onton, & Delorme, 2004), with
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the electrode labels being permuted within conditions and the null distribution being a
distribution with no main effects or interactions between the reward conditions or
response-speeds. Electrode clusters showing statistically significant effects in both the
permutation analysis and the t-tests were explored further in SPSS v. 22 (IBM Inc.,
USA). The Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon correction was used to tackle a violation of
the sphericity assumption found in the data. The correlations between individual RTs
and individual changes in RBP were calculated to test for possible covariations
between behavioural and electrophysiological effects.

4.3.2 Experiment 2
4.3.2.1 Participants
17 subjects (12 females), aged 24.05 ± 3.65 (mean ± SD) were recruited. The
procedure used was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of
Liverpool, and all participants gave fully informed written consent at the start of the
experiment in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

4.3.2.2 Procedure
The procedures employed in experiment 2 were identical to those used in
experiment 1 except for the structure of the blocks and the trials. The participants first
completed an EEG experiment; completing a sustained vigilance task, which was a
modification of the vigilance task used in experiment 1 (Dinges & Powell, 1985;
Massar et al., 2016). Participants then completed the same discounting task as the one
employed in experiment 1.
Participants were first presented with a white fixation cross (baseline period)
followed by a cue stimulus which displayed the reward value of the next target
stimulus (0p, 1p, or 10p) the fixation cross was then displayed in the centre of the
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screen. After 2.5 seconds the target stimulus occurred (the fixation cross would
disappear for 0.5 seconds). The presentation of the baseline period and the cue stimulus
was separated by uniformly distributed inter-trial intervals which ranged from 3.5 to 9
seconds and the cue stimulus was presented for 1 second (Figure 4.1B). The
participants first completed a practice block of the test which lasted for 15 trials with
no rewards offered. The participants’ median RT was calculated during the practice
block and was then recalculated separately for each reward condition following each
trial in the experimental portion of the task.
Following this baseline block, participants were presented with target stimuli
in groups of three, containing one trial from each reward condition (0p, 1p, and 10p).
The order of trials was pseudo-randomly rearranged at the start of each set of 3 trails,
meaning that the participants could not predict the order of presentation of trials and
that there were an equal number of trials in each reward condition presented
throughout the duration of the experiment. In the 0p condition participants were
offered one point rather than a monetary reward whenever they responded to the target
stimulus faster than (or as fast as) their previously calculated median RT. In two of the
reward conditions participants were offered a monetary reward whenever they
responded to the target stimulus faster than (or as fast as) their previously calculated
median RT. Participants were offered 1p per fast response in one condition, and were
offered 10p per fast response in the other. The participants were presented with 100
target stimuli for each condition, meaning that the participants were offered a total of
£0, £1 or £10 across all the trials in each reward condition. During the baseline periods
of the experiment, participants were instructed to look at the fixation cross presented
on the monitor without making a response.
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Trials were divided in half, whereby trials which participants responded faster
than their median RTs were encoded as fast trials and trials where participants
responded slower than their median RTs were encoded as slow trials. Behavioural
measures of attention were taken as being the mean RTs for the participants in each
experimental block (0p, 1p, 10p) and response speed condition (fast, slow). The
average number of trials in each condition was: 0p 73.67 ± 14.62 (mean ± SD); 1p
76.76 ± 12.84 (mean ± SD); 10p 74.95 ± 11.53 (mean ± SD). The average number of
trials accepted did not differ across conditions (p > 0.05). Fewer trials were removed
from the EEG analysis in this experiment compared to experiment 1 due to overall
cleaner data.

4.3.2.3 Event-related desynchronization analysis
ERD in alpha, beta and theta bands was computed at every electrode by first
calculating the absolute band-power value from 1-s time epochs shifted in 100-ms
steps across a 9-s trial window. The trial time window ranged from 2 s before and 7 s
after the onset of the cue signalling the amount of reward. The power spectral densities
in every one of the 81time-bins were computed using the Welch method. Each data
epoch was smoothed using a Hanning window. The epoch ranging from -1.5 to -0.5 s
was used to evaluate rest amplitudes of cortical oscillations and this value was used to
compute ERD at every time point across the trial according to the ERD transform
(Equation 1). ERD values in the time epoch ranging from 2 to 3 s after the cue onset
and immediately preceding the disappearance of the fixation cross were averaged for
further statistical analysis.
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4.3.2.4 Statistical analysis
The differences in the median RTs across three blocks and two speed conditions of the
vigilance task were compared using a 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA with three
levels of reward (0p, 1p and 10p) and two levels of response-speed (fast and slow).
For the choice task, each participant’s indifference point was calculated for each effort
block (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes).
ERD was investigated in theta (4-7 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta (16-24 Hz)
frequency bands across all 129 electrodes using 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA. To
tackle the risk of a false positive error due to the large number of tests the P values
were corrected using a permutation analysis (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007),
implemented in the statcond.m program in the EEGLab package (Makeig, Debener, et
al., 2004). To prevent multiple comparisons from creating false effects electrode
clusters were selected using a permutation analysis with 5000 permutations. Electrodes
with statistically significant main effects or interactions were selected for further
analysis. T-tests with significance thresholds of 0.001 were used to test whether ERD
over each electrode was significantly different from 0. Only electrodes which passed
significance thresholds in both tests were selected for subsequent analysis. The
combined statistical and amplitude threshold ensured that results were extracted only
from electrodes showing task-related responses.
Electrode clusters showing a statistically significant effects in both the
permutation and t-test analyses were explored further in SPSS v. 22 (IBM Inc., USA).
Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon correction was used to tackle the violation of the
sphericity assumption due to more than two levels in the independent variable.
To test possible covariations between band power, RT changes, and individual
SVs, difference variables were created. These were defined as the mean difference
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between fast and slow trials for each participant, which were calculated by subtracting
fast trial RTs and RBP from slow trial RTs and RBP power. The RBP and RT
difference variables were correlated with each other and individual AuC of SVs using
bivariate correlations.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Experiment 1
4.4.1.1 Vigilance task
Differences in median RTs across the three reward conditions (0p, 1p, 10p), and across
fast and slow trials were analysed using a 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA. A
statistically significant main effect of reward was found (F(2,56) = 6.75, p = .003, 𝜼𝒑𝟐
= .19) with a significant negative linear trend (p = .001). This was found to be the
result of a difference between the 10p reward block and both the 1p (p = .047) and the
0p reward blocks (p = .001). Median RTs in slow and fast trials in each reward category
are shown in Figure 4.2A.
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Figure 4.2. A bar chart to show the mean RTs in each reward condition (0p, 1p, 10p)
in slow (grey) and fast (white) trials in experiment 1 (A) and experiment 2 (B). Error
bars represent the standard errors of the mean.

A statistically significant interaction between reward and response-speed was
also found (F(2,56) = 5.03, p = .012, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .15). A test of simple effects showed that
this interaction was due to an effect of reward on RTs for slow trials only (F(2,46) =
7.15, p = .003) with a statistically significant negative linear trend (p = .002). The main
effect was found to be the result of a difference between the 10p reward block and both
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the 0p (p = .001) reward block. No statistically significant effect of reward was found
for fast responses.
RT difference variables were correlated with the value of effort evaluated as
AuC in individual COGED graphs representing amount of money to be paid for each
of the six task durations, with no statistically significant correlation being found
between RT changes and individual SVs of effort (see Figure 4.3B).

Figure 4.3. A line graph to show the discounting curve in the choice task, with the
mean subjective value shown for each block in the task (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes).
A discounting curve is shown for both (A) experiment 1 and for experiment 2 (C).
Error bars represent standard errors of the mean. And scatterplots to show the
correlation between the area under the curve of SVs in the discounting task and the
median RTs difference between high-reward and no reward conditions (0p-10p) for
experiment 1 (B) and experiment 2 (D)
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4.4.1.2 Discounting task
A linear regression analysis was used to compare the change in SV for each effort
condition (5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30 minutes). The mean discounting values across offered
5-30 min task durations are shown in Figure 4.3A. There was a statistically significant
exponential relationship between the levels of effort and SVs (F(1 , 172) = 32.87, p <
.001, 𝑹𝟐 = .17). The regression model showed a negative exponential regression with
an equation of:
Y = 6 × exp (-0.041 × X) + ε,
where Y is the SV, X is the effort level, and ε is an error element.

4.4.1.3 Alpha-band changes
Figure 4.4A shows the grand average topographic maps of RBP over all trials
(left), as well as the electrodes found to be different from 0 (right). Electrodes
responding with amplitude changes in the alpha band included the posterior parietal
and occipital cluster of electrodes, the left central-temporal cluster, and two electrodes
over the right frontal and prefrontal region of the scalp. The grand average topographic
maps of RBP in each of the three reward conditions are shown for slow (Figure 4.4B)
and fast (Figure 4.4C) trials, as well as across all trials (Figure 4.4D).
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Figure 4.4. The RBP changes in alpha band in experiment 1. (A) A grand average
topographic map of alpha-RBP averaged across all conditions and subjects. (B) An
overhead view of electrodes showing statistically significant changes in alpha band
across all conditions. (C) Grand average topographic maps of alpha-RBP in 0p, 1p
and 10p conditions during trials with slow RTs. (D) Grand average topographic maps
of RBP in three reward conditions in fast RT trials. (E) Grand average topographic
maps of alpha RBP in three reward conditions across all trials and the location of
electrode 40 showing an interaction between reward values and speed of motor
response. (F) The mean values of alpha RBP in slow (grey rectangles) and fast (white
rectangles) in three reward conditions ate electrode 40. The error bars represent
standard errors of the mean. Scatter plot and linear regression lines representing
correlation between the difference alpha RBP (slow-fast trials) and the difference RT
(slow-fast trials) at electrode 40 in 10p condition (G), the 1p condition (H), and the 0p
condition (I).

The topographic maps show widespread increases in alpha RBP, with larger
RBP increases preceding fast compared to slow trials over left-central region of the
scalp. To investigate RBP changes over the left-central electrode 40 a 2×3 repeated
measures ANOVA was conducted, with 3 levels of reward (0p, 1p and 10p) and 2
levels of response-speed (fast and slow). A significant main effect of response-speed
was found (F(1,23) = 4.37, p = .048), where fast responses were found to elicit
significantly stronger synchronisation compared to slow responses. Electrode location
is shown in Figure 4.4E and RBP values for electrode 40 are shown in Figure 4.4F.
In order to assess the relationship between RBP changes and RTs, difference
variables were created. These were defined as the mean difference between fast and
slow trials for each participant, being calculated by subtracting fast trial RTs and RBP
from slow trial RTs and RBP power. There was a significant positive correlation
between alpha RBP and RT difference variables in the 10p reward block (r(24) = .42,
p = .015), showing that participants with stronger synchronisation in fast relative to
slow trials had shorter RTs in fast relative to slow trials. However, no significant
correlations were found between the same RT and RBP difference variables created in
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either the 0p (r(24 = -.015, p = .95), or 1p (r(24 = .29, p = .15)) reward blocks. Results
of these correlations are shown in Figure 4.4G-I.
The changes in alpha RBP were also correlated with the value of effort
evaluated as AuC in individual COGED graphs representing amount of money to be
paid for each of the six task durations. However, no statistically significant correlation
was found between alpha-band power changes and individual SVs of effort acquired
in COGED task.

4.4.1.4 Beta-band changes
Figure 4.5A (right panel) shows the grand average topographic maps of beta
RBP over all trials (left), showing strong increases in RBP over frontal regions of the
scalp at electrodes surpassing a combined statistical and amplitude threshold
highlighted with red circles (left panel). The grand average topographic maps of
relative band power in each of the three reward conditions are shown for slow (Figure
4.5B) and fast (Figure 4.5C) trials as well as across all trials (Figure 4.5D).
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Figure 4.5. The relative band power changes in beta band in Experiment 1. A. Grand
average topographic map of beta RBP across all conditions and subjects. B. An
overhead view of electrodes showing statistically significant changes in beta band
across all conditions. C. Grand average topographic maps of beta RBP in 0p, 1p and
10p conditions during trials with slow RT. D. Grand average topographic maps of beta
RBP in three reward conditions in fast RT trials. E. Grand average topographic maps
of beta RBP in three reward conditions across both slow and fast RT trials. E. Location
of electrode 124 showing an interaction between reward values and speed of motor
response. F. The mean values of beta RBP in slow (grey rectangles) and fast (white
rectangles) in three reward conditions at electrode 124. The error bars stand for
standard errors of the mean. G. Locations of electrodes 121 and 5 showing a
statistically significant main effect of response speed. H. The left-hand panel shows
mean beta RBP at electrodes 121 and 5 in three reward conditions for slow (grey
rectangles) and fast (white rectangles) trials. I. The scatter plot and linear regression
line with 95% confidence interval lines depicting association between differences in
RT (slow-fast trials) and differences beta-band RBP (slow-fast trials) .

A statistically significant interaction between reward and response-speed was
found over the right-frontal region of the scalp (electrode 124) (F(2,46) = 4.51, p =
.016). The interaction was found to be due to an effect of response-speed in the 10p
reward block (F(1,23) = 9.37, p = .006), where fast responses were found to elicit
statistically significantly more beta-band synchronisation compared to slow responses.
Electrode location is shown in Figure 4.5E and mean values of beta-band RBP in all
conditions are shown in Figure 4.5F.
A statistically significant main effect of response-speed was found over a
frontal electrode (electrode 21) (F(1,23) = 5.64, p = .026), where fast responses were
found to elicit significantly weaker beta band synchronisation compared to slowresponses. In contrast, electrode 5, located in the midline fronto-central area of the
scalp (Figure 4.5G), showed a stronger beta-band power increase in fast compared to
slow responses (F(1,23) = 9.23, p = .006) (Figure 4.5H).
To evaluate the relationship between RTs and RBP over right-frontal regions
(electrode 124) a difference variable was calculated in both RTs and RBP values
representing the differences between fast and slow trials in the 10p reward block only,
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being calculated by subtracting fast trial RBP and RTs from slow trial RBP and RTs.
The Pearson product-moment correlation showed a statistically significant positive
relationship between the difference values computed for RTs and RBP over electrode
124 (r(24) = .44, p = .033) (Figure 4.5I). This shows that participants with a stronger
increase in beta-band power in fast trials compared to slow trials in the 10p reward
bock also had a greater difference in RTs between slow and fast trials in this block. No
significant correlation was found between RBP changes in the beta band and individual
discounting results.
Data was also analysed in the theta frequency band, however, no electrodes
were found to pass both significance thresholds in this frequency range.

4.4.1.5 Absolute band power changes
In order to confirm that the effects found within the alpha- and beta-bands were not
the results of changes in baseline power, the absolute power of the baseline conditions
was compared over relevant electrodes in the alpha- and beta-bands. No significant
differences in baseline were found across reward conditions for any of the relevant
electrodes (p > .05) in either frequency band, confirming that the results of experiment
1 were not the result of variations within the baseline power.

4.4.2 Discussion
The results of experiment 1 show that the presence of monetary incentives
shortened RTs, and increased and focused cortical beta oscillations over frontal scalp
regions in the period just preceding a motor response. Individual values of subjective
effort, however, were not associated with band-power increases in either the alpha or
beta frequency bands. Thus, we were unable to replicate the correlation of r = 0.31
between the value of effort and the shortening of RTs found in previous research
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(Massar et al., 2016). However, the order of the three reward blocks was randomised
in the present study, whereas in previous research the no reward block was always
presented first. This procedural difference may explain the lack of a statistically
significant correlation between the individual value of effort and performance.
The effects of response-speed were seen as modulations of amplitude increases
in both alpha- and beta-band power in the 1-s epoch preceding the motor response,
compared to the baseline. In the alpha band, a stronger increase in oscillatory power
was observed in fast compared to slow trials over a left-central electrode. This effect
was significantly correlated with the individual differences between fast and slow
mean RTs. An effect of reward was present only in the beta band, as a stronger
synchronisation of beta-band oscillations prior to fast compared to slow responses in
10p condition but not in 0p or 1p conditions. Individuals with the largest differences
between slow and fast RTs also showed the strongest increase in beta-band power at
the frontal electrode.
Amplitude increases in the alpha-band over central regions have traditionally
been associated with motor inhibition (Adam Fry et al., 2016; Jensen et al., 2005; Gert
Pfurtscheller et al., 1996; Salmelin & Hari, 1994). This is thought to be due to the
absence of excitatory impulses from lower brain centres (e.g., the reticular formation)
(Bonvallet & Newman-Taylor, 1967; Steriade & Demetrescu, 1962; Zaaimi, Dean, &
Baker, 2018) and due to the synchronised firing of GABAergic neurons (Faust,
Assous, Tepper, & Koós, 2016; Jensen et al., 2005; Klimesch et al., 2007; Tritsch,
Granger, & Sabatini, 2016).
The strength and presence of reward significantly modulated increases in
oscillatory power in the beta band over frontal electrodes. Increased amplitude of beta
oscillations likely signifies a short-term cortical inhibition allowing participants to
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withhold motor responses more effectively in the 10p reward block. This interpretation
is supported by findings of activations in the right frontal cortex during stop-signal and
Go/No Go tasks (Aron & Poldrack, 2006; Matzke, Verbruggen, & Logan, 2018;
Wessel & Aron, 2015), and of increased beta-band synchronisation over frontal
electrodes during motor inhibition (Alegre et al., 2006; Fonken et al., 2016; Swann et
al., 2009; Wagner et al., 2018; Wessel & Aron, 2013). The pattern of cortical
oscillations in experiment 1 matched the inhibitory processes posited by the horse-race
model of motor actions (Band et al., 2003; Logan, 1994; Logan & Cowan, 1984),
showing that active inhibition was required during motor preparation and that this was
modulated by reward and response speed.
Both the alpha- and beta-band results suggest that higher rewards and faster
response speeds were associated with increased motor inhibition in the time window
preceding movement. This relates to the experimental design, where the target was not
cued, so motor activation was required to be maintained throughout each block. The
increased inhibition found may relate to higher engagement with the task or be due to
a faster motor response, and the correlation found between RTs and RBP in the 10p
reward block support this explanation.

4.4.3 Experiment 2
4.4.3.1 Vigilance task
Differences in median RTs in response to the target stimulus were assessed
across the 3 reward conditions (0p, 1p & 10p) in both fast and slow trials using a 2×3
repeated measures ANOVA. A significant main effect of reward was found (F(2,32)
= 12.58, p = .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .44), with a significant negative linear trend (p =.002). This
main effect was found to be the result of significant differences between the 10p
reward condition and both the 1p (p = .003) and the 0p (p = .002) reward conditions.
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The mean values of RTs in each reward and response-speed conditions are shown in
Figure 4.2B.
A significant interaction was also found between reward and response-speed
(F(1,32) = 10.80, p = .002, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .40) and, in order to investigate this interaction oneway repeated measures ANOVAs assessed the effect of reward on RTs during fast and
slow trials separately. The interaction was related to the statistically significant
modulation of RTs during slow trials only (F(2,32) = 12.84, p = .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .45) with
a significant negative linear trend (p = .001). Further analysis of post-hoc effects
revealed a significant difference between the 10p reward condition and both the 1p (p
= .001) and 0p (p = .001) reward conditions. No statistically significant simple effect
of reward on RTs were found in fast trials.
A difference variable representing the high reward RTs subtracted from low
reward RTs (10p-0p) correlated with the AuC in individual COGED graphs. However,
no statistically significant correlation was found between RT changes and individual
SVs of effort acquired in COGED task (see Figure 4.3D).

4.4.3.2 Discounting task
A linear regression analysis was conducted to compare the change in SV for
each block during the discounting task (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes). There was a
significant exponential relationship between the levels of effort and SVs (F(5 , 15) =
6.66, p < .002, 𝑹𝟐 = .69) (Figure 4.3C). The regression model showed a negative
exponential regression with an equation of:
Y = 7.36X — 0.14 + ε,
where Y is the SV, X is the effort level, and ε is an error element.
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4.4.3.3 ERD patterns across trials.
Figs. 6A-C shows the time courses and topographic maps of alpha-, beta- and thetaERD/ERS across trials, respectively. Oscillations during the cue interval (0.5 s after
cue onset) were featured by an ERD over occipital electrodes in the alpha band (Figure
4.6A). This is consistent with the presence of attentional and visual processing of a
reward cue. During the period of motor readiness (2-2.5 s after cue onset), alpha-ERD
was prominent in left (contralateral) parietal, and central electrodes. After the cue
disappeared and during the time of motor response, alpha-ERD was distributed
bilaterally in parietal, and central electrodes.
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Figure 4.6. Topographic maps of alpha (A), beta (B) and theta (C) ERD at four time
points: during presentation of visual cue (0.5 s), early period of anticipation of motor
response (2 s), late period of motor response anticipation (2.5 s) and during motor
response (3.3 s). In each section (A-C), ERDs at selected electrodes are also shown.
The grey rectangles covering the interval from 2 s to 3 s represent the epoch of interest
preceding the motor response.

In the beta band (Figure 4.6B), a comparatively weak ERD appeared in the
contralateral central electrodes during the period of motor readiness preceding the
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disappearance of the fixation cross. A beta-ERS was seen at the vertex electrode during
motor preparation (2.5 s after cue onset). This increased during the motor response
period (3.3 s after cue onset).
Finally, in the theta band (Figure 4.6C), activation during the cue interval (0.5
s after cue onset) was confounded by the presence of the phase-locked evoked response
causing an increase of theta power over the whole scalp. The period of motor readiness
(2.5 s after cue onset) was featured with a theta-ERS at central and precentral midline
electrodes.

4.4.3.4 Alpha-band ERD
The grand average topographic maps showing alpha-band ERD for all trials as
well as the electrodes found to be significantly different from zero are shown in Figure
4.7A. Two clusters of electrodes, one in bilateral parietal and central electrodes and
another in frontal electrodes, showed alpha-ERD surpassing both the combined
amplitude and statistical thresholds.
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Figure 4.7. Alpha-band ERD during anticipation of motor response A. Topographic
map of alpha-band ERD across all conditions and trials (left), and electrodes showing
a prominent alpha-band ERD across all conditions (right). B. Topographic maps of
alpha-band ERD in three reward conditions during slow ER trials. C. Topographic
maps in each of three reward conditions in fast RT trials. D. Topographic maps
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showing the mean alpha-band ERD across all trials. E. Location of electrodes in two
clusters manifesting statistically significant effect of reward. F. Bar charts showing
mean alpha-band ERD each of three reward conditions in slow (grey rectangles) and
fast (white rectangles) RT trials. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. G.
Locations of electrodes displaying a statistically significant main effect of speed of
motor response. I. A scatterplot and the linear regression line with 95% confidence
lines illustrating the statistically significant correlation between alpha-band ERD
differences (slow-fast RT trials) and RT differences in electrode 9.

Topographic maps showing ERD in each of the three reward conditions are
shown In Figure 4.7B for slow, and Figure 4.7C for fast trials, and in Figure 4.7D for
all trials irrespective of the speed of the motor response.
To investigate the effects of response-speed and reward on ERD values 2×3
repeated measures ANOVAs were computed to assess the significant main effects and
interactions of response-speed (fast & slow) and reward (0p, 1p, 10p) on ERD recorded
by electrodes which passed the combined statistical and amplitude thresholds. This
ensured that only electrodes showing a robust ERD across conditions were analysed.
Statistically significant main effects of reward were found in both frontal and
occipital regions of the scalp. Over frontal electrodes (cluster 1) ERD grew
significantly stronger as reward increased (F(2,32) = 7.95, p = .003, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .44), and a
statistically significant positive linear trend was found (p = .005). The observed maineffect of reward was due to a difference between ERD in 10p reward trials and both
0p (p = .005) and 1p reward trials (p = 0.008). There was also a statistically significant
effect of reward on ERD found over right-parietal regions (cluster 2) (F(2,32) = 4.31,
p = .022, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .31), with a statistically significant linear trend (p = .017). This effect
was found to be the result of a difference between ERD calculated for 10p trials and
for 0p trials (p = .017). Electrodes with a main effect of reward are shown in Figure
4.7E, and results for both cluster 1 and cluster 2 are shown in Figure 4.7F.
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Significant main effects of response-speed were also found over frontal and
occipital electrodes, where fast trials were found to elicit significantly stronger ERD
when compared to slow trials. There was significantly stronger ERD found over
electrode 9 (frontal) during fast trials compared to slow trials (F(1,16) = 6.21, p =
.024, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .28), and stronger ERD over cluster 3 (occipital) during fast compared to
slow trials (F(1,16) = 5.21, p .037, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .25). Electrodes with a significant main effect
of response-speed are shown in Figure 4.7G and ERD results for electrode 9 and
cluster 3 are shown in Figure 4.7H.
A difference variable was created to by subtracting fast from slow trials for
both individual ERD values over electrode 9 and individual RTs. A significant
negative correlation was found between these two difference variables (r(17) = -.55, p
= .021), showing that stronger differences in ERD between fast and slow trials were
associated with larger differences in RTs between these trials (Figure 4.7I).
Difference variables were also created to calculate the mean difference
between the ERD found during 10p reward trials and both 1p and 0p reward trials in
cluster 1, and to calculate the mean difference in the participant’s indifference points
taken from the COGED task during 5 min and 30 min effort conditions. There was,
however, no statistically significant correlation between the SV of effort, evaluated as
AuC of individual COGED functions, and alpha-band ERD.

4.4.3.5 Beta-band ERD
The grand average topographic map for all trials and the distribution of
electrodes showing ERD significantly different from zero are shown in Figure 4.8A.
The electrodes with a strong beta-ERD across conditions were located primarily in the
left, right-central and parietal electrodes. The grand average topographic maps in each
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of the three reward conditions are shown for slow trials in Figure 4.8B, for fast trials
in Figure 4.8C, and for all trials in Figure 4.8D.

Figure 4.8. Topographic maps and statistically significant effects in beta-band ERD.
A. Grand average beta-band ERD across all trials and subjects (left panel) and
locations of electrode clusters manifesting a statistically significant beta-band ERD
(right panel). B. Topographic maps of beta-band ERD in three reward conditions (0p,
1p and 10p) in slow RT trials. C. Topographic maps of beta-band ERD in fast RT
trials. D. Topographic maps of beta-band ERD in three reward conditions averaged
across fast and slow trials. E. Location of the electrode cluster, labelled C1, showing
a statistically significant effect of reward. F. Mean values of beta-band ERD in the
cluster shown in (F) in three reward conditions in slow (grey rectangles) and fast (white
rectangles). The error bars stand for standard errors of the mean. (G.) The location of
electrode cluster, labelled C2, showing a statistically significant effect of speed of
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motor response. (H.) Mean values of beta-band ERD in three reward conditions in
slow (grey rectangles) and fast (white rectangles) RT trials.

ERD in the beta band featured a comparatively weak effect in the contralateral
central and parietal electrodes in the 0p and 1p conditions compared to the 10p
condition. Beta-ERD was also pronounced over ipsilateral central electrodes, however
this effect was only found in the 10p condition. ERS can also be seen over central
regions (electrodes Cz to Oz), an effect consistent with the ‘surround ERS’ (Piotr
Suffczynski, Kalitzin, Pfurtscheller, & Da Silva, 2001) found around areas showing
ERD in previous studies (Doyle et al., 2005; Christa Neuper, Wörtz, & Pfurtscheller,
2006; Pfurtscheller, 2003; Pfurtscheller, Neuper, & Krausz, 2000).
There was a significant main effect of reward in the ipsilateral (right)
sensorimotor hand area (cluster 1, Figure 4.8E) (F(2,32) = 10.14, p = .001, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .58),
with a significant positive linear trend (p = .004) (Figure 4.8F). The main effect of
reward was related to the statistically significant difference between 10p reward and
both the 1p (p < .001) and 0p reward conditions (p < .001).
In the contralateral (left) cluster of electrodes (cluster 2, Figure 4.8G), betaband ERD was significantly stronger when preceding fast trials compared to slow trials
(F(1,16) = 10.39, p = .005, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .39) (Figure 4.8H). There was no effect of reward in
cluster 2 (p > .05).
In order to evaluate the relationship between behavioural results and beta-ERD
found ipsilateral to the hand movement a difference variable was created where the
mean ERD difference between 10p reward trials and both 1p and 0p reward trials was
calculated. However, there was no statistically significant correlation between betaband ERD and RT difference values. Similarly, there was no statistically significant
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correlation between beta-band ERD and the SV of effort in any of the electrode clusters
(p > 0.05).
Similar to experiment 1, there were no statistically significant effects of reward
or speed of response in theta band.

4.4.4 Discussion
Reward level quickened RTs, especially in slow movements. The COGED
profiles showed decreasing SVs of reward as the associated effort was increased
similar to previous studies (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013). However, no
significant correlation was found between the SV of effort and either RTs or cortical
oscillatory changes. We were, again, unable to replicate the correlation between value
of effort and RTs found in Massar et al. (2016). It appears that this correlation is
difficult to replicate if the order of blocks or trials with different reward levels occurs
in a random order, showing independence between the individual value of effort and
the way rewards effected the modulation of effort during the vigilance task.
ERD in the alpha band showed reward-related increases, with the strongest
ERD in the 10p condition in two clusters of electrodes, one in the frontal and the other
the parietal region of the scalp. Both regions also showed a stronger ERD prior to fast,
compared to slow motor responses. In the beta-band, ERD was localised in
contralateral central regions of the scalp, purportedly overlaying the sensorimotor hand
areas, and was stronger preceding fast compared to slow responses. This ERD response
became bilateral during the 10p reward conditions before both fast and slow trials, but
not during the 0p or 1p reward conditions.
Theta-band oscillations showed fronto-central synchronisation prior to the
target stimulus, a response associated with increased attention and effort (Angelidis et
al., 2018; Basar-Eroglu et al., 1992; Wolfgang Klimesch, 1999; Rajan et al., 2018).
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This was, however, not modulated by reward or response speed, showing that it was
not related motor preparation or may have a ceiling effect.
The alpha-band ERD in posterior parietal regions is likely to refer to the
activation of regions involving visual-spatial coordination localised in the posterior
parietal cortex (Assmus, Marshall, Noth, Zilles, & Fink, 2005; Corbetta, Kincade,
Ollinger, McAvoy, & Shulman, 2000; Ibos & Freedman, 2016; Whitlock, 2017). ERD
in posterior parietal electrodes has also been observed during the preparation of
shoulder movements (Stancak, Feige, Lucking, & Kristeva-Feige, 2000). This may
indicate more generalised motor readiness during intense effort, which may, initially,
involve larger muscle groups even if the target movement is only a hand movement.
The alpha-band ERD in the prefrontal regions supports the hypothesis that this region
is implicated in motor preparation, or in the activation of cortical areas involved in
motor preparation (e.g., motor areas or the basal ganglia) (Aron & Poldrack, 2006).
This interpretation is strengthened by the significant correlation between alpha-band
ERD and individual RTs, and the present results show that these effects can be elicited
by increasing performance-based rewards.
Fast compared to slow motor responses were preceded by increased beta-ERD
in electrodes overlying the contralateral sensorimotor cortex, which is likely to refer
to increased motor preparation during fast trials (Fry et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2019;
Rhodes, 2019; Tewarie et al., 2018; Tzagarakis et al., 2015). The effect of reward on
beta-band oscillations is supported by previous research, in which voluntary
movements have been shown to be preceded by ERD in bilateral sensorimotor cortical
regions ( Fry et al., 2016; Little, Bonaiuto, Barnes, & Bestmann, 2018; Neuper &
Pfurtscheller, 2001b; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Stancak et al., 1997). A similar
effect was found by Stancak et al. (1997), where desynchronization in the beta band
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manifested in the ipsilateral somatosensory region under intermediate, but not zero,
external load. The results of the present study adds to the literature by showing that
incentive can elicit this effect, possibly relating to a ceiling effect in the contralateral
sensorimotor cortex, boosting motor readiness in the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex
under strong effort.
Overall, the results of experiment 2 show increases in cortical activation in
parietal and central electrodes paralleling increases in reward and shortening of RTs.
These associations between amplitude decreases of cortical oscillations, and reward
and performance could relate to the heightened level of motor readiness assumed to
underlie fast responses in the horse-race model of motor control (Logan & Cowan,
1984).

4.5 General discussion
The present results add weight to our current understanding of cognitive effort by
showing that reward can modulate effort through the activation or inhibition of
relevant cortical areas in the short epoch preceding a speeded motor response in a
sustained vigilance task. However, results suggest that the cortical mechanisms
employed differ widely depending on the structure of the vigilance task.
If the task was conducted as a series of speedy movements executed under the
same reward level (experiment 1) a sustained motor preparation was required which
lasted throughout the entire block. Optimal motor performance was likely achieved as
a combination of high motor readiness and inhibition in the frontal cortex; where the
inhibitory component, indexed as increases of beta-band oscillations in frontal
electrodes, prevailed.
In contrast, if the experiment was conducted with the three reward conditions
alternating in a pseudo-random fashion with cues signalling the reward levels at the
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start of each trial (experiment 2), optimal performance could be achieved by a
continuous build-up of activation in task-relevant cortical regions. This version of the
sustained vigilance task allowed the cortical regions to reach a resting state after each
movement because participants were certain that no motor response was required in
the time period preceding the reward cue stimulus. Thus, to achieve a fast response,
the activation in the sensorimotor, premotor and other cortical areas would need to
increase from a state of low activation and reach a state of high activation within the
span of two to three seconds. This process of building activation in the sensorimotor
cortex did not require a parallel inhibition like in experiment 1, in which short RTs
would be achieved if the sensorimotor cortex was continuously active.
A novel result was found in experiment 2, showing that when participants are
offered sufficient reward (10p) activations are found bilaterally in the sensorimotor
cortex. This indicates that strong enough motivation can lead to motor preparation
being employed in both the contralateral and ipsilateral motor areas, and adds to
previous research finding bilateral sensorimotor ERD during movement (Fry et al.,
2016; Little et al., 2018; Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001b; Stancak & Pfurtscheller,
1996; Stancak et al., 1997). This suggests that this effect occurs due to activation from
the contralateral region ‘spilling-out’ into, or employing resources from the ipsilateral
region. Movement-related ERD has been found to be stronger and more bilateral in
elderly compared to younger participants (Derambure et al., 1993; Vallesi, McIntosh,
Kovacevic, Chan, & Stuss, 2010). The present results suggest this effect occurs
because elderly participants have to make more of an effort to make the same
movement compared to younger participants.
Taken together, the cortical oscillatory patterns seen in experiment 1 and 2 act
according to the horse-race model of motor control (Logan, Cowan, & Davis, 1984).
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The horse-race model assumes two antagonised processes, one generating a response
to the primary task and the other inhibiting it. In experiment 1, the increases of betaband power in frontal cortical regions in the high-reward condition could be the
manifestation of the inhibition process. This would be expected to be found in the
frontal cortex, which has been shown to mediate motor inhibition in stop-signal and
go/no-go tasks (Aron, 2007; Sakagami et al., 2006; Wessel & Aron, 2015), perhaps
via the subthalamic nucleus in the basal ganglia (Aron, 2007; Eagle & Robbins, 2003;
Fischer et al., 2017). This may also relate to an optimization of dopamine levels in the
prefrontal cortex, which has been associated with increased cognitive stability (Cools,
2016; Cools, Clark, Owen, & Robbins, 2002; Durstewitz, Seamans, & Sejnowski,
2000; Sharp, Foerde, Daw, & Shohamy, 2016), and may, therefore, be required in
experiment 1 due to the block design. In experiment 2, the time courses of ERD in the
alpha and beta band showed a build-up during the interval preceding the motor
response (Figure 4.6A/B). This was motivationally relevant and occurred in areas
associated with motor preparation and visuo-spatial attention (Fry et al., 2016; Ibos &
Freedman, 2016; Tewarie et al., 2018; Whitlock, 2017), possibly showing the
excitatory components posited by the horse-race model of motor actions.
The individual value of effort did not correlate with either amplitude increases
in beta-band oscillations in experiment 1, or beta-band decreases in experiment 2. It is
likely that individual values of effort are implemented during the decision about
whether to engage into an effortful cognitive task, but not during an ongoing task.
Expected reward level, on the other hand, acted as a modifier of effort by imposing a
top-down modulation of the inhibitory and excitatory processes to boost performance.
Our results also add weight to the idea of cognitive effort being the result of cognitive
control (Kurzban, 2016; Shenhav et al., 2013b), a signal which modulates the task-
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appropriate inhibition and excitation of cortical response. This ties into to the horserace model of motor control, and shows that these responses can be modulated by
monetary incentives.

4.6 Conclusion
Decreasing RTs as the result of the presence and magnitude of reward was
associated with cortical oscillatory changes in both experiment 1 and experiment 2.
Experiment 1 showed a modulation of cortical inhibition in frontal, prefrontal, and
central regions, suggesting that reward modulated RTs through the holding and release
of inhibition. Experiment 2 showed a modulation of cortical activation over motor,
frontal, and posterior-parietal regions, suggesting that reward modulated RTs through
changes in motor preparation and visuo-spatial co-ordination in this modified task.
Taken together, these results show the dual-processes proposed by the horse-race
model of motor action, showing that both inhibition and preparation can be
manipulated using performance-based rewards, and ties these to the hypothesis that
cognitive effort results from top-down cognitive control, and can be encouraged with
monetary incentives.
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Changes in anticipatory ERD during an effortful task when incentivised with a
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5.1 Abstract
Losses are generally more motivating than gains. However, gains and losses
have been shown to have similar effects on effortful performance. We explored how
graded levels of losses and gains and subjective value of effort affected performance
and preparatory motor activity in sensorimotor and frontal cortices during a sustainedvigilance reaction time (RT) task with graded positive and negative incentives.
Participants performed speeded responses while expecting a monetary reward
(5 p, 10 p), avoiding a monetary loss (-5 p, -10 p), or receiving no incentive (0 p) if
they responded faster than their median RT. Amplitudes of cortical alpha-, beta-, and
theta-oscillations were analysed using the event-related desynchronization (ERD)
method during the period of motor preparation. Subjective value (SV) of effort was
evaluated using a cognitive effort discounting (COGED) task in gain and loss
conditions.
RTs were significantly faster, and alpha- and beta-band ERD was significantly
stronger over contralateral sensorimotor, and over frontal areas in the alpha-band, as
larger incentives were offered, regardless of whether the incentives were losses or
gains. There was no significant difference in the slopes of RTs or ERDs between gains
and losses. Participants were willing to expend more effort when they expected losses
compared to gains, but SV did not correlate with RTs or ERD during the vigilance
task.
Results suggest a symmetric effect of graded losses and gains on performance
and cortical activity prior to a speeded reaction time movement. Effortful performance
is likely determined by instantaneous evaluation of reward magnitude and the state of
sensorimotor cortex activity but not by economic value of effort.
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5.2 Introduction
The neural mechanisms of cognitive effort have been researched in a number
of different ways, showing how effort affects and is affected by individual traits
(Cacioppo & Petty, 1982; Levin, Huneke, & Jasper, 2000), blood glucose levels
(Fairclough & Houston, 2004; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007), and dopamine
transmission in the brain (Cools, 2016). A novel way of investigating this topic is by
incorporating decision-making methods with neural activation and inhibition,
measured through the modulation of cortical oscillations.
Our previous study (Byrne et al., 2020) used ERD methods to show how
monetary incentives differentially improved cognitive effort through motor
preparation and inhibition during a sustained vigilance RT task. Individual effort
discounting rates (measured using a COGED procedure), however, did not correlate
with either ERD or RT changes, showing a fractionation between motivation and the
cognitive performance displayed during an effortful task.
A similar disconnect between performance and motivation has also been found
between monetary gains and losses. Both gains and losses can be used to improve
performance on a range of cognitive tasks (Botvinick & Braver, 2015; Braver et al.,
2014; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Massar, Lim, Sasmita, & Chee, 2016; Walsh, Carmel,
& Grimshaw, 2019), and losses have been found to be more motivating than gains
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Muraven, & Tice, 1998; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Rozin &
Royzman, 2001; Wright & Rakow, 2017). However, losses do not improve cognitive
performance more than gains (Boksem, Tops, Kostermans, & De Cremer, 2008;
Maruo, Schacht, Sommer, & Masaki, 2016; Seifert, Naumann, Hewig, Hagemann, &
Bartussek, 2006), and may even cause a decrease in performance relative to gains
(Fontanesi, Palminteri, & Lebreton, 2019; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts, 2011). For
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example Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, and Krebs (2018), found that participant’s RTs
during a Stroop task were significantly slower when they were threatened with losses
compared to when they were incentivised with gains.
This divergence between positive or negative motivation and performance may
relate to increased dopamine levels in the prefrontal cortex (PFC), which has been
associated with heightened attention and cognitive stability (Arnsten, Wang, &
Paspalas, 2012; Braver & Cohen, 2000; Cools, 2016; Cools & D'Esposito, 2011;
Durstewitz & Seamans, 2008; Floresco, 2013; Ott, Jacob, & Nieder, 2014; Van
Schouwenburg, Aarts, & Cools, 2010). Too much dopamine can ‘overdose’ the PFC,
leading to decreases in attention and cognitive stability (Arnsten, 1998; Kimberg,
D'Esposito, & Farah, 1997; Mattay et al., 2003; Phillips, Ahn, & Floresco, 2004), an
effect which may explain the relative deterioration in performance when participants
are incentivised with losses compared to gains (Cools, 2016).
Alternately, the divergent effect between the increased motivation and lack of
effortful improvement associated with monetary losses may due to approach and
avoidance associations; losses induce avoidance behaviour, and gains induce approach
behaviour (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, & McDonald, 2017; Houtman &
Notebaert, 2013; Pratto & John, 1991). This effect can be seen in Go/NoGo tasks,
where losses increase NoGo success rates but slow RTs relative to gains (GuitartMasip et al., 2012). Differential effects of losses and gains on RTs may, therefore, be
implicated in the inhibitory and preparatory components proposed by the horse-race
model of motor actions (Band, Ridderinkhof, & van der Molen, 2003; Logan &
Cowan, 1984; Schultz, 2015). The avoidance associations with losses should increase
the strength of the inhibitory components, and the approach associations with gains
should increase the strength of the preparatory components proposed by the model.
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Our previous research (Byrne et al., 2020) showed that rewards can
differentially improve motor activation and inhibition, indexed through power changes
in alpha- and beta-band oscillations depending on task features. A decrease in power
has been hypothesised to represent motor preparation in the sensorimotor cortex (Fox
et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2019; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989; Tzagarakis, Ince,
Leuthold, & Pellizzer, 2010; Tzagarakis, West, & Pellizzer, 2015). In contrast, an
increase in power has been proposed to represent motor inhibition in the sensorimotor
and frontal cortices (Fry et al., 2016; Jensen et al., 2005; Korzhik, Morenko, & Kotsan,
2018; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Neuper, 1996; Salmelin & Hari, 1994; Visani et al.,
2019), especially an increase in the beta-band over frontal electrodes (Swann et al.,
2009; Wagner, Wessel, Ghahremani, & Aron, 2018; Zavala et al., 2018).
The present study investigated the effects of rewards and losses on RTs and
ERD patterns during a sustained vigilance task (Massar et al., 2016) and whether
performance and cortical activation would be associated with the individual value of
effort. Subjective value (SV) of effort was evaluated using a COGED task (Westbrook,
Kester, & Braver, 2013). In the COGED task, participants were asked to decide in
several iterations how much time would they be willing to spend on a task to gain or
avoid losing a certain amount of money.
It was hypothesised that increasing gains and losses would cause faster RTs
and increasing motor preparation reflected in stronger ERD patterns over frontal and
sensorimotor regions and that cortical activation would be stronger and performance
worse in trials offering avoiding a monetary loss compared to those offering a
monetary gain. While our previous study (Byrne et al., 2020) did not find correlations
between the SV of effort and performance or cortical activation, we predicted that such
correlation could occur in trials entailing monetary losses.
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5.3 Methods
5.3.1 Participants
25 subjects (13 females) were recruited. 4 subjects were removed from
subsequent EEG analysis due to excessive muscle artefacts. Therefore, the final
sample included 21 participants (11 females), aged 24.48 ± 3.97 (mean ± SD). The
Research Ethics Committee of the University of Liverpool approved the procedure
used, and all participants gave fully informed written consent at the start of the
experiment, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

5.3.2 Procedure
Participants were required to complete two tasks; a modified version of the
sustained vigilance task and a modified version of the discounting task used previously
(Byrne et al., 2020; Massar et al., 2016). The trial structure of the tasks used can be
seen in figure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. A schematic representation of trials presented to participants in the
motivated vigilance task (A), and (B) the discounting choice task for both experiments.

The vigilance task consisted of four, fifteen-minute, blocks with of 100 trials
each. There were five conditions in total, presented pseudo-randomly within blocks.
Participants were offered a high or low reward for each fast response in the gain
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conditions (5 p, or 10 p), a high or low punishment for each slow response in the loss
conditions (-5 p, or -10 p), or were offered no reward (0 p). The effect of the incentive
types on effort were assessed behaviourally using participants’ mean RTs and
electrophysiologically using the participants’ changes in ERD in the 1-s epoch
preceding the presentation of the target stimulus.
The discounting task was a modified version of the task used previously (Byrne
et al., 2020; Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013), with loss conditions added,
for the estimation of the subjective value (SV) of equivalent losses and gains in relation
to different levels of effort.

5.3.3 Sustained vigilance task
The EEG net was first applied, then participants were taken into a dimly lit,
sound-attenuated room and asked to complete the sustained vigilance task.
Similar to our previous study (Byrne et al., 2020), this task was an adaptation
of the Psychomotor Vigilance Test (Dinges & Powell, 1985). Participants were first
presented with a white fixation cross (baseline period) followed by a cue stimulus
which displayed the reward offered for the next target stimulus (0 p, +5 p, +10 p, -5 p
and -10 p), after which the fixation cross returned for two seconds before the target
stimulus occurred (the fixation cross would disappear for 0.5 seconds). The inter-trial
interval between the cue baseline period and the target stimulus was uniformly
distributed and ranged from 3.5 to 9 seconds (see Figure 5.1A).
The participants first completed a practice block of the test, which lasted for
15 trials with no rewards offered. Their median RT was calculated during the practice
block, then recalculated separately for each reward condition following each trial in
the experimental portion of the task.
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Following the same method as our previous study, trials were divided in half,
whereby trials which participants responded faster than their median RTs were
encoded as ‘fast’ trials and trials where participants responded slower than their
median RTs were encoded as ‘slow’ trials.
During the experimental period of the task, participants were presented with
80 stimuli for each condition, meaning that the participants were offered a total gain
or loss of £0, £4, or £8 if they earned the reward on every trial. The order of trials was
pseudo-randomly rearranged at the start of each set of 5 trials, resulting in an equal
number of trials for each condition and participants could not predict the next trial.

5.3.4 Discounting task.
Following the vigilance task, the discounting task was used to evaluate the
subjective cost of cognitive effort (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013). The
task yields the value of the indifference point, defined as the average of the largest
amount for which the participants chose the low-effort option and the lowest amount
for which the participants chose the high-effort option.
Participants were presented with several pairs of monetary gains (up to £12) or
monetary losses (up to £12), each pair consisted of one lower monetary offer and one
higher monetary offer (Figure 5.1B). The participants were also given the choice
between a low-effort option (completing the task again for 1 minute) or a high-effort
option (completing the task again for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, or 30 minutes). In the gain
conditions, the low effort option was always accompanied by a smaller monetary gain
when compared to the high effort option, whereas in the loss conditions, the high effort
option was always accompanied by a smaller monetary loss when compared to the low
effort option. After each choice, the monetary reward for each pair of offers was
adjusted following a staircase titration method (i.e., in the gain condition the low-effort
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option was increased if the high effort option was chosen and decreased if the low
effort option was chosen). The amount of money added to, or taken away from, the
offers was halved each time the participant made a choice. In gain conditions,
participants were first offered £5 for the low-effort choice and £12 for the high effort
option with an extra £2.50 being added to, or taken away from, the low effort options,
depending on their choices. Similarly, in the loss conditions, participants were first
offered a loss of £5 for the high-effort option, and a loss of £12 for the low-effort
option, with an extra £2.50 being added to, or taken away from the high-effort options,
depending on their choice. Participants made six choices during each effort condition
(5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes) for both gains and losses separately, and the order of
conditions was randomly presented for each participant.
Once the participants had responded to all the choices, one choice was
randomly selected. The participants were then required to complete the vigilance task
at the level of effort chosen by the participant during the selected choice and received
the associated amount of money.
In order to control for temporal discounting, participants were informed that
they would be required to remain in the laboratory for the full 30 minutes in total,
including the time spent completing the task; ensuring that the participants made
decisions during the discounting task based upon the effort required, rather than the
time taken to complete the task. While the effect of boredom associated with remaining
in the lab was not directly investigated, all participants discounted higher levels of
effort (30 mins) more than lower levels of effort (5 mins), meaning that they were
reluctant to complete the task for longer period of time.
An indifference point was calculated for each effort and reward condition,
defined as the average of the largest low-effort monetary offer for which the participant
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chose the low-effort option, and the lowest low-effort monetary offer for which the
participants chose the high-effort option (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013).
The area under the curve (AuC) in the function representing associations
between units of efforts and requested payoffs was computed in every participant
(Myerson, Green, & Warusawitharana, 2001) for gain and loss trials separately. This
measure corresponds to SV of effort and has been found to be correlated with need for
cognition scores (Westbrook et al., 2013). The difference between this measure when
participants were incentivised with losses or gains was compared using a paired sample
t-test. A bivariate correlation was conducted to assess the relationship between this
function, and RTs and ERD values.

5.3.5 EEG Recordings.
EEG data were recorded continuously using a 129-channel Geodesics EGI
system (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) with a sponge-based
HydroCel Sensor Net. The net was aligned with reference to three anatomical head
landmarks: two preauricular points and the nasion landmark. Electrode-to-skin
impedances were kept below 50 kΩ and were kept at equal levels across all electrodes,
a recording band-pass filter was set at 0.001 – 200 Hz with a sampling rate of 1000
Hz, and the Cz electrode was used as a reference electrode.

5.3.6 EEG data pre-processing.
A recording band-pass filter was set at 0.001-1000 Hz, with a sampling rate of
1000 Hz. Eye blinks and electrocardiographic artefacts were removed using principal
component analysis (Berg & Scherg, 1994), and trials containing muscle artefacts in a
visual inspection were excluded from subsequent analysis.
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The average number of trials accepted for EEG analysis in each condition was:
-10 p, 61.2 ± 18.57 (mean ± SD); -5 p, 60.16 ± 18.37 (mean ± SD); 0 p, 60.2 ± 17.87
(mean ± SD); +5 p, 62.16 ± 18.79 (mean ± SD); +10 p, 59.16 ± 18.40 (mean ± SD).
The average number of accepted trials did not differ across conditions (p > .05). EEG
data was pre-processed using BESA v 7.0 (MEGIS GmbH, Germany), and was rereferenced using a common average reference method (Lehmann, 1984), restoring the
signal at electrode Cz.

5.3.7 Event-related desynchronization analysis
EEG signals were down-sampled to 256 Hz and power spectra was computed
in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc., USA) using Welch’s power spectral estimate method.
The power spectral densities were computed in 1-s segments (256 points) which were
smoothed using a Hanning window prior to computing power spectrum. Power
spectral densities were computed over 80 time points covering every 9-s trial. An array
of 80 power spectra was obtained by shifting the 1-s spectral window over 9-s of EEG
data with 0.1 s steps. The power spectral densities had frequency resolution of 1 Hz.
The absolute power in selected frequency bands was transformed to ERD values
(Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1977) using the epoch -1.5 s to -0.5 s to estimate the resting
levels of cortical oscillations and the epoch ranging from 2-3 s after cue onset for
activation.

5.3.8 Statistical analysis.
The differences in the median RTs across the five reward conditions and the
two speed conditions of the vigilance task were compared using 2×5 repeated
measures ANOVAs with five levels of reward (-10 p, -5 p, 0 p, +5 p, +10 p), and two
levels of response-speed (fast and slow). For the choice task, the area under the curve
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in the function representing associations between units of efforts and requested payoffs
was computed in every participant (Myerson et al., 2001). This measure corresponds
to SV of effort and has been found to be correlated with need for cognition scores
(Westbrook et al., 2013).
To tackle the risk of a false positive error being made due to a large number of
repeated tests, a hypothesis-independent permutation analysis was implemented in the
statcond.m program in the EEGLAB package (Makeig, Debener, Onton, & Delorme,
2004). This was used to identify electrode clusters with significant main-effect or
interactions of reward and response-speed (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007).
This cluster-based method provides a data-driven approach to assess effects of
conditions on ERD in specified frequency bands (8-12 Hz, 16-24 Hz, and 4-7 Hz)
across all electrodes without making a priori assumptions, while also controlling for
multiple comparisons with no loss in statistical power.
The steps made in the permutation analysis are as follows. We first calculated
the t-statistics for the main effects and interactions of reward and response-speed on
ERD in the specified frequency band over all electrodes. ERD values in all
experimental conditions were then collated into a single dataset, from which datapoints
were randomly drawn and placed into subsets with the same size as the two responsespeed and five reward conditions. This created a ‘random partition’ representing
randomly shuffled versions of the reward and response-speed conditions. Next, the tstatistics for the main effects and interactions of reward and response-speed were
calculated using the shuffled data in the random partition. The steps involving the
creation and analysis of the random partition were then repeated 5000 times, and the
proportion of random partitions that resulted in a larger t-statistic than the one first
calculated for the original non-shuffled data was defined as the p-value. Finally,
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electrodes which exceeded a predefined threshold regarding the p-values calculated
(uncorrected p < .01) for the main effects or interactions of reward and response-speed
were selected and clustered based on spatial adjacency.
T-tests with significance thresholds of 0.01 were also used to test whether ERD
changes over each electrode were significantly different from 0, and electrode clusters
showing statistically significant effects in both the permutation analyses and the t-test
were explored further in SPSS v. 22 (IBM Inc., USA).
ERD changes were investigated separately in the alpha (8-12 Hz), beta (16-24
Hz), and theta (4-7 Hz) frequency band in the selected electrode clusters using 2×5
repeated measures ANOVAs, with Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon corrections being used
to tackle any violations of sphericity in the data.
Further, to investigate the difference in the slope of the trend across gain (0 p,
+5 p, +10 p) and loss (-10 p, -5 p, 0 p) conditions, linear regressions were calculated
for RTs and ERD values in each electrode cluster for gains and losses separately. The
slope of the linear trend was compared across gain/loss and response-speed conditions
using 2×2 repeated measures ANOVAs, and the relationships between RTs and ERD
regression slopes in gain and loss conditions were compared using bivariate
correlations.
The ERD and RT difference variables were correlated with each other and
individual AuC of SVs using bivariate correlations. Bivariate correlations were
conducted in all electrode clusters or single electrodes selected for further analysis,
however, only statistically significant correlation coefficients are reported.
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5.4 Results
5.4.1 Vigilance task
Mean RTs for fast and slow trials and across the five reward conditions are
shown in Figure 5.2. Differences in reaction times across the five reward conditions (10 p, -5 p, 0 p, +5 p, +10 p), and across both fast and slow trials were analysed using
a 2×5 repeated measures ANOVA. A statistically significant main effect of reward
was found (F(4, 21) = 3.77, p = .02, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .25), with RTs in the 0 p reward condition
being significantly slower than the RTs in any of the gain or loss conditions. RTs in
the high-reward/loss conditions (-10 p, +10 p) were also significantly faster than RTs
in the low-reward/loss conditions (-5 p, +5 p) (p < .05).

Figure 5.2. A bar chart to show the mean RTs in each reward condition (0 p ,
5 p, 10 p) in slow (grey) and fast (white) trials. Error bars represent the standard errors
of the mean.

The profile of mean RTs in the five reward conditions formed an inverted U
shape, and a statistically significant quadratic trend was found (F(1,20) = 13.77, p =
.001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .37). There was no significant difference (p > .05) between the individual
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slopes of the descending linear trend in the loss domain (-10 p, -5 p, 0 p) and the
individual slopes of the ascending linear trend in the gain domain (0 p, 5 p, 10 p).
However, a significant positive correlation was found between the two slopes (r(19) =
.93, p < .001). This suggests that both incentive types caused similar shortening of
responses under increasing incentive magnitude, and that participants who showed
similar shortening of RTs under increases in gains also showed a similar shortening of
RTs under increasing losses.
Changes in RTs across reward and response-speed conditions were correlated
with the values of effort in gain and loss domains, evaluated as the AuC, calculated
separately for gain and loss conditions in individual COGED curves representing the
indifference points calculated in each of the six task durations. No statistically
significant correlations, however, were found between changes in RTs and the AuC
calculated in either the gain or loss domain.

5.4.2 Discounting task
A linear regression analysis was used to compare the change in SV for each
effort condition (5, 10, 15, 20, 25 & 30 minutes) in both gain and loss conditions. The
mean discounting values across offered 5-30 min task durations for gain and loss
conditions are shown in Figure 5.3A.
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Figure 5.3. A line graph to show the discounting curve in the choice task, with
the mean subjective value shown for each block in the task (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
minutes) (A), and a bar chart to represent the mean area under the curve (%) values
found in the discounting task for gain and loss conditions (B). Error bars represent
standard errors of the mean.

In gain conditions, there was a significant negative linear relationship between
the levels of effort and SVs (F(1, 148) = 31.57, p < .001, 𝑹𝟐 = .42). The regression
model showed a negative linear regression with an equation of:
Y = -.109X + 7.93 + ε,
Where Y is the SV, X is the effort level, and ε is an error element.
Similarly, in loss conditions, there was a significant negative linear relationship
between the levels of effort and SVs (F(1, 148) = 23.62, p < .001, 𝑹𝟐 = .132). The
regression model showed a negative linear regression with an equation of:
Y = -.094X + 8.384 + ε,
A one samples t-test was conducted to compare the mean AUC of the SVs of
effort associated with gain and loss conditions. The t-test found a statistically
significant difference between gain and loss conditions in AuC (F(1, 24) = 17.98, p <
.001), showing that losses were subjectively more motivating than gains. AUC
differences between gain and loss conditions are shown in Figure 5.3.

5.4.3 ERD patterns across trials
Figure 5.4 (A-C) shows the time courses and topographic of alpha, beta and
theta ERD/ERS across trials, respectively. Oscillations during the cue interval (0.5 s
after cue onset) were featured by an ERD over occipital electrodes in the alpha band
(Figure 5.4A), an effect consistent with the presence of attentional and visual
processing of a reward cue.
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Figure 5.4. Topographic maps of alpha (A), beta (B) and theta (C) ERD at four
time points: during presentation of visual cue (0.5 s), an early period of anticipation of
motor response (2 s), late period of motor response anticipation (2.5 s), and during the
motor response (3.3 s). In each section (A-C), ERDs at selected electrodes are also
shown. The grey rectangles covering the interval from 2 s to 3 s represent the epoch
of interest preceding the motor response.

During the period of motor readiness (2 s and 2.5 s after cue onset in Figure
5.4 (A-C), alpha and beta ERD were prominent in left (contralateral) parietal
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electrodes. During the time of motor response (3.3 s after cue onset) alpha- and betaERD was distributed bilaterally over central and parietal electrodes. In the theta-band
(Figure 54C), activation during the presentation of the cue stimulus (0.5 s after cue
onset) was dominated by the presence of a phase-locked evoked response causing an
increase in power over the whole scalp. The period of motor activation (3.3 s after cue
onset) was characterised by a prominent theta-ERS at central and precentral midline
electrodes; these components were related to the phase-locked potentials in response
to visual cue and movement execution.

5.4.4 Alpha-band ERD
The grand average topographic maps showing alpha-band ERD for all trials as
well as the electrodes found to be significantly different from 0 are shown in Figure
5.5A. One cluster of electrodes in the left central area, and one frontal electrode
showed alpha ERD surpassing the combined amplitude and statistical thresholds.
Topographic maps showing ERD in each of the three reward conditions are shown in
Figure 5.5B for slow trials, in Figure 5.5C for fast trials, and Figure 5.5D for all trials
irrespective of the speed of motor responses.
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Figure 5.5. Alpha-band ERD during the anticipation of motor response.
Topographic map of alpha-band ERD across all conditions and trials (left), and
electrodes showing a robust alpha-band ERD across all conditions (right) (A).
Topographic maps of alpha-band ERD in each of the five reward conditions during
slow RT trials (B). Topographic maps in each of the five reward conditions in fast RT
trials (C). Topographic maps in each of the five reward conditions across all trials (D).
Location of electrodes in the two clusters manifesting statistically significant main
effects of reward (E), and bar charts showing mean alpha-band ERD in each of the five
reward conditions in slow (grey) and fast (white) RT trials. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean (F).

To investigate the effects of response-speed and reward on ERD values, 2×5
repeated measures ANOVAs were computed to assess the significant main effects and
interactions of response-speed (fast & slow) and reward (-10 p, -5 p, 0 p, +5 p, +10 p)
on ERD values.
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A statistically significant main effect of reward was found in a cluster of four
electrodes overlying the contralateral sensorimotor cortex and in one electrode located
in the frontal region of the scalp (Figure 5.5E). The main effect of reward in the leftcentral cluster of electrodes (cluster 1) (F(4, 24) = 3.49, p = .029, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .15) was due
to a significantly stronger ERD in all gain and loss conditions compared to the noreward condition (p < .05).
The pattern of mean ERD values in this cluster followed a U-shaped profile,
with a statistically significant quadratic trend (F(1,20) = 5.47, p = .03, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .22). A
significant positive correlation was found between individual ascending slopes for
losses conditions and individual ascending slopes for gain conditions (R(19) = .73, p
< .001), but no significant difference was found between the two sets of slopes (p >
.05).
The significant main effect of reward found in the frontal electrode (electrode
14) (F(4, 24) = 3.28, p = .022, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .14) was the result of ERD found in the 0 p trial
being significantly smaller than that found in the loss conditions (-5 p, -10 p) and the
large gain condition (+10 p). No significant difference (p > .05), however, was found
between the ERD found in the no-reward condition and the small gain (+5 p) condition
(p > .05).
Similar to cluster 1, the U-shaped trend manifested as a statistically significant
quadratic trend (F(1, 20) = 6.56, p = .02, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .25), with a significant positive
correlation (r(19) = .72, p < .001) but no significant difference (p > .05) between the
gradient of the gain and loss slopes.
To test the association between ERD results in the alpha band and behavioural
results, difference variables were calculated, representing the mean difference between
ERD found in gain conditions (+10 p, +5 p,) and the no incentive condition (0 p), and
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the difference between the ERD found in loss conditions (-5 p, -10 p) and the no
incentive condition (0 p). However, no statistically significant correlations were found
between these difference variables and the difference variables created for RTs, or the
AuC of individual discounting curves.

5.4.5 Beta-band ERD
The grand average topographic map for all trials and the distribution of
electrodes showing an ERD significantly different from zero are shown in Figure 5.6A.
ERD in the beta band was characterised by a focus over contralateral central and
parietal electrodes (Figure 5.6D). The spatial ERD focus was stronger and more
widespread in higher loss/gain conditions and in fast (Figure 5.6C) compared to slow
(Figure 5.6B) trials. Notably, ERD patterns were similar in both loss conditions (-10 p
and -5 p) but stronger in the +10 p than +5 p gain condition.
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Figure 5.6. Beta-band ERD during the anticipation of motor response.
Topographic map of beta-band ERD across all conditions and trials (left), and
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electrodes showing a robust beta-band ERD across all conditions (right) (A).
Topographic maps of beta-band ERD in each of the five reward conditions during slow
RT trials (B). Topographic maps in each of the five reward conditions in fast RT trials
(C). Topographic maps in each of the five reward conditions across all trials (D).
Location of electrodes in the cluster manifesting statistically significant main effects
of reward (E), and bar charts showing mean beta-band ERD in each of the five
conditions in slow (grey) and fast (white) RT trials. Error bars represent standard error
of the mean (F). Scatterplots and the linear regression line with 95% confidence
intervals illustrating the statistically significant correlation between beta-band ERD
differences and RT differences (all incentive conditions – no reward condition) in gain
trials in electrodes 36, 37, 7, and 31 (I), and the non-significant correlation in loss trials
(J), as well as correlations in electrodes 30 and 7 in gain (K) and loss (L) trials.

Two clusters of electrodes showing a statistically significant main effect of
reward (Figure 5.6E) or response-speed (Figure 5.6G) were found in the left
(contralateral) central electrodes overlaying the sensorimotor cortex. The first cluster
of electrodes showed a significant main effect of reward, while the second cluster,
which shared one electrode and a similar main effect of reward with the first cluster,
also showed a significant main effect of response speed. The two electrodes in the
second cluster were on the anterior side of the first, suggesting that they were recording
activation from the motor cortex directly relating to movement. Consistent with
previous research (Salmelin & Hari, 1994; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996), both
clusters were marginally more anterior (Figures 5.6E and G) than the cluster of
electrodes selected in the alpha band (Figure 5.5E).
The significant main effect of reward found in cluster 1 (Figure 5.6E) (F(4, 24)
= 3.20, p = .024, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .14) was due to ERD in the 0 p reward condition being
significantly smaller than the ERD found in both the +5 p (p = .016) and the +10 p (p
= .007) conditions, and stronger in the +10 p condition compared to the -5 p condition
(p = .04).
In this cluster, a significant quadratic trend was found (F(1,20) = 5.24, p =
.03, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .21), as well as a significant positive correlation between the individual
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ascending slopes across loss conditions and descending slopes across gain conditions
(r(19) = .62, p = .003). However no significant difference was found between the
ascending linear trend in loss conditions and the descending linear trend in gain
conditions.
Cluster 2 (Figure 5.6G) shared one electrode with cluster 1, and showed a
similar main effect of reward (F(4, 24) = 2.90, p = .038, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .13), with significantly
smaller ERD in the 0 p reward condition than that in both the +5 p (p = .022) and +10
p (p = .009) conditions. No significant difference, however, was found between ERD
found in 0 p conditions and that in either the -5 p or -10 p condition (p > .05). In
addition to these effects of reward, the two electrodes in this cluster also showed a
significant main effect of response speed not seen in cluster 1, where ERD preceding
fast responses was significantly stronger than that preceding slow responses (F(1,20)
= 6.72, p = .017, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .25)
Similar to cluster 1, cluster 2 showed a significant main effect of reward (F(4,
24) = 2.90, p = .038, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .13) due to ERD in the 0 p reward condition being
significantly smaller than in the +5 p (p = .022) and the +10 p conditions (p = .009).
There was no significant difference between ERD found in the 0 p reward condition,
and ERD found in either the -5 p or -10 p conditions (p > .05) suggesting an
asymmetric effect of reward magnitude on ERD patterns in loss and gain domains.
Cluster 2 showed an effect of respond speed not seen in cluster 1 due to ERD in fast
trials was significantly larger than the ERD found in slow trials (F(1,20) = 6.72, p
=.017, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .25).
A U-shaped curve was found with a statistical significant quadratic trend (F(20,
1) = 5.95, p = .02, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .23), with a significant positive correlation (r(19) = .61, p =
.003) but no significant difference between the gradient of the gain and loss slopes.
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In order to evaluate the relationship between behavioural results and beta-ERD
found in cluster 1, a difference variable was created representing the mean difference
between the ERD found in the 0 p condition and the +5 p and +10 p conditions
collectively (0 p - +5/10 p). A similar difference variable was also calculated for
individual RTs. A statistically significant negative correlation was found between the
difference variables calculated for RTs and for beta-band ERD in gain conditions
(r(19) = -.43, p = .049), however no significant correlations were found in loss
conditions (p > .05). Figure 5.6I shows the correlations between RT and ERD changes
in gain conditions, and Figure 5.6J shows the correlations between RT and ERD
changes in loss conditions.
Difference variables were also calculated in this cluster, as the mean difference
between RTs and ERD in gain/loss conditions (5 p, 10 p) and in the 0 p condition,
however, no significant correlations were found in cluster 2. The results of this
correlation in gain conditions are shown in Figure 5.6K and in loss conditions in Figure
5.6L.
The relationship between ERD in the beta-band and discounting results was
assessed by calculating difference variables representing the mean difference between
ERD found in gain conditions (+5 p, +10 p) and the no incentive condition and between
ERD found in loss conditions (-5 p, -10 p) and the no incentive condition. No
correlation, however, was found between the AuC of individual discounting curves
and ERD difference variables in the beta-band.

5.5 Discussion
The present study investigated the effect of graded positive and negative
incentives on effortful performance and anticipatory cortical oscillatory activity during
a cued vigilance RT task. We found that RTs and ERD in scalp regions overlaying the
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sensorimotor and frontal cortex showed incentive-related changes forming a ‘Ushaped’ curve, with no significant difference between gradient of the slopes in loss and
gain trials. While both RTs and beta-band ERD showed similar changes across
increasing values of reward in gain and loss domains, RTs and beta-band ERD were
correlated in a cluster of electrodes overlying the contralateral sensorimotor cortex
only in gain but not in loss domain. However, while losses were more motivating than
gains, individual SVs of effort in loss and gain domains did not correlate with changes
in performance or ERD values.
Matching the trend found in RTs, ERD in the alpha and beta bands over
sensorimotor areas of the scalp, and over frontal regions of the scalp in the alpha band,
showed graded increases to both positive and negative incentives, forming a ‘Ushaped’ curve. ERD over sensorimotor areas in the alpha and beta bands is commonly
observed seconds before movement initiation and likely represents motor preparation
(Chatrian, Petersen, & Lazarte, 1959; Fox et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2019; Pfurtscheller
& Berghold, 1989; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Tzagarakis et al., 2010; Tzagarakis
et al., 2015). Alpha-band ERD over frontal regions may relate to activation in the
frontoparietal control network, where frontal regions are posited to provide top-down
control of anticipatory attention in visual and posterior parietal regions of the brain
(Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Coull, Walsh, Frith, & Nobre, 2003; Kastner &
Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2006). This network has been linked to alphaband ERD over frontal regions, with the disruption of alpha-band oscillations over
frontal areas of the scalp being shown to impair participants’ ability to identify a visual
stimulus displayed two seconds later (Capotosto, Babiloni, Romani, & Corbetta,
2009).
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The present study suggests that both motor preparation and anticipatory
attention increased with larger incentives, regardless of whether the incentives were
losses or gains. This falls in line with the classical finding of a ‘U-shaped’ relationship
between the effects of losses and gains on arousal, with both increasing arousal levels
(Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997; Costantini & Hoving, 1973; Davidson,
Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Ganzach & Karsahi, 1995; Hochman &
Yechiam, 2011; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990, 1997; Sokol-Hessner, Camerer, &
Phelps, 2013). The present results expanded this classical observation to RT
performance and provided the novel measure of anticipatory ERD, showing that
incentives increased task engagement through the heightened anticipatory attention
required to detect the target stimulus quickly and the increased motor preparation
required to respond as fast as possible once the target stimulus was detected.
While losses were found to be more motivating than gains, no difference was
found between the gradient of RTs and anticipatory ERD slopes with increasing losses
and gains. This suggests that gains and losses of equal nominal value caused similar
improvements in effortful behaviour, but also that graded increases in the two
incentive types were associated with similar slopes of increasing effortful performance
and anticipatory cortical responses.
An asymmetry in the effects of gains and losses manifested in the presence of
a statistically significant positive correlation between beta-ERD in electrodes
overlying the contralateral sensorimotor cortex and RTs in the gain, but not loss
domain. This positive correlation, in spite of symmetric increases in cortical activation
across loss and gain levels, suggests that performance is adjusted proportionally to the
preparatory activation of the sensorimotor cortex in anticipation of a gain, but more
loosely in the anticipation of a loss. Losses have been shown to be more motivating
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than gains (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Krebs & Woldorff,
2017; Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Wright & Rakow, 2017), but often do not improve
performance relative to gains (Carsten et al., 2018; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts, 2011).
It has been hypothesised that losses cause stronger arousal (Hochman & Yechiam,
2011; Lang et al., 1997; Low, Lang, Smith, & Bradley, 2008), as evidenced by
increased pupil dilation (Hochman & Yechiam, 2011), autonomic arousal (Vaish,
Grossmann, & Woodward, 2008), and anterior cingulate activation (Frank, Woroch,
& Curran, 2005; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004). Losses may, therefore distract
participants from the primary task goals or cause ‘choking under pressure’ (Ariely,
Gneezy, Loewenstein, & Mazar, 2009; Beilock, 2010; Bonner, Hastie, Sprinkle, &
Young, 2000; Camerer, Hogarth, Budescu, & Eckel, 1999; Mobbs et al., 2009;
Samuels & Whitecotton, 2011; Worthy, Markman, & Maddox, 2009; Zedelius,
Veling, & Aarts, 2011). The present results suggest that losses may lead to a disbalance
between cortical activation and subsequent RTs due to them producing greater arousal
than equivalent anticipated gains.
Consistent with the findings of our previous experiment (Byrne et al., 2020),
beta-band ERD over sensorimotor regions was significantly stronger when preceding
a fast compared to a slow moment. This supports the hypothesis that beta-band ERD
relates directly to movement preparation (Fry et al., 2016; Ishii et al., 2019; Little,
Bonaiuto, Barnes, & Bestmann, 2018; Neuper & Pfurtscheller, 2001; Palmer,
Zapparoli, & Kilner, 2016; Tewarie et al., 2018), whereas alpha-band ERD reflects the
executive planning and control of movements (Calton, Dickinson, & Snyder, 2002;
Fumuro et al., 2015; Naranjo et al., 2007; Prado et al., 2005), suggesting that fast
movements required stronger direct motor preparation than slow movements. This
contrasts with previous studies which show no effect of contraction force (Cremoux,
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Tallet, Berton, Dal Maso, & Amarantini, 2013; Stancak, Riml, & Pfurtscheller, 1997),
movement speed (Fry et al., 2016; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1995), and movement
length or direction (Tatti et al., 2019) on pre-movement ERD in the beta band.
However, a stronger ERS following fast compared to slow movements has been found
(Fry et al., 2016; Parkes, Bastiaansen, & Norris, 2006; Stancak et al., 1997), indicating
that greater inhibition is required to supress motor activation following the cessation
of faster movements. The deviation from previous results may be explained by
difference in task demands, where response speed was not dependent on instructions
given to participants, but rather by incentives offered or trial-by-trial variations in
attention or motor preparation. Stronger sensorimotor ERD in the beta band in fast
trials may therefore be reflective of changes in motor preparation under conditions of
high motivational relevance, perhaps being the result of fast responses perhaps
recruiting larger muscle groups or ERD in slow trials reflecting a state of idling in
sensorimotor regions.
Individual SVs of effort calculated during the discounting task in loss and gain
conditions did not significantly correlate with either the speeding of RTs or the
increase in anticipatory ERD with increasing losses or gains. Similar results were also
found in our previous study (Byrne et al., 2020), with no significant correlation being
found between the SVs of effort and the shortening of RTs or changes in cortical
oscillations under increasing reward. It is, therefore, likely that an individual’s
willingness to engage in effortful tasks when incentivised with monetary gains or
threatened with monetary losses does not directly inform effortful performance when
they are offered either positive or negative incentives. Incentives may, instead,
influence performance through other variables, such as the approach/avoidance
associations made with the incentive (Buzzell et al., 2017; Houtman & Notebaert,
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2013; Pratto & John, 1991), or their effect on cognitive frames (Brooks, Stremitzer, &
Tontrup, 2017; Church, Libby, & Zhang, 2008; Gose & Sadrieh, 2012; Hannan,
Hoffman, & Moser, 2005; Van de Weghe & Bruggeman, 2006). Alternatively, these
findings fall in line with the attentional model of loss-aversion (Yechiam & Hochman,
2013), which posits that losses capture greater attention than gains, leading to more
loss-averse behaviour in the choice task without losses incentivising increased
effortful control during the sustained vigilance task compared to gains..
It should be noted, that while the linear trend of gains and losses was directly
compared, only two levels of each incentive type (+/-5 p and +/-10 p) as well as the no
incentive condition (0 p) were used. The exact shape and slope of the linear trend,
therefore, could not be established to a high degree of resolution. Further, the largest
incentive offered was a loss or gain of 10 p. This amount may not have been large
enough to elicit a strong approach or avoidance response, which may explain the
similarities between losses and gains found presently. It is suggested that future
research investigates the ‘U-shaped’ effect of losses and gains on effortful
performance and cortical oscillatory responses with additional incentive conditions
such as 1 p or 50 p conditions in gain and loss trials to establish this trend with more
detail.

5.6 Conclusions
The present study demonstrates symmetrical increases in effortful performance
and cortical activation while preparing a speeded RT response during a sustained
vigilance task, with no significant differences between losses and gains. Neural
activation in sensorimotor areas, evaluated using amplitude changes in cortical
oscillations, is related to response speeds and the magnitude of expected positive or
negative incentives. The value of effort, however, does not map onto preparatory
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changes of spontaneous cortical activation. This suggests that the value of effort may
affect the decision to engage in a task but not the instantaneous control of speeded RT
movements.
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6.1 Abstract
Losses usually have greater subjective value (SV) than gains of equal nominal
value but often cause a relative deterioration in effortful performance. Since losses and
gains induce differing approach/avoidance behavioural tendencies, we explored
whether incentive type interacted with approach/avoidance motor-sets. Alpha- and
beta-band event-related desynchronization (ERD) was hypothesised to be weakest
when participants expected a loss and prepared an inhibitory motor-set, and strongest
when participants expected a gain and prepared an active motor-set. It was also
hypothesised that effort would modulate reward and motor-set related cortical
activation patterns.
Participants completed a cued Go/NoGo task while expecting a reward (+10p),
avoiding a loss (-10p), or receiving no incentive (0p); and while expecting a NoGo cue
with a probability of either .75 or .25. Premovement alpha- and beta-band EEG power
was analysed using the ERD method, and the SV of effort was evaluated using a
cognitive effort discounting task.
Gains incentivised faster RTs and stronger preparatory alpha band ERD
compared to loss and no incentive conditions, while inhibitory motor-sets resulted in
significantly weaker alpha-band ERD. However, there was no interaction between
incentive and motor-sets. Participants were more willing to expend effort in losses
compared to gain trials, although the SV of effort was not associated with ERD
patterns or RTs.
Results suggest that incentive and approach/avoidance motor tendencies
modulate cortical activations prior to a speeded RT movement independently, and are
not associated with the economic value of effort. The present results favour attentional
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explanations of the effect of incentive modality on effort.

6.2 Introduction
Effort can be conceptualised as a decision-making factor, where individuals
decide to expend effortful resources on the promise of an anticipated reward, monetary
or otherwise (Inzlicht, Schmeichel, & Macrae, 2014; Kurzban, Duckworth, Kable, &
Myers, 2013). It would therefore be expected that effortful resources are deployed
proportional to the value of an offered incentive, as supported by the observation that
larger rewards encourage improved effortful performance compared to smaller ones
(James, Reuther, Angus, Clarke, & Hunt, 2019; Massar, Lim, Sasmita, & Chee, 2016;
Soutschek, Kang, Ruff, Hare, & Tobler, 2018).
Losses are generally found to be more motivating (Baumeister, Bratslavsky,
Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Wright
& Rakow, 2017), as well as being more arousing, than gains (Low, Lang, Smith, &
Bradley, 2008; Sokol-Hessner et al., 2009; Stancak et al., 2015) and causing greater
activation in cortical and striatal areas (Gehring & Willoughby, 2002; Holroyd &
Coles, 2002; Tom, Fox, Trepel, & Poldrack, 2007; Yeung, Botvinick, & Cohen, 2004).
It would thus be expected that losses cause an increase in performance relative to gains.
However, monetary losses often cause no change (Boksem & Tops, 2008; Seifert,
Naumann, Hewig, Hagemann, & Bartussek, 2006), or even a deterioration in effortful
performance relative to gains of equal nominal value (Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, &
Krebs, 2018; Fontanesi, Palminteri, & Lebreton, 2019; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts,
2011).
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We have investigated the effect of incentive on cognitive effort using a
neuroeconomic approach and showed that effortful engagement under high incentives
was associated with the increased desynchronization of cortical oscillations in the
alpha band over posterior parietal and frontal regions of the scalp, and in the beta band
over bilateral sensorimotor areas (Byrne et al., 2020). Event-related desynchronization
(ERD) in the alpha band has previously been associated with anticipatory attention
(Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Coull, Walsh, Frith, & Nobre, 2003; Kastner &
Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2006), while sensorimotor beta-band ERD has
been associated with the maintenance of a prepared motor response (Fox et al., 2016;
Ishii et al., 2019; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989; Tzagarakis, Ince, Leuthold, &
Pellizzer, 2010; Tzagarakis, West, & Pellizzer, 2015). In our subsequent study, we
showed symmetrical increases in the speeding of RTs and preparatory cortical
activation under graded gains and losses, despite losses being more motivating than
gains (Byrne et al., submitted). However, we were unable to establish the underlying
cause behind the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful performance.
The divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful performance has been
hypothesised to be the result of attentional biases associated with loses. According to
the attentional model of loss aversion, losses may cause a relative deterioration in
effortful performance because they distract participants from the primary task goals
(Yechiam & Hochman, 2013). Alternately, the contradictory effect of gains and losses
on performance has been suggested to be due to approach and avoidance associations
made with losses and gains; gains induce approach behaviours and losses induce
avoidance behaviours (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, & McDonald, 2017; Hoofs,
Carsten, Boehler, & Krebs, 2019; Houtman & Notebaert, 2013; Pratto & John, 1991).
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The present study investigated the approach/avoidance and attentional
tendencies associated with losses and gains during effortful engagement. We asked
whether preparatory approach/avoidance motor sets would interact with, or act
independent of, the cortical effect of positive and negative incentives on cortical
oscillatory responses during effortful engagement. The main effects and interactions
of positive/negative incentives and preparatory approach/avoidance motor sets on
behavioural performance and anticipatory ERD performance were investigated during
a cued Go/NoGo task, where incentive was modulated on a trial-by-trial basis (Krebs,
Boehler, & Woldorff, 2010; Novak & Foti, 2015; Zhang, Li, Wang, Liu, & Zheng,
2017). It is important to note that RTs and NoGo stopping rates may not provide a
direct measure of effortful engagement, and may be confounded by factors such as
mood, ability, and strategy (Locke & Latham, 1990). ERD measures were therefore
implemented to shed further light on the cortical processes underlying effortful
performance under differing reward and task conditions.
The employment of decision-making approaches to evaluate the subjective
value of effort is a comparatively novel development in the field of cognitive effort
(Botvinick et al., 2009; Treadway et al., 2009; Kurniawan et al., 2010; Prévost et al.,
2010), where it is proposed that the choice to engage in an effortful task results from
the weighing of effort costs against the value of its outcomes (Westbrook and Braver,
2015; Kool et al., 2017; Shenhav et al., 2017). In discounting paradigms, participants
are given the choice between a low-effort option for a small reward and a high-effortoption for a large reward. By measuring an individual’s preference for high-effort
options over a range of reward levels, their effort-discounting rates can be plotted on
a discounting curve. Measuring the subjective value of effort directly reflects a number
of methodological and theoretical challenges to decision-making paradigms (Massar
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et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013; Klein-Flügge et al., 2015; Warm et al., 1996).
However, the effort value generated from discounting tasks has proved useful in
predicting individuals’ need for cognition scores (Westbrook et al., 2013).
Our study is a timely attempt to shed more light on how the subjective value
of effort is mapped onto performance and cortical activation changes under differing
incentives and task-conditions. The performance-based outcomes taken from the
Go/NoGo task may not have been good measures of the subjective value of effort due
to potential capacity limits, resulting in a ceiling effect (LeBouc et al., 2016). Similar
to other studies (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013), the subjective value of
effort was evaluated using a decision-making experiment (COGED) offering tradeoffs between the duration of the Go/NoGo task and the money that the participant
would be willing to pay to avoid engaging in the task for a prolonged period of time.
It was hypothesised that individual effort discounting rates, used as a proxy of their
cognitive effort valuation, would manifest in shorter RTs when incentivised with a
gain/loss, especially in Go-primed trials, and in stronger cortical activation changes
sub-serving the execution of speeded RT movements.
Bolstering behavioural findings, ERD measures were chosen as the Go/NoGo
task used presently required competing processes of motor activation and inhibition,
and these measures are able to separate cortical activation (ERD) from inhibition
(ERS). Specifically, ERD in the alpha and beta bands is found over somatosensory
areas during motor preparation (Chatrian et al., 1959; Cuevas, Cannon, Yoo, & Fox,
2014; Fox et al., 2016; Gastaut, 1952; Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979; Pfurtscheller &
Berghold, 1989), while ERS in the beta-band over right frontal areas of the scalp is
strongly associated with motor inhibition (Buschman & Miller, 2007, 2009; Siegel,
Donner,

Oostenveld,

Fries,

&

Engel,

2008).

In

contrast,

phase-locked
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electrophysiological responses found during movement anticipation such as the motor
readiness cortical potential (MRCP) are unsuitable for measuring cortical activation
and inhibition together (Shibasaki & Hallett, 2006).
The present experiment was motivated to test approach/avoidance accounts of
the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful performance using ERD measures.
Approach/avoidance accounts of the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful
performance predict that gains should improve primary task performance in Goprimed trials, while losses improve primary task performance in NoGo-primed trials
(Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, & McDonald, 2017; Hoofs, Carsten, Boehler, &
Krebs, 2019; Houtman & Notebaert, 2013; Pratto & John, 1991). It would therefore
be expected that negative incentives and NoGo motor-primes would induce avoidance
behaviours, while positive incentives and Go motor-primes induce approach
behaviours, and that losses would increase the effect of NoGo motor-primes, while
gains increase the effect of Go motor-primes. As ERD measures have been used to
reflect approach/avoidance motor expectations during a Go/NoGo task (Liebrand,
Pein, Tzvi, & Krämer, 2017), these were predicted to reflect the approach/avoidance
associations made with incentives and motor-primes.
It was hypothesised that frontal and posterior-parietal ERD in the alpha band,
as well as bilateral sensorimotor ERD in the beta band, would be strongest when gains
were anticipated and when Go-cues were likely to occur, and weakest when losses
were anticipated and when NoGo cues were likely to occur. Interactions between
approach/avoidance motor sets and incentive types were predicted to be revealed as
losses sharpening the effect of inhibitory motor sets on ERD responses and gains
sharpening the effect of approach motor sets on ERD responses. We further
hypothesised that monetary losses would be more motivating than gains in the COGED
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task and improve the NoGo stopping rate. However, losses were predicted to slow RTs
relative to gains and that individual SVs of effort would be associated with rewardand motor-set related cortical activation patterns.

6.3 Methods
6.3.1 Participants
27 subjects (15 females) were recruited. However, 3 subjects were removed
from subsequent anaylsis because of excessive muscle artefacts in the EEG data. The
final sample included 24 subjects (14 females), aged 24.25 ± 6.24 (mean ± SD). The
procedure used was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the University of
Liverpool, and all participants gave fully informed written consent at the start of the
experiment, in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

6.3.2 Procedure
The participants were first required to complete a cued Go/NoGo task, which
was a modified version of the sustained vigilance task used previously (Byrne et al.,
2020; Massar et al. 2016) and the cued Go/NoGo task used by others (Filipovic et al.,
2000; Randall & Smith, 2011). Participants were then required to complete the
discounting task described previously, with gain and loss trials included (Byrne, et al.,
submitted; Maasar 2016; Westbrook 2014). The trial structure of the tasks used can be
seen in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 (A) A schematic representation of trials presented during the
Go/NoGo task. The prime stimulus is shown to the left, sided by the anticipation
period, the target stimulus, and the inter-trial interval (B) A schematic representation
of the discounting task, with an example choice followed by a feedback period,
confirming the selected option.

The Go/NoGo task consisted of four twenty-minute blocks, with 120 trials
each. The reward and prime conditions were psuedo-randomly rearranged within each
set of trials, meaning there was an equal number of trials for each incentive and reward
trial within each block. In the gain condition, participants were offered a small
monetary reward (+10p) whenever they reacted faster than their median RT in
response to a Go cue, or successfully inhibited their response to a NoGo cue. In
contrast, in the loss conditions, participants lost a small amount of money (-10p)
whenever they reacted slower than their median RT in response to a Go’ cue, or if they
failed to inhibit their response to a NoGo cue, and in the 0p condition participants were
not offered a reward.
Additionally, participants were primed to expect a Go or NoGo cue. When
participants were primed for a Go cue, they were told there was a 75% chance of the
following target being a Go cue and a 25% chance of it being a NoGo cue; and when
participants were primed for a NoGo cue, they were told that there was a 75% chance
of the following target being a NoGo cue and a 25% chance of it being a Go cue.
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The effect of the different monetary incentives and primes on effortful
performance and corresponding cortical responses were assessed using participants’
mean RTs and electrophysiologically using their changes in ERD in the 2s epoch
preceding the presentation of the target stimulus. RTs and other measures of effortful
performance have been used in previous studies as measures of effortful engagement
(Aarts et al., 2008; Atkinson & Raynor, 1978; Bandura & Cervone, 1983; Eisenberger,
1992; Kukla, 1972; Locke & Latham, 1990; Wang et al., 2021; Luft et al., 2009), and
have been associated with physiological measures of effortful engagement such as
pupil diameter (Massar, Lim, Sasmita, & Chee, 2016). However, ERD measures,
reflecting the involvement of task-relevant cortical regions, are required to shed further
light on the gap between effortful engagement and effortful performance under
differing incentives and task conditions.
The discounting task was the same as used previously (Byrne, et al.,
submitted), being a modified version of the COGED task (Massar et al., 2016;
Westbrook et al., 2013), with monetary losses added. Discounting procedures allowed
us to estimate the subjective value (SV) of different levels of effort in equivalent loss
and gain modalities.

6.3.3 Go/NoGo task
Once the EEG net was applied, participants were taken into a dimly lit, soundattenuated room and asked to complete the Go/NoGo task. The Go/NoGo task was a
combination of the cued vigilance task used previously (Byrne et al, 2020), and the
cued (S1-S2) Go/NoGo tasks (Filipovic et al., 2000; Randall & Smith, 2011).
During the baseline period, participants were presented with a white cross and
not required to make a response. The participants were then presented with a cue
stimulus which displayed the reward or punishment offered for that trial (-10p, 0p,
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+10p), as well as the probability of the target being a Go or a NoGo cue (75% Go, 75%
NoGo), as indicated by the colour of the cue stimulus (blue, purple). After two seconds
the participants were presented with the target stimulus (Go, NoGo). The inter-trial
interval between the target stimulus and the baseline period was uniformly distributed
and ranged from 3 to 7 seconds (see Figure. 6.1A).
Participants were instructed to respond as quickly as possible upon the
occurrence of the Go stimulus and not make any response when presented with the
NoGo stimulus. Participants were also informed of the probabilities of a Go/NoGo
trial associated with each colour at the beginning of the experiment, which was kept
consistent across each individual participant and counterbalanced across participants.
The Go/NoGo target stimulus could be either a white circle or a white square, the
associations with these targets was randomly assigned at the start of the experiment
for each participant (e.g., a circle for Go and a square for NoGo). The participants were
informed of this assignment before they began the task.
Participants completed a 15-trial practice run, with no rewards offered,
allowing them to familiarise themselves with the rules of the task. Their median RT
was calculated from this practice block and recalculated following each trial during
the experimental blocks.
Participants were then required to complete four experimental blocks, lasting
roughly twenty minutes, with 120 trials per block, and they completed 160 trials for
each reward condition (-10p, 0p, +10p), with 80 Go primed trials and 80 NoGo primed
trials. Participants were offered a maximum total gain/loss of £16 if they earned the
reward or failed to avoid the loss on every trial. As the order of trials was pseudorandomly rearranged at the start of each set of 5 trials, there was an equal number of
trials for each condition and participants could not predict the next trial.
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6.3.4 Discounting task.
Once the participants had completed the Go/NoGo task, they engaged in the
discounting task (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013), which was the same
task as used previously (Byrne et al., submitted). The subjective cost of different levels
of cognitive effort in both gain and loss conditions was evaluated by calculating the
indifference point, defined as the average of the largest amount for which the
participant chose the low-effort option and the smallest amount for which the
participant chose the high-effort option. The indifference point represented the point
that the subject perceived the high- and low-effort options as being subjectively equal,
or changed their response from their initial choice. The area under the curve (AuC) in
the participants SVs across effort levels was computed (Myerson, Green, &
Warusawitharana, 2001), a measure which has been found to correlate with need for
cognition scores (Westbrook et al., 2013). Bivariate correlations were conducted to
assess the relationship between individual AuCs and their RTs and ERD results.
In this task, participants chose between two monetary gains (up to £12), or two
monetary losses (up to £12), and each choice was between one lower monetary offer
and one higher monetary offer (Figure 6.1). The monetary choices were tied to two
effort-based outcomes, with one low-effort outcome (completing the task again for 1
minute) and one high-effort outcome (completing the task again for 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
or 30 minutes). In gain choices, the lower-monetary incentive was always tied to the
low-effort outcome and the higher-monetary incentive was always tied to the higheffort outcome. In loss choices, the higher monetary loss was always tied to the loweffort outcome and the lower monetary loss was always tied to the high-effort option.
After each choice, the monetary reward/loss for each pair of offers was
adjusted following a staircase titration method (i.e., in gain conditions, the low-effort
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option was increased if the high-effort option was chosen and decreased if the loweffort option was chosen), and the amount of money being added to, or taken away
from, the choices was halved each time the participants made a choice. Once, the
participant had completed the task, one trial was randomly selected, and the participant
was required to complete the Go/NoGo for the chosen amount of time and would
receive the monetary gain/loss tied to that choice. The participants were made aware
of the time they would have to complete the Go/NoGo task again, and its associated
monetary outcome once the discounting task was completed.
The indifference point has been used by previous researchers as a measure of
individual effort-discounting rates based on participant’s willingness to engage in an
effortful task for longer periods of time (Massar et al., 2016; Westbrook et al., 2013)
and significantly correlates with the need for cognition score (Westbrook 2013).
Providing further support for the validity of COGED indifferent point measures, the
discounting curve taken from COGED tasks commonly matches the sigmoidal shape
associated with effort discounting (Massar et al., 2016; Klein-Flügge et al., 2015).
However, while it is clear that prolonged engagement with tasks requiring
sustained vigilance is perceived as effortful (Warm et al., 1996), the choices made to
engage in effortful tasks for prolonged periods of time may employ different cognitive
processes to the choice to maintain engagement during ongoing effortful engagement.
Bivariate correlations were therefore conducted to assess the relationship between
individual AuCs and RT/ERD results.
To control for temporal discounting, participants were informed that they
would be required to remain in the laboratory for the full 30 minutes in total, including
the time spent completing the task; ensuring that the participants made decisions
during the discounting task based upon the effort required, rather than the time taken
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to complete the task. While the effect of boredom associated with remaining in the lab
was not directly investigated, all participants discounted higher levels of effort (30
mins) more than lower levels of effort (5 mins), suggesting that they were all reluctant
to complete the task for longer periods of time.

6.3.5 EEG recordings.
The EEG net was aligned with reference to two preauricular points and the
nasion landmark. Data was then recorded continuously using a 129-channel Geodesics
EGI system (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon, USA) with a sponge-based
HydroCel Sensor Net. Electrode-to-skin impedances were kept below 50 kΩ and kept
at equal levels across all electrodes, a recording band-pass filter was set at 0.001-200
Hz with a sampling rate of 1000 Hz, and the Cz electrode was used as a reference
electrode.

6.3.6 Spectral analysis of EEG signals.
EEG data was then pre-processed using BESA v 7.0 (MEGIS GmbH,
Germany), and re-referenced using a common average reference method (Lehmann,
1984), restoring the signal at electrode Cz.
Next, a principal component analysis method (Berg and Scherg 1994) was used
to remove eye-blinks and electrocardiographic artefacts and data was visually
inspected for muscle artefacts; all trials containing artefacts were excluded from
subsequent analysis.
The average number of trials accepted for EEG analysis in each Go primed
condition was: 65.5 ± 10.19 (mean ± SD) in the -10p condition; 65.67 ± 10.11 (mean
± SD) in the 0p condition; 65.58 ± 8.79 (mean ± SD) in the +10p condition, and in
each NoGo primed condition was: 67.25 ± 8.14 (mean ± SD) in the -10p condition;
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66.63 ± 10.51 (mean ± SD) in the 0p condition; 67.25 ± 8.14 (mean ± SD) in the +10p
condition. The mean number of accepted trials did not differ across reward conditions
(p > .05); however, significantly more NoGo cued trials were accepted than Go cued
trials (p = .034), possibly due to greater muscle activity as a result of motor preparation
in Go cued trials.

6.3.7 Event-related desynchronization analysis
To compute the ERD curves, EEG signals were down sampled to 256 Hz.
Power spectra was computed in Matlab R2020a (The Mathworks, Inc., USA) using
Welch’s power spectral estimate method. All epochs comprising one set of epochs
were aligned to form a quasi-continuous EEG signal. The power spectral densities
were computed from non-overlapping 1-second segments (256 points), which were
smoothed using a Hanning window, and were estimated in the range 1-80 Hz with a
frequency resolution of 1 Hz.
ERD curves were evaluated from 2 s before, and 5 s after the onset of the cue
stimulus in both the alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta (16-24 Hz) bands using the classical
ERD transformation (Pfurtscheller & Aranibar, 1979). Absolute band power was
calculated from 1 s time epochs shifted in 100 ms across the 7 s time window. The
baseline used in the ERD calculation was the epoch ranging from -1.5 s to -0.5 s before
the onset of the cue stimulus, and the time-epoch ranging from 2 to 3 s after the onset
of the cue stimulus was chosen for statistical analysis.

6.3.8 Statistical analysis.
The main effects and interactions between reward and primes on median RTs
and NoGo error rates were assed using 2×3 repeated measures ANOVAs with three
levels of reward (-10p, 0p, +10p), and two-levels of prime (75% Go, 75% NoGo). To
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test the assumption of normality used in the ANOVA a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality
was used. The test was chosen above that of Kolmogorov-Smirnov because it was
more appropriate for the small sample size used (Guo, 2012; Zimmerman, 2003).
NoGo stopping rates were defined as the percentage number of trials where
participants successfully inhibited their response to NoGo cues in each reward/prime
condition.
Similarly, ERD changes due to reward and primes were investigated in both
the alpha (8-12 Hz) and beta (16-24 Hz) frequency bands across all 129 electrodes
using 2×3 repeated measures ANOVAs. However, to correct for false positive errors
due to repeated significance tests, p values were calculated for each electrode using a
permutation analysis (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007), implemented in the Statcond.m
program in the EEGLab 2019 package (Makeig, Debener, Onton, & Delorme, 2004).
Then, to ensure that only electrodes with a significantly large ERD or ERS were
included in subsequent analysis, T-tests with significance thresholds of p = .01 were
used to test whether ERD values over each electrode were significantly different from
0. Electrode clusters showing significant effects in both the permutation analysis and
the t-tests were selected for further investigation in the 2×3 repeated measures
ANOVAs using SPSS v.22 (IBM Inc., USA), and a Greenhouse-Geisser epsilon
correction was used to tackle violations of sphericity in the data.
The AuC (Myerson et al., 2001) in the indifference points across effort-levels
in the discounting task was computed for every participant. The AuC has previously
been found to be correlated with need for cognition scores (Westbrook et al., 2013),
and was used as an estimate as individual SVs of effort in terms of monetary gains and
losses separately (Byrne, et al., submitted).
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Pearson’s correlation coefficients between individual RTs, changes in ERD,
and the AuC of SVs in the discounting task were computed to test for possible
associations between behavioural data and ERD.

6.4 Results
6.4.1 Go/NoGo Task
RT data was tested for normality using a Shapiro-Wilk test, finding that the
data did not significantly deviate from normality (W = .93, p = .082). Median RTs
were therefore assessed using parametric testing. Differences between median RTs
were compared across the two prime conditions (Go, NoGo) and three reward
conditions (-10p, 0p, +10p) using a 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA. A significant
main effect of prime was found (F(1,23) = 21.48, p <.001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .48), with RTs in Go
primed trials being significantly faster than those in NoGo primed trials.
A significant main effect of reward was also found (F(2,46 = 17.02, p < .001,
𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .43). Further analysis of the data revealed this main effect to be due to RTs in
the +10p condition being significantly faster than in both the 0p condition (p < .001),
and in the -10p condition (p = .004). RTs in the -10p condition were also significantly
faster than those in the 0p condition (p = .005). However, no significant interaction
was found between prime and reward conditions (p > .05), suggesting that prime and
reward effects acted independently.
Differences between percentage error rates in NoGo trials were also compared,
and a significant main effect of prime was found (F(1,23) = 45.36, p < .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 =
.664), with percentage error rates in NoGo primed trials being much lower than those
in Go primed trials. A significant main effect of reward was also found (F(2, 46) =
3.86, p = .043, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .14), and further analysis showed that this effect resulted from
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the NoGo stopping rate being lower in the +10p reward condition than in the 0p reward
condition, meaning participants made more incorrect responses to NoGo cues in gain
compared to no incentive conditions.
Finally, differences between percentage Go-success rates were compared using
a 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA. This analysis revealed significant main effects of
both the prime (F(1,23) = 101.02, p < .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .82) and reward (F(2,46) = 36.26, p
< .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .62) and a statistically significant interaction between reward and prime
(F(2,46) = 16.18, p < .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .41). The main effect of prime was due to Go-success
rates being significantly higher in Go-primed trials compared to NoGo-primed trials,
and the main effect of reward was due to Go-success rates being significantly better in
no-incentive trials compared to gain (p < .001) or loss (p < .001) trials, and in gain
compared to loss trials (p = .002). The interaction between reward and Go/NoGo prime
was found to be due to the significant difference between Go- and NoGo-primed trials
in gain and loss, but not in no incentive conditions. The significant interaction found
may be indicative of a ceiling effect in no incentive trials.
A bar chart showing the RTs across reward and prime conditions can be seen
in Figure 6.2A, a bar chart showing NoGo stopping rates across reward and prime
conditions can be seen in Figure 6.2B, and a bar chart showing Go success rates across
reward and prime conditions can be seen in Figure 6.2C. Go-success rates across
reward and prime conditions can be seen in Figure 2C.
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Figure 6.2. A bar chart showing median RTs in response to go stimuli for each
reward condition (-10p, 0p, +10p) (A). A bar chart to show percentage stopping rates
in response to NoGo stimuli for each reward condition (B). White bars show RTs and
stopping rates for NoGo primed trials and grey bars show Go trials. Error bars
represent the standard errors of the mean.
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6.4.2 Discounting task
A 6×2 ANOVA was conducted to compare the main effects of effort level (5,
10, 15, 20, 25, 30 minutes) and gain/loss condition (gains, losses) on the participant
indifference points. The discounting curve shown from the choice task is shown in
figure 6.3. A significant main effect of effort level was found (F(5,120) = 28.27, p =
.001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .55), with a significant linear trend (p < .001). There was a significant
difference between all effort levels (p < .05), meaning that participants were more
likely to choose the low-reward option in high effort trials. . A significant main effect
of gain/loss conditions was also found, with indifference points in loss trials having a
significantly larger AuC than gain trials (F(1,24) = 6.28, p = .044, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .16) ,
indicating that monetary losses were significantly more motivating than equivalent
gains.

Figure 6.3. A line graph to show the discounting curve in the choice task, with
the mean subjective value shown for each block in the task (5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30
minutes). Error bars represent standard errors of the mean.

The associations between the subjective value of effort, evaluated as AuC of
the discounting curve, in gain and loss conditions and ERD/ RT changes under gain
and loss trials were evaluated using bivariate correlations. Specifically, individual
subjective values of effort for loss- and gain-conditions in the discounting task were
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compared with ERD in gain and loss trials in the Go/NoGo task. To compare
individual sensitivities to gain and loss conditions in both subjective value of effort
and ERD and RTs , a difference variable was computed representing the AuC of
individual discounting rates in gain conditions subtracted from the AuC of individual
discounting rates in loss conditions. Similarly, difference variables were created for
ERD and RTs, defined as the ERD or RT values found in gain trials subtracted from
values found in loss trials. However, no statistically significant correlations were found
(p > .05) between gain/loss AuC findings and ERD or RT changes in gain and loss
trials.

6.4.3 ERD patterns across trials
The time courses and topographic maps of alpha, beta, and theta ERD/ERD for
Go- and NoGo-primed trials are shown in Figures. 6.4A-C and 6.5A-C, respectively.
Activity during the presentation of the cue stimulus (0.5 s after cue onset) were
featured by a prominent alpha ERD (Figures. 6.4A and 6.5A) over occipital electrodes,
which is thought to represent the attentional and visual processing of the stimulus cue.
During period of motor preparation (2-2.5 s after cue onset), both alpha and beta-band
ERD was found over motor and sensorimotor areas. ERD in the beta band (Figures.
6.4B and 6.5B) was comparatively weaker in this period and distributed mainly over
contralateral regions compared to ERD in the alpha band, which occurred over more
posterior electrodes when compared to beta-band ERD. During the period of response
execution or suppression (3.3 s after cue onset), ERD was observed bilaterally in both
frequency bands, which occurred over more posterior regions in the alpha-band than
in the beta-band. ERD patterns in both the alpha and beta bands showed a similar
pattern in both Go- and NoGo-primed trials, with weaker ERD shown in NoGo-primed
trials.
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Finally, in the theta band (Figure. 6.4C and 6.5C), ERD/ERS during the cue
interval (0.5s after cue onset) was confounded by phase-locked evoked responses,
causing a large ERS over the entire scalp. The following periods were featured by a
theta ERS over central and precentral midline electrodes which grew stronger as the
participants anticipated the target stimulus.
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Figure 6.4. Topographic maps showing ERD in Go primed trials at four time
points (top); first, during the presentation of the priming stimulus (0.5 s), then the early
period of a 75% Go/NoGo anticipation (2 s), and the late period of a 75% Go/NoGo
anticipation (3.3 s), second (bottom) % power changes at selected electrodes, with grey
rectangles covering the interval from 2s to 3 s representing the epoch selected for
further analysis. ERD results are shown for the alpha (A), beta (B), and theta (C) bands.

Figure 6.5. Topographic maps showing ERD in NoGo primed trials at four
timepoints (top); first, during the presentation of the priming stimulus (0.5s), then the
early period of a 75% Go/NoGo anticipation (2s), and the late period of a 75%
Go/NoGo anticipation (3.3s), second (bottom) % power changes at selected electrodes,
with grey rectangles covering the interval from 2 to 3s representing the epoch selected
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for further analysis. The ERD maps and curved are shown for the alpha (A), beta (B),
and theta (C) bands.
6.4.4 Alpha-band ERD
The grand average topographic maps showing alpha-band for all trials as well
as the electrodes found to be significantly different from 0 are shown in Figure. 6.6A.
Topographic maps showing ERD for Go primed trials in each of the three reward
conditions are shown in Figure. 6.6B, and topographic maps showing ERD for NoGo
primed trials are shown in Figure. 6.6C. ERD can be seen over contralateral
sensorimotor areas in all conditions, becoming bilateral in Go primed trials and both
gain and loss trials (+10p, -10p), and spreading to frontal electrodes when participants
were incentivised with a gain or loss.
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Figure 6.6. (A) A topographic map of alpha-band ERD across all conditions
and trials (left), and electrodes showing a prominent alpha-band ERD across all
conditions (right). (B) Topographic maps of alpha-band ERD in three reward
conditions during Go-primed ERD trials and (C) NoGo-primed trials. (D) Location of
electrodes in two clusters manifesting statistically significant effect of reward, with
(E) bar charts showing mean alpha-band ERD each of three reward conditions in
NoGo-primed (grey rectangles) and Go-primed (white rectangles) trials. Error bars
represent standard error of the mean. Location of electrodes in two clusters manifesting
statistically significant effect of prime (F), with (G) bar charts showing mean alphaband ERD each of three reward conditions in NoGo-primed (grey rectangles) and Goprimed (white rectangles) trials. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.

To investigate the effects of reward and prime on ERD values, 2×3 repeated
measures ANOVAs were computed to assess using prime (75% Go, 75% No-Go) and
reward (-10p, 0p, +10p) as factors. ERD values were only analysed over electrode
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clusters which passed the combined statistical and amplitude thresholds (Figure.
6.6A), ensuring that only electrodes showing a robust ERD across conditions were
assessed.
The 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA revealed two clusters showing a main
effect of reward; one in central-frontal regions of the scalp (C1) and one over the
ipsilateral posterior parietal region (C2). The locations of these electrode clusters are
shown in Figure. 6.6D. The statistically significant main effect of reward in the frontal
cluster of electrodes (F(2,46) = 6.43, p = .003, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .22) was the result of the ERD
in the +10p reward conditions being stronger than that in both the 0p (p = .002) and 10p (p = .02) conditions, with a significant quadratic trend (p = .002). In contrast,
significant main effects of both reward (F(2,46) = 5.16, p = .01, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .18) and prime
(F(1,23) = 6.23, p = .02, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .21) were found over the posterior parietal cluster of
electrodes (C2). The main effect of reward was due to the ERD in +10p reward trials
being significantly stronger than in 0p reward trials (p = .01), with a significant
quadratic trend found (p = .01), and the main effect of prime was the result of ERD
being stronger in Go primed conditions compared to NoGo primed conditions. Bar
charts showing the ERD differences in these clusters is shown in Figure 6.6E.
The 2×3 repeated measures ANOVA found two clusters of electrodes to have
significant main effects of prime; one over the contralateral posterior parietal cortex,
moving anteriorly to sensorimotor areas, and one over the ipsilateral posterior parietal
cortex (Figure. 6.6F). A statistically significant main effects of and prime was found
over the contralateral cluster (C3) of electrodes (F(1,23) = 14.74, p = .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .39),
and this was due to the ERD in Go primed trials being stronger than in NoGo primed
trials. Similarly, a significant main effects of prime (F(1,23) = 12.14, p = .002, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 =
.35) were found in the ipsilateral cluster of electrodes (C4), with this being due to ERD
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in the Go primed condition being stronger than in the NoGo primed condition. No
significant interaction between reward or prime were found in any of the electrode
clusters selected for further analysis. Bar charts showing ERD values across conditions
can be seen in Figure. 6.6G.
To analyse the correlations between behavioural and ERD results, difference
variables were created by subtracting individual NoGo primed RTs and ERD values
from Go primed RTs and ERD values, as well as subtracting individual ERD and RT
values in the 0p and the -10p conditions from those in the +10p condition. However,
no significant correlations were found, between ERD and RT difference variables, or
between ERD difference variables and individual AuC rates in the COGED task.

6.4.5 Beta-band ERD
The grand average topographic map for all trials and the distribution of
electrodes showing an ERD significantly different from zero are shown in Figure.
6.7A. Activity in the beta-band was charecterised by a consistent ERD over
contralateral sensorimotor regions, an effect which became stronger and more bilateral
in Go primed trials and when participants were offered a +10p reward. Grand average
topographic maps in each of the three reward conditions are shown for Go primed
trials in Figure. 6.7B and for No-Go primed trials in Figure. 6.7C.
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Figure 6.7. (A) A topographic map of beta-band ERD across all conditions and
trials (left), and electrodes showing a prominent beta-band ERD across all conditions
(right). (B) Topographic maps of alpha-band ERD in three reward conditions during
Go-primed ERD trials and (C) NoGo-primed trials. (D) Location of electrodes in two
clusters manifesting statistically significant effect of reward, with (E) bar charts
showing mean alpha-band ERD each of three reward conditions in NoGo-primed (grey
rectangles) and Go-primed (white rectangles) trials. Error bars represent standard error
of the mean. Location of electrodes in two clusters manifesting statistically significant
effect of prime (F), with (G) bar charts showing mean alpha-band ERD each of three
reward conditions in NoGo-primed (grey rectangles) and Go-primed (white
rectangles) trials. Error bars represent standard error of the mean. Scatter plots showing
the correlation between RT and ERD difference variables calculated between Go and
NoGo trials (NoGo-Go) for cluster 1 (H) and cluster 3 (I), and scatter plots showing
the correlation between RT and ERD difference variables calculated between no
incentive and incentive trials (0p – (-10p + +10p)) for cluster 1 (H) and cluster 3 (J).

Three clusters of electrodes showing a significant main effect of reward or
prime were found in the left (contralateral) and right (ipsilateral) sensorimotor region
of the scalp. Consistent with previous research (Salmelin & Hari, 1994; Stancak &
Pfurtscheller, 1996), these clusters were marginally more anterior than the cluster of
electrodes selected in the alpha band (Figures 6.6B-C).
The significant main effect of reward found in the ipsilateral sensorimotor
cluster of electrodes (C1;shown in Figure 6.7D) (F(2,46) = 11.73, p <.001, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .34)
was found to be the result of ERD in the 0p reward condition being significantly
weaker than in both the +10p condition (p <.001) and the -10p condition (p = .01), but
no difference was found between the +10p and -10p conditions (p > .05). A significant
main effect of prime was also found in this cluster of electrodes (F(1,23) = 4.65, p =
.042, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .17), with ERD being stronger in Go primed compared to NoGo primed
trials. A bar chart to show the ERD across conditions for this cluster can be seen in
Figure 6.7E.
Two clusters were found in the permutation analysis with significant main
effects of prime. The locations of these clusters are shown in Figure. 6.7F. The first
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cluster (C2), was found over contralateral sensorimotor regions, and the main effect of
prime (F(1,23) = 17.30, p < .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 = .43) was due to ERD in Go primed trials being
stronger than in NoGo primed trials. The second cluster (C3) was found over ipsilateral
sensorimotor area, where the main effect of prime (F(1,23) = 17.08, p < .001, 𝜼𝒑𝟐 =
.43) was the result of a stronger ERD in Go primed compared to NoGo primed trials.
No significant interactions were found between reward and prime in any of the
electrode clusters selected for further analysis. Bar charts of ERD values across
conditions in these two clusters can be seen in Figure. 6.7G.
To test the relationship between ERD changes in the beta band and RT changes,
difference variables were created by subtracting Go primed from NoGo primed ERD
and RTs, as well as by subtracting mean ERD and RTs in the +10p and -10p conditions
from those in the 0p condition.
Two significant correlations were found between RTs and ERD difference
variables in the right-central cluster of electrodes (C1). First, a significant negative
correlation was found (r = -.41, p = .046) between the prime difference variables
(NoGo primed trials subtracted from Go primed trials; see Figure. 6.7H) calculated
between individual RTs and ERD values. The correlation indicates that participants
who showed faster RTs in Go- compared to NoGo-primed trials also showed stronger
ERD in Go compared to NoGo-primed trials. Second, a significant negative correlation
(r = -.65, p = .001) was found between the RT and ERD difference variables calculated
between the +10/-10 p conditions and the 0p condition (+10/-10 p subtracted from 0
p) (Figure 6.7I-H) in this cluster. The second correlation shows that participants who
displayed shortening of RTs to positive/negative incentives compared to no incentive
conditions also showed stronger ERD in gain/loss trials compared to no incentive
trials.
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Two statistically significant negative correlations were also found in the leftcentral cluster of electrodes (C2). One correlation was found between the difference
variables calculated between the Go and NoGo primed conditions for RTs and ERD
changes (r = -.59, p = .002; see Figure 6.7J), showing that participants who displayed
faster RTs in Go-primed compared to NoGo-primed conditions also showed stronger
ERD in Go-primed relative to NoGo-primed trials. The other correlation was found
between the difference variables calculated between the +10/- 10 p conditions and the
0 p condition (+10/-10 p subtracted from 0 p) (r = -.53, p = .003; see Figure 6.7J). This
correlation indicates that participants who responded more quickly to the Go cue in
positive/negative relative to no incentive conditions also showed stronger beta-band
ERD in these conditions compared to during no incentive trials.

6.4.6 Interactions between frequency and reward/motor-prime
To analyse if alpha and beta bands were differently involved in effects of
reward, prime or their interaction, three-way ANOVAs involving factors of frequency
bands (alpha vs. beta), reward (+10p, 0p, -10p) and motor cue (Go vs. NoGo) were
carried out in clusters of electrodes showing statistically significant effects of reward
or primes in both frequency bands. These analyses revealed that an electrode located
in ipsilateral central region of the scalp overlying the sensorimotor cortex (electrode
83, Figure 6.8A & B) manifested a statistically significant interaction between
frequency bands and Go/NoGo primes (F(1,23)= 10.451, p = .004, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .312); this
interaction was caused by a significantly larger ERD in NoGo than Go trials in the
alpha band (p = .002) but not in beta band (p > .05).
Another electrode, also located in ipsilateral central region of the scalp
(electrode 103, Figure 6.8 C and D), showed a statistically significant interaction
between frequency bands and reward (F(2,46) = 4.54, p = .016, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .165). This
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interaction was related to the presence of a statistically significant effect of reward in
the alpha band (F(2,46) = 3.80, p = .032, 𝛈𝐩𝟐 = .142) but not in the beta-band (P >
0.05).

Figure 6.8. (A) Location of electrode 86, showing a significant interaction
between frequency and prime, and (B) bar charts showing the mean alpha- and betaband ERD in each of the three reward and two prime conditions in electrode 86.
Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. (C) Location of electrode 103,
showing a significant interaction between frequency and reward, and (D) bar charts
showing the mean alpha- and beta-band ERD in each of the three reward and two
prime conditions in electrode 86. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean.
6.5 Discussion
It was hypothesised that losses would be associated with the weakest alphaand beta-band ERD prior to a speeded RT response when expecting a low probability
of movement (NoGo cued), and that gains would be associated with the strongest ERD
when expecting a high probability of movement (Go cued). While the results
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confirmed the presence of a stronger alpha-band ERD in frontal and posterior-parietal
scalp regions in gain compared to loss trials and in Go-cued compared to NoGo-cued
trials, the effect of incentives and motor sets did not significantly interact. Further,
although sensorimotor beta-band ERD was weaker in NoGo-primed conditions and no
incentive trials, no difference was found between gain and loss conditions. The SV of
effort, evaluated using a COGED method, was larger in loss than gain conditions but
did not significantly correlate with ERD changes.
RTs were shorter in gain compared to loss trials, and alpha-band ERD was
stronger over fronto- and posterior-parietal regions of the scalp in gain trials compared
to loss and no incentive trials. In contrast, beta-band ERD over bilateral sensorimotor
areas was sensitive to the presence of an incentive, but no difference was found
between gain and loss conditions. Amplitude changes in cortical oscillations have
previously been linked to value-based decision-making (Balconi, Finocchiaro, &
Canavesio, 2014; Balconi & Mazza, 2009), and alpha oscillations have been shown to
be subject to reward-learning in biofeedback paradigms (Byun & Hitchcock, 2012;
Chatterjee, Aggarwal, Ramos, Acharya, & Thakor, 2007; Othmer, Othmer, & Kaiser,
1999; Sakamak, Tavakoli, Wiebe, & Adams, 2020). However, the beta-band ERD
explored here likely refers to the state of motor preparation in the sensorimotor cortex
(Kilner, Friston, & Frith, 2007; Miall, 2003; Palmer, Zapparoli, & Kilner, 2016;
Filipović et al., 2001; Alegre et al., 2004; Liebrand et al., 2017 Liebrand et al., 2017),
while fronto- and posterior-parietal alpha-band ERD may reflect the anticipatory
attention in the fronto-parietal network required to quickly detect the upcoming target
stimulus (Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Coull, Walsh, Frith, & Nobre, 2003;
Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2006; Capotosto, Babiloni, Romani,
& Corbetta 2009). Further, the patterns of NoGo stopping rates and Go-success rates
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across incentive conditions indicates that the behavioural approach/avoidance effects
of gains and losses on Go and NoGo behaviour found previously (Guitart-Masip et al.,
2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014; Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019)
were replicated in the present experiment, although the improved Go-success rates in
no incentive conditions suggests that gain and loss incentive cues may have distracted
the participants from the primary task goals.
The patterns of ERD and RTs shown in response to gains and losses are
consistent with our previous results comparing cortical oscillatory changes with
reward (Byrne et al., submitted), although a previously unobserved preference for
gains was revealed for RTs and alpha-band ERD. However, our previous research used
a simple RT task, while in the present experiment participants were required to
correctly identify a probabilistic Go/NoGo cue. Changes in anticipatory attention in
loss compared to gain conditions as indicated by alpha band ERD may not have
affected RTs found previously as no stimulus detection was required, meaning the
attentional biases associated with gains and losses may be more pronounced in tasks
requiring stimulus detection. The present results therefore suggest that anticipatory
attention increased preferentially in response to gains over losses, aiding fast stimulus
detection, while the motor preparation primarily employed in simple RT tasks
increased with incentives, but was insensitive to their valence. The significant
correlations between RT and beta-band ERD differences found across incentive and
no incentive conditions support the idea that motor preparation drove the speeding of
RTs under the presence of incentive but was insensitive to its valence. The results
shown presently expand on the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful
performance (Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, & Krebs, 2018; Fontanesi, Palminteri, &
Lebreton, 2019; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts, 2011). The present results showed that
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gains contributed to overall faster RTs through increased attentional engagement,
while motor preparation contributed to faster responses motivated by the presence of
an incentive, but did not account for differences found between gain and loss
conditions.
While the patterns of effects of reward and primes were similar in alpha- and
beta-bands across the clusters of electrodes, the electrodes overlying the ipsilateral
sensorimotor cortex manifested stronger effects of reward and prime in the alpha- than
beta-band. This finding may be related to an overall larger amplitude of band-power
changes in the alpha- than beta band in ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex seen in previous
studies involving voluntary movements (Niedermeyer, 2005; Pfurtscheller, Stancak,
& Edlinger, 1997; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Cuevas, Cannon, Yoo, & Fox, 2014;
Fox et al., 2016).
Approach/avoidance motor sets were found to modulate similar patterns of
ERD to monetary incentives. Alpha-band ERD over fronto- and posterior-parietal
areas and beta-band ERD over sensorimotor areas were stronger when participants
expected an approach (75% Go-cued trials) compared to an inhibitive response (75%
NoGo-cued trials). Previous research investigating ERD changes during movement
execution and inhibition has showed no difference in alpha-band ERD (Filipović,
Jahanshahi, & Rothwell, 2001; Alegre et al., 2004), but a stronger beta-band ERD
during the execution of Go compared to NoGo responses (Alegre et al., 2004).
Expanding on these results, Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017) showed
significantly weaker anticipatory posterior alpha-band ERD, but stronger sensorimotor
beta-band ERD, when participants expected the occurrence of a Go cue seconds later,
compared to trials with equiprobable subsequent Go and NoGo cues. While the present
findings of stronger alpha-band ERD during Go-primed trials seem at odds with those
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found by Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017), these differences can be reconciled
by considering cue probability. Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017) compared Go
cues occurring with a 100% probability to equiprobable Go/NoGo trials, while the
present study used Go/NoGo-primed conditions with equal probabilities of .75 of the
occurrences of a subsequent Go/NoGo cue. The differences in Go/NoGo cue
probabilities in Liebrand et al. (2017) and the present study may explain the differing
results found rather than these being the result of Go/NoGo cue expectations. The
100% Go condition used by the researchers required no stimulus detection, which may
have slowed RTs rather than approach/avoidance tendencies associated with Go/NoGo
expectations. Taken with previous findings, the present results suggest that
anticipatory alpha-band ERD is sensitive to attention or overall task engagement,
while beta-band ERD is reflective of preparatory approach motor responses. The
significant correlations found presently between differences in RTs and beta-band
ERD across participants supports the hypothesis that sensorimotor beta-band ERD
accounts for motor-approach behaviours, while alpha-band ERD reflects attention or
task-engagement.
It has been posited that losses are associated with avoidance responses and
gains with approach responses, and that the loss-avoidance response is stronger than
the gain-approach response (Elliot, 2006; Phaf, Mohr, Rotteveel, & Wicherts, 2014;
Solarz, 1960). It would therefore be expected that approach/avoidance motor sets
would interact with losses and gains during effortful engagement; where losses
sharpen the inhibitive effect of avoidance motor sets, while gains sharpen the
activating effects of approach motor sets. However, while we found overlapping
patterns of activation between incentive and approach/avoidance motor sets, no
significant interactions were found between these variables. Early studies investigating
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the interaction between incentive valence and approach/avoidance behavioural
tendencies found that gains and losses enhance Go/NoGo performance in trials
compatible to the valence of the offered incentive (i.e., Go-gain/NoGo-loss) (GuitartMasip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014; Hoofs, Böhler, &
Krebs, 2019). A key methodological difference between previous studies investigating
the interaction between approach/avoidance tendencies and incentive valence is
whether the valence cue was presented seconds before the Go/NoGo target stimulus
(Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014;
Schevernels et al., 2016) or concurrent with the Go/NoGo stimulus (Boehler et al.,
2012; Freeman et al., 2014), with the latter finding significant interactions between
incentive valence and approach/avoidance tendencies. Task designs presenting
incentive and target stimuli concurrently thereby tap into reactive control mechanisms,
while those presenting incentive stimuli prior to the target stimulus tap into proactive
control mechanisms (Krebs & Woldorff, 2017). Our data falls in line with the studies
failing to show clear evidence of such incentive/action interactions (Boehler et al.,
2012; Verbruggen & McLaren, 2018; Schevernels et al., 2016), suggesting that
incentive valence modulates immediate approach/avoidance responses in reactive
control mechanisms, but attentional biases associated with incentive valence modulate
sustained proactive control mechanisms.
An important methodological difference which may partially account for the
inconsistent interactions between approach/avoidance tendencies and incentive
valence is whether the incentive is presented concurrent with the cue or the target
stimulus. A more pronounced interaction between incentive valence and
approach/avoidance responses occurs when target stimuli (Go/NoGo cues) are directly
associated with incentives compared to when incentives are presented seconds before
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(Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019). The placement of incentive valence concurrent with
target or cue stimuli may therefore trigger different control mechanisms. The cuedincentive trials used trigger proactive control mechanisms (Braver, 2012; Krebs &
Woldorff, 2017), while incentives presented concurrently with target stimuli trigger
immediate control mechanisms, which are highly sensitive to approach/avoidance
tendencies (Bargh et al., 1996; Chen & Bargh, 1999; Kozlik et al., 2015). The ERD
modulations found in response to positive/negative incentives likely reflect changes in
proactive control, which are sensitive to attentional biases made with losses and gains,
whereas the reactive control associated directly with incentive presentation is likely to
be more reactive to approach/avoidance associations.
Finally, while a sustained increase in power in the theta frequency range was
found over frontal midline areas of the scalp throughout the Go/NoGo task, theta-band
power did not significantly change across reward or task conditions. Frontal-midline
theta-band power enhancements have repeatedly been associated with broad working
memory and cognitive control processes, (Gevins et al., 1997; Jensen & Tesche, 2002;
Klimesch et al., 2005; Onton et al., 2005). Synchronisation in the theta band is
hypothesised to reflect sustained effortful engagement in the face of growing mental
fatigue (Umemoto et al., 2019), suggesting that the incentive and task cues used
presently caused phasic rather than sustained modulations in effortful engagement and
task-relevant cortical activation.
During the discounting task, participants were more willing to engage in higher
effort options when incentivised with losses compared to gains. However, individual
SVs of effort did not significantly correlate with either the speeding of RTs or increases
in anticipatory ERD under gain and loss conditions; similar findings were also shown
in our previous experiments (Byrne et al., 2020; Byrne et al., submitted). The
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discounting task results show the increased SV often associated with monetary losses
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Rozin
& Royzman, 2001; Wright & Rakow, 2017). These results also suggest that the
valuation of losses and gains regarding participants’ willingness to engage in effortful
behaviour does not directly inform the implementation of effortful resources during
ongoing effortful engagement, or that the willingness to engage in effortful task
employs different valuation processes to those employed by incentive during ongoing
effortful engagement.
A probable cause of these divergent results is that the discounting task required
participants to choose between two discrete options, while the Go/NoGo task required
participants to make the continuous decision to deploy effortful resources over a period
of seconds. The discounting and Go/NoGo tasks may therefore recruit different
decision-making processes or may be affected by different confounding variables. For
example, the decisions made during the discounting task may be confounded by the
salience of the incentives offered (Yechiam & Hochman, 2013), while ongoing
effortful engagement may be confounded by attentional or approach/avoidance
associations made with gains and losses (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, &
McDonald, 2017; Hoofs, Carsten, Boehler, & Krebs, 2019; Houtman & Notebaert,
2013; Pratto & John, 1991; Yechiam & Hochman, 2013).
Previous studies have shown that perceived effort is significantly associated
with the electrophysiological movement-related cortical potential (MRCP) preceding
effortful movement (Slobounov et al., 2004; de Morree et al., 2012; Lampropoulou &
Nowicky, 2012). The MRCP has been localised to sensorimotor areas (Deecke &
Kornhuber, 2003; Ikeda & Shibasaki, 2003; Hiroshi Shibasaki & Mark Hallett, 2006;
Toma et al., 2002), and is considered to be a direct indicator of central motor command
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in active muscle groups (Bötzel et al., 1997). Taken with previous findings, the present
results suggest that while participants are able to accurately monitor effortful
engagement, the SV of effort does not directly inform effortful engagement, meaning
the lack of associations found may not result from an inability of the participants to
accurately monitor effortful engagement.
In conclusion, gains/losses and approach/avoidance motor sets act
independently during the preparation of a Go/NoGo motor response. Further, neural
activation reflecting anticipatory attention is stronger when participants are
incentivised with a gain compared to a loss, while activation reflecting motor-approach
behaviours increases symmetrically when participants are incentivised with losses and
gains. Gains, therefore, likely motivate increased effortful performance relative to
losses during proactive control by modulating increased attentional engagement during
proactive control rather than motor preparation, and this effect acts independent of
approach/avoidance motor tendencies. Finally, the value of effort is not significantly
associated with behavioural or cortical oscillatory changes during effortful behaviour.
Thus, willingness to engage in effortful tasks may not directly contribute to ongoing
effortful engagement under reward or instantaneous states of motor readiness
preceding movement.
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Chapter 7 –Discussion
7.1 General Discussion
Research investigating the neuroeconomic basis of cognitive effort-based
decision-making has previously been aimed towards investigating the effect of
effortful requirements on the SV of associated rewards as well as the effect of differing
incentives on effortful performance. While the neural underpinnings of reward
valuation and cognitive control are relatively well understood, the way differing
incentives interact with control systems during effortful engagement has been less well
investigated. The implementation of ERD analyses in the experiments discussed in the
previous chapters was used to investigate how gains and losses affected activation and
inhibition as well as task-relevant cortical processes such as motor preparation and
anticipatory attention.

7.2 Summary of Findings
•

In all experiments, increasing incentives were found to significantly quicken
RTs, and effort-discounting increased in the COGED task with higher effort
requirement levels.

•

In chapter 4, reward modulated anticipatory cortical oscillatory responses in
markedly different ways depending on how the baseline of cortical amplitudes
was calculated.

•

In experiment 1 of chapter 4, a prominent ERS over frontal and sensorimotor
areas was found, reflecting motor inhibition, and reward level sharpened the
motor inhibition associated with fast responses.
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•

In experiment 2 of chapter 4, high rewards resulted in stronger ERD over
frontal and posterior-parietal areas of the scalp and over ipsilateral
sensorimotor areas in the beta band.

•

While losses were more motivating than gains, symmetrical patterns of
response-speed and cortical activation were found between gain and loss
domains in chapter 5.

•

In chapter 6, anticipated gains incentivised faster RTs as well as stronger
anticipatory alpha-band ERD over fronto- and posterior-parietal regions of the
scalp compared to both loss and no incentive conditions, as did approach
motor-sets. However, the effect of incentive and motor-sets did not interact.

•

In all reported experiments, no significant association was found between
individual effort discounting rates and changes in effortful performance or
cortical oscillatory power.

7.3 Themes
Several themes are observed across the experimental portions of the present
thesis. The use of ERD measures allowed us to investigate the underlying cortical
processes behind effortful implementation in response to different incentive types.
Complimentary to ERD measures, the COGED task was used to calculate individual
effort-discounting rates in the gain and loss domains. Incentives of differing
magnitudes (low/high) and valence (gain/loss) were shown to have differential effects
on preparatory ERD in the alpha and beta bands. In the two experiments reported in
chapter 4, incentive was shown to modulate either cortical activation or inhibition
depending on the structure of the task and the type of baseline used. Alpha ERD over
frontal and posterior-parietal regions of the scalp, reflecting anticipatory attention, was
found to be sensitive both to incentive magnitude and valence, while beta-band ERD
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over bilateral sensorimotor areas was only sensitive to incentive magnitude. Both
alpha- and beta-band ERD were modulated by approach/avoidance motor-sets, but the
effect of motor-sets and incentives on ERD changes did not interact. Effortdiscounting rates increased with higher effort requirement levels, and losses were
shown to be more motivating than gains. However, individual effort-discounting rates
calculated from the COGED task were not associated with behavioural or ERD
changes, indicating that these changes are not directly modulated by economic value.

7.3.1 Changes in cortical processes with reward.
The methodology used throughout the studies reported in the present thesis
implemented ERD measures during the anticipatory period of an effortful task in
combination with behavioural measures under differing incentive magnitudes or
valences. A COGED task (Massar, Lim, Sasmita, & Chee, 2016; Westbrook & Braver,
2015) was employed following the completion of the vigilance or Go/NoGo tasks, and
this was used to estimate individual SVs of effort, which were correlated with effortful
performance and ERD changes during the effortful task.
Similar to previous research investigating effortful engagement using CV
measures (Newlin & Levenson, 1979; Obrist, 2012; Segers, Steendijk, Stergiopulos,
& Westerhof, 2001; Wright, 1996; Richter 2008; Wright 1990), the inclusion of
preparatory ERD measures allowed us to identify the cortical underpinnings behind
the effects of different incentive types on effortful performance. Specifically, ERD
measures during the preparatory period of an effortful task allowed us to separate the
cortical processes associated with attention, motor preparation, and motor inhibition.
Incentives of different magnitudes were compared, as well as positive and negative
incentives of equal and differing nominal values. The interaction between incentive
valence and approach/avoidance motor sets was also investigated.
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If the sustained vigilance task described in chapter 4 was conducted in a block
design, with the baseline being taken at the start of the block and reward level
consistent across the block, a sustained increase in cortical power in the alpha and beta
bands was observed, reflecting an increase in cortical inhibition (Foxe & Snyder, 2011;
Fu et al., 2001; Jokisch & Jensen, 2007; Kelly, Lalor, Reilly, & Foxe, 2006; Rihs,
Michel, & Thut, 2007; Worden, Foxe, Wang, & Simpson, 2000; Yamagishi et al.,
2003). Reward level was shown to interact with the increased inhibition required when
preceding faster responses; a significantly stronger inhibitive response preceding fast
compared to slow responses was seen only during high-reward trials.
In contrast, if the incentive level changed trial-by-trial and the baseline was
taken seconds before the occurrence of the target stimulus, a decrease in cortical power
in the alpha and beta bands was observed. ERD in the beta band was found over
bilateral sensorimotor areas, likely representing motor preparation (Erbil & Ungan,
2007; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, et al., 1996; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996), and
posterior-parietal and frontal ERD in the alpha band was found, likely representing
anticipatory attention (Capotosto et al., 2009; Corbetta & Shulman, 2002; Coull,
Walsh, Frith, & Nobre, 2003; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2006).
Alpha- and beta-band ERD was shown to be sensitive not only to response-speeds, but
also to reward, as it was stronger during high-reward trials.
Taken together, the two experiments presented in chapter 4 show the inhibitive
and activation components posited by the horse race model of motor actions (Band &
Logan, 2003; Logan & Cowan, 1984; Schultz, 2015), using novel ERD measures. The
results showed that cognitive effort is engaged through the strategic activation and
inhibition of task-relevant cortical areas only when the offered incentives are
sufficiently high. Falling in line with findings showing that trial-by-trial incentive
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manipulation promote transient effects (Krebs, Boehler, & Woldorff, 2010; Novak &
Foti, 2015; Zhang, Li, Wang, Liu, & Zheng, 2017), while block incentive
manipulations emphasise sustained changes (Locke & Braver, 2008; Umemoto &
Holroyd, 2015), these results suggest that the holding and release of inhibition is
sensitive to sustained changes, while preparatory motor activation is sensitive to
transient incentive effects.
The experiment reported in chapter 5 expanded on these findings with the
inclusion of graded losses and gains used as incentives during the sustained vigilance
and COGED tasks. Symmetrical increases in sensorimotor alpha- and beta-band ERD
were found in response to graded gains and losses. The results presented in chapter 5
show that graded losses and gains caused symmetrical increases in cortical activation
over the same recording sites, reflecting symmetrical increases in motor preparation
(Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, et al., 1996; Stancak & Pfurtscheller,
1996). The results show a ‘U-shaped’ relationship between incentive and engagement
(Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, & Damasio, 1997; Costantini & Hoving, 1973; Davidson,
Ekman, Saron, Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Ganzach & Karsahi, 1995; Hochman &
Yechiam, 2011; Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990, 1997; Sokol-Hessner, Camerer, &
Phelps, 2013) and show that losses and gains act to modulate reward through similar
cortical processes. However, the results presented in chapter 5 did not identify where
the divergence occurs between losses and gains regarding their effects on effortful
performance.
To directly investigate the interactions between approach/avoidance
associations made with positive or negative incentives (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette,
Roberts, & McDonald, 2017; Hoofs, Carsten, Boehler, & Krebs, 2019; Houtman &
Notebaert, 2013; Pratto & John, 1991), the experiment reported in chapter 6 measured
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ERD changes during the anticipatory period of a Go/NoGo task while participants
expected either an approach or avoidance motor response in loss, gain, and no
incentive conditions. It was shown that inhibitory motor-sets resulted in significantly
smaller ERD in the beta band over bilateral sensorimotor areas and in the alpha band
over frontal and posterior-parietal areas. Similarly, losses were associated with weaker
ERD in the alpha band over overlapping areas of the scalp overlaying frontal and
posterior-parietal cortical regions compared to gains of equal nominal value. However,
no interaction was found between the effect of incentives and the effect of
approach/avoidance motor-sets on cortical oscillatory changes, indicating that
incentive acted independent to approach/avoidance associations. Further, while betaband ERD over bilateral sensorimotor areas was stronger when participants were
offered an incentive compared to no incentive, no significant difference was found
between gain and loss conditions.
The ERD measures taken during the experiment described in chapter 6 were
able to separate the effects of incentives and approach/avoidance motor sets on patterns
of activation reflecting motor preparation and anticipatory attention. The results
presented were able to expand on previous behavioural studies investigating the effect
of gains and losses on effortful performance by showing how gains and losses
modulated proactive control and anticipatory attention (Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, &
Krebs, 2018; Fontanesi, Palminteri, & Lebreton, 2019; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts,
2011).

7.3.2 The effect of gains and losses on cognitive effort
A common theme in the research presented in chapters 5 and 6 is the
investigation of the differential effects of gains and losses on discounting rates and
effortful performance. In the COGED task, losses were shown to have a significantly
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larger AuC than gains, indicating losses were more motivating than gains. However,
in both the sustained vigilance and Go/NoGo tasks losses were not found to cause
significantly faster RTs than gains when used as incentives.
The behavioural results described in the present thesis match those found in
previous experiments. Losses are often found to be more motivating than gains
(Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer, & Vohs, 2001; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Rozin
& Royzman, 2001; Wright & Rakow, 2017), but also cause no difference in (Boksem
& Tops, 2008; Seifert, Naumann, Hewig, Hagemann, & Bartussek, 2006) or even a
deterioration of effortful performance (Carsten, Hoofs, Boehler, & Krebs, 2018;
Fontanesi, Palminteri, & Lebreton, 2019; Paschke et al., 2015; Potts, 2011) relative to
gains of equal nominal value.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the divergent effect of losses
and gains on effortful performance. First, it has been suggested that losses result in a
deterioration in effortful performance relative to gains due to approach/avoidance
associations made with losses and gains (Chapman, Gallivan, Wong, Wispinski, &
Enns, 2015; Zheng et al., 2017). Avoidance associations may cause a deterioration in
performance as they cause participants to withdraw from the task, resulting in slower
RTs. In contrast, approach associations may cause a relative increase in performance
as they cause participants to engage more with the task, resulting in faster RTs (Chen,
Lakshminarayanan, & Santos, 2006; De Houwer, Crombez, Baeyens, & Hermans,
2001; Duckworth, Bargh, Garcia, & Chaiken, 2002; Markman & Brendl, 2005; Rinck
& Becker, 2007; Solarz, 1960).
Alternately, the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful performance
has been proposed to be the result of attentional saliency, causing losses to distract
participants from the primary task goals (Yechiam, Retzer, Telpaz, & Hochman,
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2015). The attentional account of the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful
performance falls in line with the attentional model of loss aversion, which suggests
that rather than being more motivating than gains, losses simply attract more
attentional resources, leading to the illusion of loss-aversion in choice tasks (Yechiam,
Retzer, Telpaz, & Hochman, 2015).
The experiment reported in chapter 5 investigated the anticipatory cortical
responses associated with graded losses and gains during a cued vigilance task. We
showed that graded loses and gains were associated with symmetrical increases in
cortical activity over frontal and sensorimotor areas, forming a ‘U-shaped’ curve with
no significant difference between the gradient of the slopes in gain and loss trials. To
expand on the approach/avoidance associations made with losses and gains during
effortful performance, the experiment presented in chapter 6 investigated the
interactive effects of positive and negative incentives on the anticipatory ERD
associated with approach/avoidance motor sets during a cued Go/NoGo task. We
found weaker alpha-band ERD over frontal and posterior-parietal regions in conditions
with avoidance motor sets and when participants were incentivised with losses
compared to gains. Similarly, beta-band ERD over bilateral sensorimotor areas was
stronger when participants were incentivised with a loss or a gain compared to no
incentive conditions, but no difference was found between gain and loss conditions.
Further, the hypothesised interaction between approach/avoidance motor sets and
positive/negative incentives was not found, indicating that gains and losses acted
independently to approach/avoidance tendencies.
The results presented in chapter 5 show that cortical activation associated with
motor preparation and anticipatory attention increased symmetrically with graded
losses and gains, showing that both incentive types employed similar cortical
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processes. This falls in line with classical findings showing a ‘U-shaped’ relationship
between the effect of increasing losses and gains on arousal (Bechara, Damasio,
Tranel, & Damasio, 1997; Costantini & Hoving, 1973; Davidson, Ekman, Saron,
Senulis, & Friesen, 1990; Ganzach & Karsahi, 1995; Hochman & Yechiam, 2011;
Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1990, 1997; Sokol-Hessner, Camerer, & Phelps, 2013).
The results therefore expanded on the ‘U-shaped’ relationship between losses and
gains with the novel measure of anticipatory ERD, highlighting the cortical processes
associated with the increase in effortful performance during a sustained vigilance task.
Further, participants were shown to be sensitive to the magnitude of gains, with ERD
being stronger in high- compared to low-reward trials, but insensitive to loss
magnitude, with no difference found between high- compared to low-reward trials.
These results may reflect a process of attentional orienting to the presence of a loss
with little processing of the magnitude of the loss itself, while more deliberation is
given to the value of the gain to calculate whether it is worth pursuing. This system
may have evolved to provide individuals with the means to respond as quickly as
possible to threatening stimuli, as any delay or uncertainty could result in significant
harm, while being able to spend more time considering whether it is worth pursuing
an appetitive outcome without being under any significant threat. However, this
interpretation was not directly investigated in the present thesis and requires further
investigation to warrant strong consideration.
Expanding on the findings of chapter 5, the results shown in chapter 6 suggest
that anticipatory attention was stronger when participants were incentivised with a gain
compared to a loss, but that motor-approach behaviours increased symmetrically under
losses and gains. The ERD patterns shown therefore support attentional accounts of
the divergent effect of losses and gains on effortful performance (Yechiam &
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Hochman, 2013; Yechiam, Retzer, Telpaz, & Hochman, 2015), while contradicting
approach/avoidance accounts (Buzzell, Beatty, Paquette, Roberts, & McDonald, 2017;
Hoofs, Carsten, Boehler, & Krebs, 2019; Houtman & Notebaert, 2013; Pratto & John,
1991).
Participants may have shown increased attention-related ERD in gain trials due
to the saliency of losses distracting participants and therefore reducing sustained
attention to the task. Alternately, losses may have resulted in an immediate attentional
orienting response which faded while they anticipated the Go/NoGo cue, meaning they
did not sufficiently prepare for the target stimulus. However, since immediate
responses to gain/loss cues were not investigated, a definitive interpretation cannot be
made.
However, contrary to the hypotheses made, no significant interaction was
found between the effect of approach/avoidance motor-sets and incentive effects on
preparatory ERD responses. Previous studies investigating interactive effects between
positive/negative incentives and approach/avoidance behavioural tendencies during
Go/NoGo tasks have found mixed results. Early studies investigating this interaction
showed that gains and losses enhance Go/NoGo performance compatible to the
approach/avoidance associations made with the incentives (i.e., gains improve Go RTs
and losses improve NoGo stopping rates) (Guitart-Masip et al., 2011; Guitart-Masip
et al., 2012; Richter et al., 2014; Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019). However, more recent
research failed to show significant interactions between incentive valence and
Go/NoGo responses (Boehler, Hopf, Stoppel, & Krebs, 2012; Verbruggen & McLaren,
2018; Schevernels, Bombeke, Krebs, & Boehler, 2016). There are several
methodological factors which may explain these mixed results, however a key
difference in understanding why no interaction was found presently is the placement
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of the incentive cue relative to the Go/NoGo stimulus. A stronger interaction between
positive/negative incentives is often found when Go/NoGo cues are presented
concurrent with incentive information, compared to seconds after the presentation of
incentive information (Hoofs, Böhler, & Krebs, 2019). The placement of incentive
information relative to the target stimulus may therefore trigger substantially different
control mechanisms, which may be differentially affected by incentive valence. The
pre-cued trials used in all experiments reported in the present thesis trigger proactive
control responses (Braver, 2012; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017), while incentives presented
concurrent to Go/NoGo cues trigger immediate control mechanisms (Bargh et al.,
1996; Chen & Bargh, 1999; Kozlik et al., 2015). Proactive control mechanisms
investigated may not be sensitive to approach/avoidance responses made immediately
after the presentation of incentive information, and the differences found may be
reflective of tonic changes in attention or effortful engagement under different
incentive conditions.
The experiment discussed in chapter 6 investigated passive rather than active
avoidance, as the participants were required to make no response to NoGo stimuli,
rather than actively avoiding an aversive stimulus (Binti Affandi et al., 2021; Riley &
Foss, 1991). The present results may therefore not be applicable to situations where
participants are required to actively approach or avoid an aversive stimulus. This is
particularly relevant as active inhibition is associated with much stronger signs of
arousal compared to passive inhibition (Binti Affandi et al., 2021; Riley & Foss, 1991),
meaning it may have marked effects on effortful performance when associated with a
loss or a gain.
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7.3.3 Fronto- and posterior-parietal activation
A common theme reported across the experiments discussed in the present
thesis was the observation of patterns of alpha-band ERD over frontal and posterior
parietal areas of the scalp. Frontal and posterior-parietal alpha-band ERD was shown
to be sensitive to incentive magnitude in chapter 4, as well as incentive modality in
chapter 6.
Alpha-band ERD over fronto-central and posterior parietal regions is most
commonly associated with activation in the FPN, where frontal regions control
anticipatory attention in occipital and parietal occipital cortical regions through the
suppression of ongoing alpha rhythms (Corbetta, Patel, & Shulman, 2008; Coull et al.,
2003; Kastner & Ungerleider, 2000; Serences & Yantis, 2006). This interpretation is
supported by TMS studies reporting deficits in visual processing and posterior-parietal
ERD following TMS interference of posterior parietal and fronto-parietal regions
(Capotosto et al., 2009)). The patterns of alpha band ERD reported in chapters 4 and
6 can therefore be viewed as reflecting the anticipatory attention required to detect the
target stimulus to respond as quickly and accurately as possible to the occurrence of
Go/NoGo cues. The results presented in chapter 4 support this interpretation of frontal
and posterior-parietal alpha-band ERD, as fast responses were preceded by a
significantly stronger ERD compared to slow responses.
Expanding on these findings, the results reported in chapter 6 show that
anticipatory

attention

was

sensitive

both

to

incentive

valence

and

to

approach/avoidance motor sets induced by task demands. Alpha-band ERD over
frontal and posterior-parietal scalp regions was weaker when avoidance motor sets
were induced, and when participants were incentivised with a loss over a gain. The
results presented in chapter 6, therefore, provide a novel explanation for the divergent
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effect of losses and gains on effortful performance, suggesting that losses impair
performance relative to gains as they result in reduced attention to primary task
demands. Losses were suggested to impair performance due to their increased
attentional saliency, causing participants to pay attention to the loss itself and thereby
distracting them from the task requirements.

7.3.4 Bilateral sensorimotor beta-band ERD
While anticipatory attention is an important task-relevant cognitive process for
fast responses to Go cues, pre-prepared motor activation is also required to execute a
speeded motor response once the Go cue is recognised (Band & Logan, 2003; Logan
& Cowan, 1984; Schultz, 2015). The required pre-prepared motor response was
reflected in the ERD measures taken in the present thesis as a beta-band ERD
overlaying sensorimotor regions of the scalp and was found in all reported
experiments. Sensorimotor beta-band ERD was shown to be sensitive to reward
magnitude, response-speed, and approach/avoidance motor sets, but not to reward
modality
In the experiment reported in chapter 4, sensorimotor beta-band ERD was
significantly stronger when preceding a fast compared to a slow response and during
high-reward compared to low- and no-reward trials. Similarly, this ERD was stronger
in high-incentive compared to low-incentive and no-incentive trials in chapter 5, and
was stronger when participants were offered an incentive compared to no incentive in
chapter 6. However, no significant difference was found between the slope of the ERD
under graded losses and gains in the results reported in chapter 5, forming a U-shaped
curve, where the strength of the ERD increased as both positive and negative
incentives increased in magnitude. Similarly, no significant difference was found
between gain and loss conditions in chapter 6.
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Sensorimotor ERD in the beta band likely reflects increased motor preparation
during the anticipation of the target stimulus (Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Pfurtscheller,
Stancak, et al., 1996; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996), originating from the periRolandic regions (Murthy & Fetz, 1996; Pfurtscheller & Berghold, 1989; Pfurtscheller
& Neuper, 1997; Schnitzler, Salenius, Salmelin, Jousmaki, & Hari, 1997). This view
is supported by the results presented in this thesis, as sensorimotor ERD in the beta
band was generally significantly correlated with RTs and was stronger preceding fast
compared to slow movements.
Previous research investigating ERD changes during Go/NoGo responses has
found no significant differences in the alpha-band (Filipović, Jahanshahi, & Rothwell,
2001; Alegre et al., 2004), but a stronger beta-band ERD during movement initiation
compared to inhibition (Alegre et al., 2004). Further, investigating ERD changes
during proactive control, Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017) showed
significantly weaker alpha-band ERD over posterior-parietal regions and stronger
sensorimotor beta-band ERD when participants prepared a Go response, compared to
trials when they were uncertain as to whether they would be required to execute a
subsequent Go or NoGo response. While these findings seem to contradict the results
found in chapter 6, this divergence may be due to the respective cue probabilities used.
In the experiment reported presently, participants expected a Go/NoGo cue with a
fixed probability of .75 in each condition, while in the experiment reported by
Liebrand, Pein, Tzvi, and Krämer (2017) trials with a 100% probability of a Go
response were compared to trials with equiprobable chances of the occurrence of a
subsequent Go/NoGo cue. It therefore seems that anticipatory alpha-band ERD is
sensitive to attention or overall task engagement, while beta-band ERD reflects the
preparation or maintenance of approach motor responses.
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Interestingly, in the results shown in chapters 4 and 6, high incentives were
found not only to increase the strength of sensorimotor ERD, but also to affect its
laterality. In chapter 4, a contralateral sensorimotor beta-band ERD was found in lowand no-incentive conditions, an effect which became bilateral under the high-reward
condition. Similarly, in the results presented in chapter 6, a significant main effect of
reward on beta-band ERD was found in a cluster of electrodes overlaying ipsilateral
areas of the sensorimotor cortex while that overlaying contralateral areas remained
constant across reward levels.
While bilateral sensorimotor ERD is most closely associated with movement
execution (Alegre et al., 2006; Cassim et al., 2000; Crone et al., 1998; Doyle, Yarrow,
& Brown, 2005; Erbil & Ungan, 2007; Kilavik et al., 2012; Omlor, Patino, MendezBalbuena, Schulte-Monting, & Kristeva, 2011; Pfurtscheller, Stancak, & Edlinger,
1997; Stancak & Pfurtscheller, 1996; Tzagarakis, Ince, Leuthold, & Pellizzer, 2010;
Wheaton, Fridman, Bohlhalter, Vorbach, & Hallett, 2009), it has also been shown to
precede movements with a higher rate of force (Hortobagyi, Taylor, Petersen, Russell,
& Gandevia, 2003; Perez & Cohen, 2008; Stedman, Davey, & Ellaway, 1998; Stinear,
Walker, & Byblow, 2001; Tinazzi & Zanette, 1998). Ipsilateral beta-band ERD has
been proposed to represent interhemispheric inhibition (Fujiyama, Hinder, &
Summers, 2013; Welniarz, Dusart, Gallea, & Roze, 2015), preventing mirror
movements under cases of high motor preparation. Bilateral sensorimotor ERD has
also been associated with deteriorating motor processes with age (Derambure et al.,
1993), where a stronger ipsilateral pre-movement ERD (Vallesi, McIntosh, Kovacevic,
Chan, & Stuss, 2010) and a weaker contralateral ERD (Naccarato et al., 2006; Ward
& Frackowiak, 2003; Ward et al., 2008) is commonly found in older participants.
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The associations drawn in the present research between laterality and reward
give further insight into the functional role of asymmetry in the motor cortex. This
suggests that the bilateral ERD previously shown preceding high-force movements
and in older participants reflects higher physical effort causing an overflow of
activation from the contralateral motor cortex into the ipsilateral cortex (Fujiyama,
Hinder, & Summers, 2013; Welniarz, Dusart, Gallea, & Roze, 2015).

7.3.5 Lack of significant theta-band effects.
A theta-band ERS was hypothesised to be found over fronto-central areas of
the scalp, and to increase with reward and when preceding fast compared to slow
responses. However, while the expected pattern of frontal-midline theta-band ERS was
found, this was not significantly modulated by incentives, response-speeds, or taskconditions.
An increase in cortical power in the theta band over fronto-central areas of the
scalp is commonly found during the active maintenance of high-level cognitive
processes such as working memory, novelty detection, and cognitive control
(Cavanagh, Zambrano-Vazquez, & Allen, 2012; Itthipuripat, Wessel, & Aron, 2013;
Jacobs, Hwang, Curran, & Kahana, 2006; Rutishauser, Ross, Mamelak, & Schuman,
2010), and during effortful listening tasks (Rönnberg et al., 2013; Rönnberg, Rudner,
Foo, & Lunner, 2008). For this reason, fronto-central theta-band ERS is often
considered to directly reflect the sustained deployment of cognitive effort (Itthipuripat
et al., 2013).
However, theta-band ERS may be reflective of tonic rather than phasic
cognitive effort. Fronto-central theta-band ERS is generally only found during periods
of extended effortful engagement (Asada, Fukuda, Tsunoda, Yamaguchi, & Tonoike,
1999; Barwick, Arnett, & Slobounov, 2012; Hsieh & Ranganath, 2014; Ishii et al.,
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1999; Mitchell, McNaughton, Flanagan, & Kirk, 2008; Paus et al., 1997; Wascher et
al., 2014). It has been suggested that theta-band activation reflects the sustainment
effortful behaviour in the face of growing mental fatigue rather than phasic increases
in cognitive effort in response to incentive or task cues (Umemoto, Inzlicht, &
Holroyd, 2019).
The present lack of significant findings in the theta band suggest that incentives
only caused phasic, short-term modulations in effortful engagement on a trial-by-trial
basis rather that sustained changes in effortful engagement. This may be due to the
current task structure used, as incentive cues were presented two seconds prior to the
occurrence of the target stimulus, meaning a sustained modulation of effortful
engagement was not required. The present results may therefore lack generalisability
to tasks which require sustained effortful engagement, as is common in more
ecologically valid effortful situations.

7.3.6 Associations with effort discounting rates
All experiments discussed in the present thesis used a COGED task to calculate
individual effort-discounting rates the across multiple effort levels, and the
experiments reported in chapters 5 and 6 compared the SV of effort across gain and
loss modalities.
The SV of effort calculated during the COGED task in the present thesis
matches the results found by previous experiments. We first found in all experiments,
and as hypothesised, that rewards were discounted more sharply if participants were
required to complete the vigilance task again for thirty minutes compared to five
minutes. Second, in chapters 5 and 6, where loss and gain conditions were included in
the task, participants were more willing to engage in the high effort option when
avoiding losses compared to incentive with gains, matching the classical finding of
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loss-aversion in the domain of cognitive effort (Baumeister, Bratslavsky, Finkenauer,
& Vohs, 2001; Krebs & Woldorff, 2017; Rozin & Royzman, 2001; Wright & Rakow,
2017). However, contrary to the findings of previous research (Massar 2016), a
common theme across all chapters is that individual effort-discounting rates did not
significantly correlate with changes in effortful performance or ERD during differing
incentive trials.
It is likely that individual discounting rates that are implemented during the
decision to engage in an effortful task are not directly modulated during the effortful
engagement required for an ongoing task. A probable cause of the lack of associations
between SV and effortful engagement found presently is that the discounting task
required participants to choose between a pair of discrete options, while the Go/NoGo
and vigilance tasks required participants to continuously deploy and maintain effortful
resources. The effortful decisions made during the discounting and sustained vigilance
tasks also exist along different phases of the Rubicon model of action (Gollwitzer,
1990), with the discounting task recruiting behaviour primarily existing in the predecisional phase, and the sustained vigilance and Go/NoGo tasks recruiting behaviour
occurring primarily in the volitional stage. Further, significantly different mindsets
have been shown to become dominant during each phase of the decision (Gollwitzer,
1990; Gollwitzer, 1999; Heckhausen & Gollwitzer, 1987) (e.g., a deliberative mindset
during the pre-decisional phase, moving to a actional mindset in the volitional phase).
The mindsets required during the COGED task are likely significantly different to
those made in the sustained-vigilance and Go/NoGo tasks, meaning it may not be
possible to directly compare behaviour observed during these tasks.
The discounting task may therefore recruit different decision-making processes
to those employed during the Go/NoGo and sustained vigilance tasks. Specifically, the
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cognitive frames of decision-outcomes and perceived fairness have been shown to
directly affect participants’ effortful engagement with an associated task (Brooks,
Stremitzer, & Tontrup, 2017; Church, Libby, & Zhang, 2008; Gose & Sadrieh, 2012;
Hannan, Hoffman, & Moser, 2005; Van de Weghe & Bruggeman, 2006). It has also
been suggested that the observation of loss-aversion depends more on the salience of
losses over gains rather than being due to losses being subjectively more motivating
than gains.
Of particular note in the research in the present thesis is cognitive fatigue and
the aversion to cognitively demanding tasks associated with it (Arai, 1912; Blain,
Hollard, & Pessiglione, 2016; Hagger, Wood, Stiff, & Chatzisarantis, 2010; Scerbo,
2001). In the experiments discussed, participants were required to complete the
COGED task after they had spent an extended period of time engaging with either the
sustained vigilance or Go/NoGo task and would therefore likely be significantly
fatigued when completing the COGED task. The discounting rates calculated in the
experiments discussed were likely much higher than would be found in a sample of
well-rested

participants,

meaning

that

the

discounting

results

may

lack

generalisability. Further, participants may have made decisions primarily based on
individual fatigue, rather than SVs of effort, providing a potential explanation for the
lack of association between discounting rates and ERD/effortful performance. It is
recommended that future research using these methods takes the effect of cognitive
fatigue into account when considering their experimental design by, for example,
counterbalancing the order of the sustained vigilance and COGED tasks.

7.3.7 Implications to theories of cognitive effort
Cognitive effort and prolonged cognitive control are commonly seen as costly
(Hasher, 1979; Kaplan & Berman, 2010; Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977), and effortful
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resources are thought to be deployed proportional to the SV of associated incentives
(Walton, Kennerley, Bannerman, Phillips, & Rushworth, 2006). Several theories have
been proposed to explain the aversive and fatiguing nature of cognitive effort (Christie
& Schrater, 2015; Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007; Kurzban, 2016), however each has its
own limitations, and no single theory comprehensively explains the aversive nature of
cognitive effort.. Two schools of thought have emerged, explaining the costs of
cognitive effort; resource-limited and cost benefit models (Westbrook & Braver,
2015). Resource-limited models posit that the aversive nature of effortful tasks comes
from the depletion of a specific metabolic resource, namely blood-glucose levels
(Gailliot & Baumeister, 2007). In contrast, cost benefit models of cognitive effort
describe effortful tasks as being aversive when the opportunity costs associated with
engaging effortful resources outweighs the SV of associated outcomes (Lazarus, 1993;
Tooby & Cosmides, 2008). Opportunity costs that may be associated with cognitive
effort include patterns of reciprocal inhibition associated with attentional engagement
given in a specific domain (e.g., during visual attention tasks an individual must inhibit
auditory processing) (REF).
The results presented in chapter 4 appear to support opportunity cost over
resource-limited models of cognitive effort, as they show that reward modulated
strategic cortical activation and inhibition, rather than causing global increases in
metabolic activity. In experiment 1 of chapter 4, a sustained increase in oscillatory
power reflecting cortical inhibition interacted with reward and response-speeds. In
experiment 2, a phasic decrease in cortical power, reflecting cortical activation, was
shown to be modulated by reward level. The results presented across both experiments
of chapter 4 show that cognitive effort was not associated with global increases in
neural activity posited by resource-limited models, but instead was associated with
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strategic modulations in cortical inhibition and activation, which may explain the
opportunity costs associated with cognitive effort.
However, the results presented in chapters 5 and 6 suggest that the cost-benefit
analysis associated with cognitive effort in opportunity cost models are not made based
on the SV of reward alone. First, the results presented in chapter 5 showed that while
losses were more motivating than gains, graded losses and gains were associated with
symmetrical increases in response-speeds and cortical activation over task-relevant
areas. It, therefore, appears likely that cognitive effort is deployed in response to
incentive magnitude, although factors beyond SV may impair or enhance the
deployment of effortful resources, or the effectiveness of effortful behaviour.
Expanding on the results presented in chapter 5, the results presented in chapter
6 showed that losses were associated with deteriorations in activation patterns
associated with attention, rather than approach/avoidance responses. Thus, the
divergent effect of losses and gains may be due to the attentional saliency of the
incentives, causing losses to distract participants from primary task goals (Yechiam,
Retzer, Telpaz, & Hochman, 2015), meaning that effortful resources may be deployed
in response to the attentional salience of an offered reward, rather than directly as a
result of the incentive’s SV.
Further, it is important to note that opportunity cost models are primarily
formulated to explain choice behaviour regarding prospective effort requirements
(Kurzban, 2016). The opportunity costs associated with an effortful action may
become insignificant once the individual has committed to pursuing a specific goal, an
interpretation supported by mindset research investigating the different stages of the
Rubicon model of action (Gollwitzer & Bargh, 1996). The consideration of
opportunity costs may therefore only be appropriate when considering the COGED
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task results, but not ERD/behavioural results found during the sustained vigilance and
Go/NoGo tasks. This means that, while the results discussed in chapter 4 appear to
support opportunity cost over resource-limited models of effort, these interpretations
can only be made tentatively as the ERD measures used presently did not directly
investigate the hypotheses made by either account.
The results discussed in the present thesis fall in line with the predictions made
by motivational intensity theory (Richter, 2015; Brehm, & Self, 1989; Gendolla,
Wright, & Richter, 2012; Richter, 2013; Wright, 2008; Wright & Pantaleo, 2013;
Richter, Gendolla, & Wright, 2016), by showing proportional increases in effortful
behaviour to incentive magnitude under conditions of unclear and unfixed difficulty.
However, the results discussed presently may not be applicable to tasks with clear
difficulty, such as the N-back working memory task, where effortful deployment may
be more sensitive to task difficulty than incentive magnitude.
In conclusion, the results presented in the present thesis suggest that cognitiveeffort is deployed through the strategic allocation of task-relevant cortical activation
and inhibition proportional to the opportunity costs of effortful behaviour. However,
the deployment of effortful resources may be confounded by factors beyond the SV of
the offered incentives, such as attentional biases or framing effects.

7.4 Limitations
In the experiments described presently, a significant limitation is that only
small monetary incentives were used (10 p). While on aggregate these incentives
became significant (£10), they may not have been large enough to elicit a strong
response or incentivise high levels of cognitive effort alone. Further, in the
experiments reported in chapters 4 and 5, where graded incentives were used, only two
incentive magnitudes were used, as well as the no incentive condition. The incentives
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used means that the exact shape and slope of the ERD and RT effects could not be
established to a high degree of resolution. Therefore, the ERD patterns found in the
present thesis could not be effectively described using exponential, hyperbolic, or
additive utility models.
A primary issue in the current set of studies is the predominant use of
undergraduate and postgraduate students as participations. Of key consideration is the
age of the participants. The mean age in the reported experiments ranged from 23.34
to 24.48. The sample used may not be generalisable to older individuals as the
economic valuation of cognitive effort has been found to change with age. Further,
motor function and inhibition are key factors which underlie age-related cognitive
decline, causing a deterioration in fine motor control and a slowing of movements
(Maes, Gooijers, Orban de Xivry, Swinnen, & Boisgontier, 2017; Rosso et al., 2013;
Seidler et al., 2010). Sensorimotor movement-related beta-band ERD and absolute
beta-band power has also been reported to be significantly stronger in older samples
(Bardouille & Bailey, 2019; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2018; Hübner, Godde, &
Voelcker-Rehage, 2018; Rossiter, Davis, et al., 2014; Sailer, Dichgans, & Gerloff,
2000; Heinrichs-Graham et al., 2018; Hübner et al., 2018; Koyama, Hirasawa, Okubo,
& Karasawa, 1997; Veldhuizen, Jonkman, & Poortvliet, 1993). As movement-related
potentials, particularly sensorimotor beta-band ERD, were a key measure in the
present research, generalisability across age-groups may be difficult to establish. A
student population may also have a lower income than other populations, and may
subsequently respond significantly differently in economic situations than would be
found in a sample with a more diverse range of incomes.
Finally, the tasks employed in the present thesis may not be generalisable to
more ecologically valid conditions where effortful engagement is required, and the
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ERD patterns examined may not be applicable to other effortful tasks often used in
laboratory settings. The vigilance task and Go/NoGo task used presently require two
primary cognitive and cortical processes; motor control and anticipatory attention.
While both motor control and anticipatory attention may be effortful, there are a wide
range of other processes which may also be associated with cognitive effort and are
investigated using alternate tasks. For example, the N-back memory test requires the
maintenance of working memory stores, which were not investigated in the present
thesis. The vigilance and Go/NoGo tasks also do not account for the various other
factors which may be associated with effortful engagement in more ecologically valid
settings, such as long-term goals associated with the engagement and distractors in the
environment.

7.5 Suggestions for Future Research
The present thesis contributes to the literature regarding the valuation and
engagement of cognitive effort with incentives primarily by the addition of ERD
measures, which showed by what mechanism incentives boost effortful engagement
and how cortical processes are associated with performance and the subjective
valuation of effort.
The use of graded incentives allowed us to investigate how incentive
magnitude affected the cortical processes associated with effortful engagement, and
further how different incentive type (e.g., gains and losses) affected effortful cortical
processes differently. Previous studies have modelled the discounting effect of
cognitive effort as forming a hyperbolic curve (Green, Fry, & Myerson, 1994; Green
& Myerson, 2004; Green, Myerson, Oliveira, & Chang, 2013; Odum, Baumann, &
Rimington, 2006). Further research which used similar methods to those presented in
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this thesis but with the inclusion of more incentive levels, and especially larger
incentives, could provide an ERD function which could be compared to the hyperbolic
function of effort more closely. Using methods such as these, it would also be of use
to compare the main effects and interactions with effort and other similar discounting
factors such as delay and probability discounting.
Regarding the previously discussed limitation of the samples used for the
research described in the present thesis, it would be useful to use the methods
developed here to compare the effortful engagement of different populations of
participants, such as by comparing age groups, or participants diagnosed with clinical
disorders such as depression and schizophrenia against neurotypical controls. For
example, by comparing younger and older participants in a between-samples design,
a great deal of insight could be gained regarding the causal factor behind the
differences in effortful discounting and engagement between these two groups.
Finally, it may be of use to investigate the ERD patterns of activation
associated with cognitive effort in more ecologically valid conditions. This could be
achieved by adding visual or auditory distractors to the environment during the
anticipation period, or by making the task more representative of a video game or
another effortful task which the participant may engage in regularly in their day-today life. Using more a more realistic task may help us to further understand the neural
processes behind effortful engagement in these situations.

7.6 Concluding Remarks
While the effect of incentive magnitude and valence on effortful behaviour and
physiological measures associated with effortful engagement has previously been
investigated, the electrophysiological correlates of this behaviour remains unclear. The
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current thesis described the effect of incentive magnitude and valence on cortical
oscillatory activity associated with cortical activation and inhibition during differing
task conditions. Matching previous studies, decreasing RTs were found with both the
presence and magnitude of positive and negative incentives. However, individual
discounting rates were not significantly associated with changes in RTs or ERD under
differing rewards in any of the studies reported presently. Additionally, ERD responses
were found to reflect behavioural performance, with stronger alpha- and beta-band
ERD found over frontal, posterior parietal, and sensorimotor regions under high
incentive conditions. However, while losses were found to be more subjectively
motivating than gains, they did not improve effortful performance relative to gains of
equal nominal value when used as incentives. Further, the divergent effect of losses
and gains was revealed to be reflected in a stronger anticipatory ERD in the alpha band
over frontal and posterior-parietal regions of the scalp, and this did not interact with
approach/avoidance task expectations.
These findings contribute to the literature concerning the effect of incentive
and effort-discounting rates on the deployment of effortful resources by identifying
the role of specific cortical oscillatory changes during effortful engagement. Although
behavioural and physiological measures are useful for measuring effortful engagement
and outcomes, they fail to measure the cortical processes underpinning effortful
behaviour. The present results suggest that monetary incentives modulate effort
through the strategic activation and inhibition of task-related cortical areas, resulting
in symmetrical increases in effortful engagement in response to losses and gains of
increasing magnitude. However, it seems that the SV of incentives does not directly
inform effortful engagement, which may be modulated by factors such as attentional
biases and framing effects.
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In closing, the current thesis has provided a detailed description of the cortical
oscillatory dynamics underpinning effortful engagement under differing reward
magnitudes and modalities. The utilisation of preparatory ERD measures allowed for
the measurement of cortical processes associated with motor activation, inhibition, and
anticipatory attention separately, in contrast to behavioural studies which are unable
to make strong inferences in this regard. We hope these methods can be used in the
future to shed further light on the differential effects on incentive on effortful
engagement.
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